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Abstract: We obtain a Lorentz covariant wave equation whose complex wave function

transforms under a Lorentz boost according to the following rule, Ψpxq Ñ e
i
~
fpxqΨpxq. We

show that the spacetime dependent phase fpxq is the most natural relativistic extension

of the phase associated with the transformation rule for the non-relativistic Schrödinger

wave function when it is subjected to a Galilean transformation. We then generalize the

previous analysis by postulating that Ψpxq transforms according to the above rule under

proper Lorentz transformations (boosts or spatial rotations). This is the most general

transformation rule compatible with a Lorentz invariant physical theory whose observables

are bilinear functions of the field Ψpxq. We use the previous wave equations to describe

several physical systems. In particular, we solve the bound state and scattering problems

of two particles which interact both electromagnetically and gravitationally (static elec-

tromagnetic and gravitational fields). The former interaction is modeled via the minimal

coupling prescription while the latter enters via an external potential. We also formu-

late logically consistent classical and quantum field theories associated with these Lorentz

covariant wave equations. We show that it is possible to make those theories equivalent

to the Klein-Gordon theory whenever we have self-interacting terms that do not break

their Lorentz invariance or if we introduce electromagnetic interactions via the minimal

coupling prescription. For interactions that break Lorentz invariance, we show that the

present theories imply that particles and antiparticles behave differently at decaying pro-

cesses, with the latter being more unstable. This suggests a possible connection between

Lorentz invariance-breaking interactions and the matter-antimatter asymmetry problem.
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1 Introduction

A complex scalar field Φpxq is usually defined as a function of the spacetime coordinates

x “ pct, rq such that it remains invariant under a symmetry operation, i.e., Φpxq “ Φ1px1q,
where Φ1px1q is the field after we apply the symmetry operation. In its more general

standard definition, one may also multiply the transformed field by a constant complex

number of modulus one [1–5]. A paradigmatic example of a physical system described by

a complex scalar field is a charged Klein-Gordon particle, which transforms according to

the above rule under proper Lorentz transformations (boosts or space rotations).

And what about the non-relativistic wave function, which is a solution to the Schrödin-

ger equation [6]? Is it a complex scalar field in the above sense? Strictly speaking, it is

not. This comes about because under a Galilean transformation it changes according to

the following prescription [1], Ψpxq “ e
i
~
θpx1qΨ1px1q, where the phase θpx1q is not a constant,

being a function of the spacetime coordinates. We require Ψpxq to transform in this way

in order to have the Schrödinger equation invariant under a Galilean transformation [1].

The Schrödinger field Ψpxq illustrates that it is perfectly possible to build a logically

consistent field theory assuming a more general transformation law for a complex scalar

field under a symmetry operation, where the phase θ depends on the spacetime coordinates.

The extension of the latter observation to the relativistic domain is the leitmotif of the

present work. We want to determine the wave equation whose wave function transforms

similarly to Schrödinger’s wave function and which is invariant (Lorentz covariant) under

proper Lorentz transformations.

We can also understand the main idea of this work, as described above, as the search for

the answer to the following simple question: What is the Lorentz covariant wave equation

associated with a complex scalar field Ψpxq whose bilinear ΨpxqΨ˚pxq “ |Ψpxq|2, rather
than Ψpxq itself, is assumed to be a Lorentz invariant (scalar)? Note that here we are

demanding not Ψpxq but rather ΨpxqΨ˚pxq to be a Lorentz scalar. The above question

can be rephrased as follows: What is the Lorentz covariant wave equation associated with

a complex scalar field Ψpxq that changes after a Lorentz transformation according to the

following rule: Ψpxq Ñ e
i
~
fpxqΨpxq? Here fpxq is an arbitrary real spacetime dependent

phase that is chosen to guarantee the Lorentz covariance of the wave equation.

The motivation underlying the above question is related to the fact that almost all

observables in quantum field theory are bilinear functions of the fields. Thus, a scalar

quantum field theory built from the start by assuming that the bilinear functions rather

than the fields themselves are invariant should, in principle, be consistent with all known

experimental facts.

The first step towards answering the above questions is a critical examination of the

physical meaning of the non-relativistic phase θpxq above, which allows us to naturally

infer its relativistic extension. With the relativistic transformation rule for Ψpxq at hand,

we can search for the wave equation whose wave function transforms according to it and

which is covariant under a Lorentz boost. By adding a few extra assumptions, such that

we should recover the Schrödinger wave equation at the non-relativistic limit, we show

that the relativistic wave equation we obtain is unique. We also show its connection to the
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Klein-Gordon equation and we apply it to the description of a variety of physical problems

at the first quantization level.

We then move to the construction of the classical and quantum field theories related

to this relativistic wave equation. As we show in the following pages, it is possible to build

consistent relativistic classical and quantum field theories if we employ the more general

definition of a complex scalar field as outlined above. We also determine the scenarios

under which the complex scalar field theories here presented are equivalent to the Klein-

Gordon theory. For Lorentz invariant self-interactions and for electromagnetic interactions,

the predictions of the present theory and those derived from the Klein-Gordon theory are

the same.

A few surprises appeared during our journey to the classical and, in particular, to the

quantum field theories here presented. First, as a logical consequence of those theories

we noticed that we can ascribe “negative” masses to antiparticles, while still keeping their

energies positive. We then proved that this intriguing result, naturally emerging from the

present theory, does not lead to any conflict with present day experimental facts. We also

observed that particles and antiparticles with the same wave number no longer had the same

energies and that we could make them have different momenta as well by properly tuning

the free parameters of the field theories here developed. Despite all these peculiarities,

and as we already noted above, at the level of electromagnetic interactions the present

theories were shown to be equivalent to the Klein-Gordon one. Moreover, we showed

that the “negative” masses for antiparticles lead to interesting experimental predictions if

we add Lorentz invariance-breaking interactions to the theory. In this scenario, particles

and antiparticles do not behave symmetrically and the process of baryogenesis emerges

naturally (antiparticles are more unstable). This surprising and interesting result could

not have been anticipated without fully developing the quantum field theory associated

with the Lorentz covariant Schrödinger equation given in the first part of this work. We

also noted that for gravitational interactions, the present theory can be tuned such that

particles and antiparticles either attract or repel each other.

A few other subjects are addressed in this work, all connected in one way or another to

the wave equations here derived. These results, together with the major ones highlighted

above, are for ease of access systematically put together below before we start the more

technical part of this work.

2 Outline of this work

This work can be divided into three main parts. The first one, comprising sections 3 to

5, develops the main idea of this manuscript in the framework of first quantization. Being

more specific, the following results are achieved in the first part:

1. In section 3 we derive a wave equation, which we dub Lorentz covariant Schrödinger

equation, that is covariant under proper Lorentz transformations and whose wave

function transforms under a Lorentz boost according to eq. (3.14),

Ψpr, tq Ñ e
i
~
θpr,tqΨpr, tq.
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This is the relativistic extension of the transformation law (3.6) associated with the

non-relativistic Schrödinger equation.

2. In section 4 we obtain by elementary methods the four-current density associated

with the Lorentz covariant Schrödinger equation. We also show how to write it in a

manifestly covariant way and we show its relation to the Klein-Gordon equation.

3. In section 5 we apply the Lorentz covariant Schrödinger equation to describe a multi-

tude of physical systems. Possible applications to condensed matter systems are also

briefly discussed. The main points of this section are: (a) We investigate the free

particle solutions (external potential V “ 0) of the Lorentz covariant Schrödinger

equation, which already hint towards the possibility of the existence of antiparticles

possessing negative masses and positive energies. (b) We then study the case of a

non null constant potential (V ‰ 0), where the dependence of the particle’s mass on

its value is highlighted. (c) For a constant potential, we also show that the Lorentz

covariant Schrödinger equation can be seen as formally equivalent to the complex vari-

able extension of the telegraph equation. This implies that for certain values of V we

can have a distortionless and dispersionless wave packet evolution. (d) The bound

state problem associated with a Coulomb-like potential V is presented and solved.

(e) We apply the minimal coupling prescription to the Lorentz covariant Schrödinger

equation in order to include electromagnetic interactions in a gauge invariant way.

Of particular interest is the exact solution to the bound state problem where we have

the simultaneous action of static electromagnetic and gravitational fields between two

particles. The electromagnetic interaction is modeled via the minimal coupling pre-

scription while the gravitational interaction enters via the external potential V . (f)

We also perturbatively study the scattering between two scalar particles of different

masses and charges when both the electromagnetic and gravitational interactions are

simultaneously taken into account.

The second part of this work, contained in sections 6 and 7, and in the appendixes

A and B, develops the classical and quantum field theories associated with the Lorentz

covariant Schrödinger equation. Specifically:

1. In section 6 we present the Lagrangian formulation of the Lorentz covariant Schrödin-

ger equation and we also investigate the continuous and discrete symmetries related

to it. Of particular notice is the need to modify the charge conjugation operation

such that the mass changes its sign when we implement this symmetry operation.

Only in this way can we properly exchange the roles of particles with antiparticles

and, at the same time, guarantee the validity of the CPT theorem.

2. In section 7 we formulate the quantum field theory associated with the Lorentz co-

variant Schrödinger Lagrangian. We show that it is possible to build a canonically

second quantized theory out of the Lorentz covariant Schrödinger fields that is log-

ically consistent. In the framework of second quantization, the necessity to identify

particles and antiparticles with masses having different signs is further clarified. It
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is shown that particles and antiparticles have different but positive-definite expres-

sions describing their relativistic energies. We then prove the equivalence between

the Lorentz covariant Schrödinger theory and the Klein-Gordon theory when we add

relativistic invariant self-interacting terms to the Lagrangian density. We also show

the equivalence between both theories when electromagnetic interactions are present.

The details of those proofs are given in the appendix B. However, if we include inter-

actions that do not respect Lorentz invariance, we prove by giving explicit examples

that both theories lead to different predictions. We discuss a possible connection be-

tween those Lorentz invariance-breaking interactions and the asymmetry of matter

and antimatter seen in the present day universe.

3. In the appendix A we explore the main features associated with a non-canonical

quantization of the Lorentz covariant Schrödinger fields, whose origin is traced back to

requiring the relativistic energies associated with particles and antiparticles to be the

same. This leads to the violation of the microcausality condition and, interestingly, to

the emergence of an instantaneous gravitational-like interaction between the scalar

particles of the theory. We also speculate about the possibility of arriving at a

consistent quantum field theory of gravitation if we work with quantum field theories

whose main assumption is the existence of particles and antiparticles having both

positive energies but positive and negative masses.

In section 8, the third and last part of this work, we generalize the Lorentz covariant

Schrödinger equation, presenting a new Lorentz covariant wave equation where the four

spacetime coordinates and its derivatives appear on an equal footing. For the free particle

case we have

BµBµΨ ´ 2iκµBµΨ “ 0.

Note that κµ is not a four-vector1, it is a shorthand notation for the four constants

κ0, . . . , κ3. The above equation is Lorentz covariant if we use the more general trans-

formation law for Ψ as given below. This should be contrasted with the original Lorentz

covariant Schrödinger equation developed in the first part of this work,

BµBµΨ ´ i
2mc

~
B0Ψ “ 0,

where we have a first order time derivative of the wave function and no first order space

derivatives. To arrive at the generalized Lorentz covariant Schrödinger equation we assume

that under a proper Lorentz transformation (boosts or spatial rotations) the wave function

changes according to the following prescription,

Ψpr, tq Ñ e
i
~
fpr,tqΨpr, tq,

with fpr, tq being uniquely determined by the requirement of the covariance of the wave

equation under spatial rotations and boosts. In other words, in addition to assuming that

1The four constants κ0, κ1, κ2, κ3 are invariants under proper Lorentz transformations, being the equiv-

alent in the present theory of the mass “m” in the Klein-Gordon theory. In other words, it is a postulate

of the present theory that κ0, κ1, κ2, κ3 are invariants under proper Lorentz transformations.
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fpr, tq ‰ 0 for Lorentz boosts, as we did in the first part of this manuscript, we now assume

that fpr, tq ‰ 0 for spatial rotations as well.

We also show in section 8 the conditions under which the generalized Lorentz covariant

Schrödinger Lagrangian leads to the same predictions of the Klein-Gordon theory. It turns

out that for Lorentz invariant self-interactions and electromagnetic interactions, we can

make the two theories agree by properly adjusting the values of the constant coefficients

(κµ) appearing in the generalized Lagrangian density. Interestingly, and contrary to the

original Lorentz covariant Schrödinger Lagrangian, there still remains a free parameter at

our disposal after enforcing the equivalence of the generalized theory and the Klein-Gordon

one. Finally, we show that the inclusion of interaction terms in the Lagrangian that are

not Lorentz invariant destroys the equivalence between both theories.

3 Galilean invariance and Lorentz covariance

Our main goal in this section is to derive a wave equation that is Lorentz covariant if

its solution, the wave function, transforms similarly to the way the solution to the non-

relativistic Schrödinger equation transforms under a Galilean boost. To achieve that, we

first review how and why the solution to the Schrödinger equation transforms according to

eq. (3.6). We then propose a natural relativistic generalization of this transformation rule

and derive the most general linear wave equation that is covariant under proper Lorentz

transformations if its wave function transforms according to the relativistic extension of

eq. (3.6).

3.1 Galilean invariance of the Schrödinger equation

First off we need to clearly explain what one usually means by stating that the Schrödinger

equation is invariant under a Galilean transformation [1].

Let S and S1 be two inertial reference frames whose Cartesian coordinate systems are

connected by the following Galilean boost,

r “ r1 ` vt1, (3.1)

t “ t1. (3.2)

Here r “ px, y, zq and r1 “ px1, y1, z1q are the Cartesian coordinates of systems S and S1,

respectively, while t and t1 are the respective time coordinates measured in those inertial

frames. The constant vector v gives the relative velocity of S1 with respect to S.

In reference frame S the Schrödinger wave equation for a particle of mass m subjected

to the potential V pr, tq is

i~
BΨpr, tq

Bt “ ´ ~
2

2m
∇2Ψpr, tq ` V pr, tqΨpr, tq, (3.3)

where Ψpr, tq is the particle wave function and ∇2 “ B2

Bx2 ` B2

By2
` B2

Bz2
is the Laplacian written

in Cartesian coordinates.
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Now, using eqs. (3.1) and (3.2) together with the chain rule we get

∇2 “ ∇12, (3.4)

B
Bt “ B

Bt1 ´ v ¨ ∇1, (3.5)

where the dot means the scalar product and ∇1 is the gradient operator in system S1,

namely, ∇1 “ p B
Bx1 ,

B
By1 ,

B
Bz1 q. Substituting eqs. (3.4) and (3.5) into (3.3) and assuming that

the wave function in S is connected to the wave function in S1 according to the following

prescription,

Ψpr, tq “ e
i
~
θpr1,t1qΨ1pr1, t1q, (3.6)

we obtain the invariance of the Schrödinger equation,

i~
BΨ1pr1, t1q

Bt1 “ ´ ~
2

2m
∇12Ψ1pr1, t1q ` V 1pr1, t1qΨ1pr1, t1q, (3.7)

if, and only if,

θpr1, t1q “ mv2

2
t1 `mv ¨ r1 ` cte, (3.8)

where cte is a real constant that is usually assumed to be zero and v2 “ v ¨ v. We also

assume that the potential transforms as V pr, tq “ V 1pr1, t1q. The Coulomb potential, for

instance, is the paradigmatic example of a potential that transforms according to the above

prescription under a Galilean boost.

Note that strictly speaking we can only make the Schrödinger equation invariant under

a Galilean boost by imposing that the wave function “fails” to be invariant thereunder. In

other words, the prescription Ψpr, tq “ Ψ1pr1, t1q connecting the wave functions in coordinate

systems S and S1 does not suffice to make the Schrödinger equation invariant under a Gali-

lean transformation. Nevertheless, the probability density |Ψpr, tq|2 is invariant under the

transformation given in eq. (3.6) and thus invariant under a Galilean boost.

We can also understand eq. (3.6) as a way to obtain the solution to the Schrödinger

equation in reference frame S1 if the solution in S is already known,

Ψ1pr1, t1q “ e´ i
~
θpr1,t1qΨpr, tq “ e´ i

~
θpr1,t1qΨpr1 ` vt1, t1q. (3.9)

This prescription relating the solution in S1 to the one in S is crucial for the consistency

of the description of the same physical system in different Galilean inertial frames. The

following simple example illustrates this point and further clarifies how to apply eq. (3.9)

in order to get Ψ1pr1, t1q from Ψpr, tq.

3.1.1 Example: The plane wave

Let us assume that in S we have a free particle with momentum p. For simplicity we set

V pr, tq “ 0 and assume, without loss of generality, that we are dealing with a one dimen-

sional problem. Up to an overall global phase, the solution to the Schrödinger equation

(3.3) describing such a particle is the plane wave

Ψpx, tq “ eipkx´ωtq “ e
i
~

ˆ
px´ p2

2m
t

˙

, (3.10)
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where p2{2m is the particle’s energy.

Let us now solve the same problem in the reference frame S1, which we assume is

moving away from S with constant velocity v “ pv, 0, 0q, with v ą 0. This means that S1

is moving along the positive direction of the x-axis. In this frame, the momentum of the

particle is no longer p but p´mv and the solution to the Schrödinger equation (3.7) is

Ψ1px1, t1q “ eipk
1x1´ω1t1q “ e

i
~

ˆ
pp´mvqx1´ pp´mvq2

2m
t1

˙

, (3.11)

where now pp´mvq2{2m is the particle’s energy.

It is not difficult to see that the naive prescription Ψpx, tq Ñ Ψ1px1, t1q connecting the

wave functions from these two reference frames will not transform the right hand side of

eq. (3.10) into the right hand side of (3.11). However, noting that eq. (3.8) for this specific

problem is

θpx1, t1q “ mv2

2
t1 `mvx1, (3.12)

where we have set cte “ 0, we get after eq. (3.9)

Ψ1px1, t1q “ e´ i
~
θpx1,t1qΨpx, tq “ e´ i

~
θpx1,t1qΨpx1 ` vt1, t1q

“ e´ i
~

pmv2

2
t1`mvx1qe

i
~

ˆ
ppx1`vt1q´ p2

2m
t1

˙

“ e
i
~

ˆ
pp´mvqx1´ pp´mvq2

2m
t1

˙

, (3.13)

which is exactly eq. (3.11). This simple example clearly illustrates why prescription (3.6)

is mandatory to properly connect the solutions to the Schrödinger equation obtained in

two different inertial reference frames.2

3.2 Lorentz covariant Schrödinger equation

Looking carefully at eq. (3.8), we can understand the terms multiplying t1 and r1, namely,

mv2{2 and mv, as the contribution to the energy and momentum of the particle of mass m

that is related to the fact that reference frame S1 is moving from S with constant velocity

v. For example, assume the particle is at rest in S1. From the point of view of S it is

moving away with constant velocity v and thus with kinetic energy mv2{2 and momentum

mv.

The above interpretation is the key that opens the door to the relativistic version of

eqs. (3.6) and (3.8), which will ultimately allow us to obtain a natural modification to the

Schrödinger equation that makes it Lorentz covariant.

Calling γ “ 1{
a

1 ´ v2{c2 the Lorentz factor, m the particle’s rest mass, and c the

speed of light in vacuum, the relativistic kinetic energy and momentum for a particle of

mass m are, respectively, pγ ´ 1qmc2 and γmv, where v is the particle’s velocity. With

2We employed the term invariance to denote that the Schrödinger equation does not change its form

under a Galilean boost because this is the usual practice in non-relativistic treatises on quantum mechanics

(see ref. [1], for example). From now on we reserve the term invariant to quantities such as the rest mass of

a particle, the speed of light, the electric charge, or any scalar quantity that has the same numerical value

in any inertial reference frame. Equations that look the same in all inertial frames after we apply a given

transformation will now be called covariant.
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that in mind, we postulate that under a Lorentz transformation connecting two different

inertial frames S and S1 with relative velocity v, the wave functions describing a particle

of mass m in S and S1 are connected by the following relation,

Ψpr, tq “ e
i
~
θpr1,t1qΨ1pr1, t1q, (3.14)

with

θpr1, t1q “ pγ ´ 1qmc2t1 ` γmv ¨ r1 ` cte. (3.15)

Note that we can set the real constant cte to zero without losing in generality. Equation

(3.14) is formally identical to eq. (3.6) and when c Ñ 8 eq. (3.15) tends to (3.8) since

limcÑ8 γ “ 1 and limcÑ8rpγ ´ 1qmc2s “ mv2{2.
With the wave function’s transformation law given by eqs. (3.14) and (3.15), we are

naturally led to ask the following question:

What is the form of the wave equation that is covariant under a Lorentz boost

and whose wave function transforms under such a boost according to eqs. (3.14)

and (3.15)?

We can answer that question unambiguously, i.e., we can get one and only one wave

equation, if we add the following extra very natural assumptions in our search for the

Lorentz covariant Schrödinger equation:

• It tends to the non-relativistic Schrödinger equation when c Ñ 8.

• It is isotropic, namely, covariant under three-dimensional spatial rotations in the

same sense as the non-relativistic Schrödinger equation is.

• It is a homogeneous linear partial differential equation of order not greater than two

and with constant coefficients multiplying the derivatives.

The first assumption above guarantees that we recover the non-relativistic quantum

mechanics when the physical system studied moves with small velocities. The second

assumption assumes that there is no privileged orientation in space, a symmetry that is also

respected by the non-relativistic Schrödinger equation. The third and last extra assumption

keeps the superposition principle valid in the relativistic domain and restricts our search

to the simplest wave equations, namely, those that are homogeneous and that have at

most second order derivatives and constant coefficients multiplying those derivatives. Note

that we allow the coefficient multiplying the wave function Ψpr, tq to be non-constant since

we want to recover the term V pr, tqΨpr, tq of the non-relativistic Schrödinger equation.

Using this terminology, the non-relativistic Schrödinger equation is a homogeneous linear

partial differential equation of order two (in the spatial variables) with constant coefficients

multiplying the derivatives.

Before we start our search for the Lorentz covariant Schrödinger equation, we need

first to set up some conventions and notation. The contravariant four-vector xµ is defined

such that px0, x1, x2, x3q “ pct, x, y, zq. Working with the metric gµν “ diagt1,´1,´1,´1u,
where gµν is a diagonal 4 ˆ 4 matrix, the covariant four-vector is xµ “ gµνx

ν “ pct,´x,
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´y,´zq. We assume the Einstein summation convention with Greek indexes running from

0 to 3 and Latin ones running from 1 to 3. The scalar product between two four-vectors

is defined as xµyµ, which makes it invariant under Lorentz boosts and spatial rotations.

We also define the covariant four-gradient as Bµ “
`

B
Bx0 ,

B
Bx1 ,

B
Bx2 ,

B
Bx3

˘
and the contravari-

ant four-gradient by Bµ “ gµνBν , where gµν “ gµν since we are dealing with Minkowski

spacetime.

In the four-vector notation just defined, the most general homogeneous linear partial

differential equation in the variables xµ, of order less or equal to two, and with constant

coefficients multiplying the derivatives is

aµνBµBνΨpxq ` bµBµΨpxq ` fpxqΨpxq “ 0. (3.16)

Here Ψpxq “ Ψpr, tq, aµν and bµ are constants (relativistic invariants), and fpxq “ fpr, tq,
i.e., it may depend on time and on the spatial coordinates. The function fpxq is pro-

portional to the relativistic version of the potential that affects a particle described by

the non-relativistic Schrödinger equation. Later we will fix its value using the first extra

assumption above.

By invoking the isotropic condition for the free particle case, i.e., the wave equation

should be covariant under any spatial orthogonal transformation belonging to the group

SOp3q when fpxq “ 0, we can show that several of the aµν and bµ constants are zero. To

see this note that the free particle Schrödinger equation is covariant under spatial rotations

if

Ψpr, tq “ eiαΨ1pr1, tq, (3.17)

where α is a constant (usually set to zero) and r1 is connected to r by an orthogonal

transformation belonging to the SOp3q group, namely, r1 “ Mr, with M P SOp3q.
The covariance of the free particle Schrödinger equation under transformations be-

longing to the group SOp3q can be easily proved using eq. (3.17) and by noting that the

Laplacian does not change under such transformations. We are thus led to assume that

the wave functions that are solutions to the Lorentz covariant Schrödinger equation also

obey eq. (3.17) when we spatially rotate the system of coordinates. This requirement is

our second extra assumption pointed out above.

Let us start analyzing how the term bµBµΨpxq of eq. (3.16) changes under a spatial

rotation. Writing this term explicitly we have

b0B0Ψpr, tq ` b1B1Ψpr, tq ` b2B2Ψpr, tq ` b3B3Ψpr, tq. (3.18)

If we rotate the system of coordinates counterclockwise by π radians about the x3 axis, it

is not difficult to see that new components of the vector xµ becomes xµ
1 “ px01

, x1
1
, x2

1
, x3

1 q
“ px0,´x1,´x2, x3q. Applying the chain rule this implies that

Bµ1 “ pB01 , B11 , B21 , B31 q “ pB0,´B1,´B2, B3q. (3.19)

Substituting eqs. (3.17) and (3.19) into (3.18), and neglecting the irrelevant constant phase,

we obtain

b0B01Ψ1pr1, tq ´ b1B11Ψ1pr1, tq ´ b2B21Ψ1pr1, tq ` b3B31Ψ1pr1, tq. (3.20)
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We can only make eqs. (3.20) and (3.18) look the same, i.e., guarantee covariance under

this particular rotation, if b1 “ ´b1 and b2 “ ´b2. This implies that b1 “ b2 “ 0. A similar

analysis, where we fix, for instance, the x1 axis and rotate the other two spatial axis leads

to b3 “ 0. This reduces the term given by eq. (3.18) to

b0B0Ψpr, tq. (3.21)

Turning our attention to the term aµνBµBνΨpxq of eq. (3.16), we note that the same

reasoning that led to bj “ 0 leads to a0j ` aj0 “ 0, for j “ 1, 2, 3. This must be the

case since the derivatives accompanying the constants a0j or aj0 are of the form B0Bj
and BjB0, with only one spatial coordinate. Assuming that we can change the order of

the derivatives, and this can always be done for well behaved wave functions Ψpr, tq, we
get pa0j ` aj0qB0BjΨpr, tq for that piece of the wave equation where one and only one

of the superscript index is zero. Using the same arguments that led to eq. (3.19), we

can always rotate the axis to get B1
j “ ´Bj for a given j. For example, if we rotate

the system of coordinates counterclockwise by π radians about the x3 axis, we get that

pa01 ` a10qB0B1Ψpr, tq changes to ´pa01 ` a10qB1
0
B1
1
Ψ1pr1, tq (and similarly for j “ 2). The

covariance can only be guaranteed if a01 ` a10 “ 0 and a02 ` a20 “ 0. By rotating the

system about the x1 axis by π radians, we see that a03 ` a30 “ 0 in order to preserve the

covariance of the wave equation under this particular rotation.

To deal with the remaining purely spatial terms aijBiBj Ψpxq, we rotate the system of

coordinates by π{2 instead of π radians. For instance, if we rotate the system of coordinates

counterclockwise by π{2 radians about the x3 axis, the components of the vector xµ in the

rotated frame is xµ
1 “ px01

, x1
1
, x2

1
, x3

1 q “ px0, x2,´x1, x3q. And if we now apply the chain

rule we get

Bµ1 “ pB01 , B11 , B21 , B31 q “ pB0, B2,´B1, B3q. (3.22)

Substituting eq. (3.22) into

pa12 ` a21qB1B2Ψpr, tq (3.23)

and using eq. (3.17), we obtain, up to an irrelevant global phase, eq. (3.23) in the rotated

frame,

´ pa12 ` a21qB1
2B1

1Ψ
1pr1, tq. (3.24)

Since the order of the derivatives can be exchanged freely for physical wave functions, we

can only have covariance under this rotation if a12 ` a21 “ 0. Repeating the previous

analysis where we rotate the system either about x2 or x1 by π{2 radians, we get that we

should have a13 ` a31 “ 0 and a23 ` a32 “ 0 to keep the rotational covariance of the wave

equation (3.16).

By a similar argument we can show that a11 “ a22 “ a33. For example, the counter-

clockwise π{2 rotation about the x3 axis leads to eq. (3.22). This implies, together with

eq. (3.17), that the quantity

a11B1B1Ψpr, tq ` a22B2B2Ψpr, tq (3.25)

changes to

a11B1
2B1

2Ψ
1pr1, tq ` a22B1

1B1
1Ψpr1, tq (3.26)
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after this rotation. By demanding the covariance under this rotation we get that a11 “ a22.

Repeating the previous argument for a rotation of π{2 about the x1 axis gives a22 “ a33.

Putting all those results together, eq. (3.16) becomes

a00B0B0Ψpxq ´ a11BjBjΨpxq ` b0B0Ψpxq ` fpxqΨpxq “ 0, (3.27)

where we have used that Bj “ ´Bj . Note that this equation is covariant under all rotations

since the only remaining spatial derivatives, namely ´BjBj “ ∇2, is the Laplacian, which

does not change its form under rotations.

So far we have not investigated what restrictions a Lorentz boost impose on the re-

maining constants shown in eq. (3.27). In order to do that, it is convenient to rewrite

eq. (3.27) as follows,

AB20Ψpxq ´BBjBjΨpxq ` CB0Ψpxq ` fpxqΨpxq “ 0. (3.28)

In this notation, our task is to determine what are the values and relations among A,

B, and C that arise after we impose the covariance of eq. (3.28) and assume that Ψpxq
transforms according to the prescription (3.14) under a Lorentz boost. Note that we are

assuming that fpxq is a relativistic scalar, namely, it transforms to f 1px1q under a Lorentz

boost.

Since we already proved the covariance of eq. (3.28) under three-dimensional spatial

rotations, we do not lose in generality by assuming that the velocity v of the inertial

reference frame S1 with respect to S is directed along the x1 axis. With such a choice for

v the variables xµ are connected to xµ
1
by the following Lorentz transformation,

x0 “ γpx01 ` βx1
1 q, (3.29)

x1 “ γpx11 ` βx0
1 q, (3.30)

x2 “ x2
1
, (3.31)

x3 “ x3
1
, (3.32)

where

β “ v

c
and γ “ 1a

1 ´ β2
.

By applying the chain rule we get

B0 “ γpB01 ´ βB11 q, (3.33)

B1 “ γpB11 ´ βB01 q, (3.34)

B2 “ B21 , (3.35)

B3 “ B31 . (3.36)

Inserting eqs. (3.33)-(3.36) into (3.28), using eqs. (3.14) and (3.15), and carrying out

the derivatives, the wave equation (3.28) can be written up to an overall phase as follows,

A1 B2
01Ψ1px1q `B1B2

11Ψ1px1q `BB2
21Ψ1px1q `BB2

31Ψ1px1q
` C 1B01Ψ1px1q `D1B01 B11Ψ1px1q ` E1B11Ψ1px1q
` F 1Ψ1px1q ` f 1px1qΨ1px1q “ 0, (3.37)
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where

A1 “ γ2pA ` β2Bq, (3.38)

B1 “ γ2pβ2A `Bq, (3.39)

C 1 “ γ

"
i2mc

~

“
p1 ´ γqA´ γβ2B

‰
` C

*
, (3.40)

D1 “ ´2γ2βpA `Bq, (3.41)

E1 “ ´γβ
"
i2mc

~
rp1 ´ γqA ´ γBs ` C

*
, (3.42)

F 1 “ imc

~

"
imc

~

“
p1´γq2A` γ2β2B

‰
`p1´γqC

*
. (3.43)

Equation (3.37) is what wave equation (3.28) becomes after a Lorentz boost for arbi-

trary values of the constants A, B, and C. In order to make eqs. (3.37) and (3.28) look the

same, i.e., in order to have Lorentz covariance, we must have D1 “ 0, E1 “ 0, and F 1 “ 0.

The first condition, D1 “ 0, implies B “ ´A, as can be seen by looking at eq. (3.41).

Inserting this last relation into eq. (3.42) we get that E1 “ 0 if C “ ´i2mcA{~. With

this value for C and using that B “ ´A, we automatically get F 1 “ 0. Also, using that

A “ ´B we get C 1 “ C “ ´i2mcA{~, A1 “ A, and B1 “ ´A “ B. By gathering all these

results together we can write eq. (3.37) as follows,

AB2
01Ψ1px1q ´BBj1Bj1

Ψ1px1q ` CB01Ψ1px1q ` f 1px1qΨ1px1q “ 0, (3.44)

which explicitly shows the Lorentz covariance of the wave equation (3.28). If we now use

that

B “ ´A and C “ ´i2mc
~
A, (3.45)

and that we must have A ‰ 0, we can cast eq. (3.28) as follows,

BµBµΨpxq ´ i
2mc

~
B0Ψpxq ` fpxq

A
Ψpxq “ 0. (3.46)

To fix the value of A, we need the first extra assumption, namely, we need to impose

that eq. (3.28), or equivalently (3.46), tends to the non-relativistic Schrödinger equation

when c Ñ 8. This can be accomplished more easily by first rewriting eq. (3.46) in the

non-relativistic notation. Noting that the d’Alembertian BµBµ “ 1

c2
B2

Bt2
´∇2, B0 “ 1

c
B
Bt , and

Ψpxq “ Ψpr, tq, we can rewrite eq. (3.46) as

1

c2
B2Ψpr, tq

Bt2 ´∇
2Ψpr, tq´i2m

~

BΨpr, tq
Bt ` fpr,tq

A
Ψpr, tq“0. (3.47)

If we take the non-relativistic limit of eq. (3.47), assuming that Ψpr, tq and its first and

second order derivatives does not diverge, the limit c Ñ 8 gives

´ ∇
2Ψpr, tq ´ i

2m

~

BΨpr, tq
Bt ` lim

cÑ8

„
fpr, tq
A


Ψpr, tq “ 0. (3.48)
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On the other hand, the non-relativistic Schrödinger equation (3.3) can be put in the fol-

lowing form,

´ ∇
2Ψpr, tq ´ i

2m

~

BΨpr, tq
Bt ` 2m

~2
V pr, tqΨpr, tq “ 0. (3.49)

Comparing eqs. (3.48) and (3.49), we see that they are equal if

lim
cÑ8

„
fpr, tq
A


“ 2m

~2
V pr, tq. (3.50)

Since A does not depend on r and t, we can without loss of generality set

lim
cÑ8

fpr, tq “ 2m

~2
V pr, tq, (3.51)

lim
cÑ8

A “ 1, (3.52)

as the conditions upon fpr, tq and A that allow us to get the non-relativistic Schrödinger

equation as the exact non-relativistic limit of the Lorentz covariant Schrödinger equation.

We can go even further and prove that A “ 1, for whatever value of c, if we note that

eq. (3.52) implies that

A “ 1 `
Nÿ

j“1

Aj

cj
, (3.53)

where N ě 1, Aj is a constant, and cj is a positive power of the speed of light c. In addition

to that, eq. (3.51) implies that A must be dimensionless, since otherwise fpr,tq
A

Ψpr, tq will

have a different dimension when compared to the other three terms of eq. (3.47). Now, the

only dimensional constants appearing so far, and in particular in the free particle case, are

the mass of the particle m, the speed of light c, and Planck’s constant ~. This means that

Aj “ αjm
xj~

yj , where αj is a pure number and xj , yj are exponents to be determined such

that Aj{cj becomes dimensionless.

The dimensions of m, c, and ~ are rms “ M , rcs “ LT´1, and r~s “ ML2T´1, where

M means mass, L length, and T time. Thus, rAj{cjs “ αjrmxj sr~yj src´js “ Mxj`yjL2yj´j

T´yj`j. Aj{cj is dimensionless if xj ` yj “ 0, 2yj ´ j “ 0, and ´yj ` j “ 0. The last two

equations give j “ 2yj and j “ yj , which is only possible if j “ yj “ 0. This result when

inserted into the first relation gives xj “ 0. We see then that Aj{cj “ αj, a pure number,

and that eq. (3.53) reads

A “ 1 `
Nÿ

j“1

αj . (3.54)

But since limcÑ8A “ 1, we must have

lim
cÑ8

Nÿ

j“1

αj “ 0. (3.55)

This implies that
Nÿ

j“1

αj “ 0 (3.56)
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for any value of c because αj , being a pure number, does not depend on c. Equation (3.56)

together with (3.54) lead to the desired result, namely, A “ 1 for any value of c.

Using that A “ 1 we can write the Lorentz covariant Schrödinger equation (3.47) as

1

c2
B2Ψpr, tq

Bt2 ´ ∇2Ψpr, tq ´ i
2m

~

BΨpr, tq
Bt ` fpr,tqΨpr, tq“0, (3.57)

where the non-relativistic limit of fpr, tq is given by eq. (3.51). Finally, if we abuse notation

and make the convention that V pr, tq represents both the non-relativistic potential as well

as its relativistic extension, we can write the Lorentz covariant Schrödinger equation (3.47)

as follows,

1

c2
B2Ψ
Bt2 ´ ∇2Ψ ´ i

2m

~

BΨ
Bt ` 2mV

~2
Ψ “ 0, (3.58)

where we have written Ψ and V instead of Ψpr, tq and V pr, tq to simplify notation. Equation

(3.58) is the Lorentz covariant wave equation that we were searching for and that satisfies

all the assumptions laid out in the beginning of this section.3

Note that all time derivatives above are associated with the “geometrical time” of the

reference frame S, where all measurements and observables are made and defined for a

given experiment in S. Putting it simply, t is the time an observer at the inertial frame

S records looking at his or her watch. This should be compared with the following free

particle wave equation, derived in refs. [13–16] using a whole set of different assumptions

than those employed here,

1

c2
B2Ψ
Bt2 ´ ∇

2Ψ ´ i
2m

~

BΨ
Bτ “ 0. (3.59)

In eq. (3.59) τ is an invariant free parameter usually associated with the proper time of

the system being studied. As such, it does not change under a Lorentz boost and eq. (3.59)

is Lorentz covariant if its wave function transforms according to the standard definition of

a complex scalar function, i.e., Ψ1pr1, t1q “ Ψpr, tq. In the context of the Lorentz covariant

Schrödinger equation, however, τ is no longer a free parameter and we must set τ “ t in

order to have a consistent Lorentz covariant wave equation whose wave function transforms

according to eq. (3.14) under a Lorentz boost.

It is important to stress at this point that we have made no attempt to uniquely

determine the relativistic invariant fpr, tq, or equivalently, V pr, tq. In this sense, wave

equation (3.58) is not strictly unique. However, for the free particle case, this point is not

relevant and we do have a unique wave equation stemming from the three assumptions

given at the beginning of this section. On the other hand, when we have an external field,

we just need eq. (3.51) to be satisfied in order to recover the non-relativistic Schrödinger

equation from the wave equation (3.57). Equivalently, we must have V pr, tq tending to the

potential energy associated to this external field when c Ñ 8 to recover the non-relativistic

Schrödinger equation from (3.58).

3We should remark that the results here reported can be readily adapted to two independent real fields.

This is true because we can map a single complex field to two real and independent scalar fields. See, for

instance, sections 2.2 and 3.2 of ref. [4] and section 4.2 of ref. [5].
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Most of the time in this work we will be dealing with the free particle case, in particular

when we second quantize the Lorentz covariant Schrödinger equation, and with the minimal

coupling prescription, when modeling how a charged particle interacts with electromagnetic

fields. Therefore, in those instances the issue of the non-uniqueness of the relativistic

invariant fpr, tq is not a problem since we will be assuming fpr, tq “ 0.

On the other hand, we will also solve several bound state or scattering problems where

we will assume that V pr, tq is given by its non-relativistic version. For particles with small

velocities, this is a very good approximation. Also, this is the approach we will follow when

dealing with an external gravitational field.4

It is worth mentioning that we can also write eq. (3.58) in two other useful ways, one

that shows its resemblance to the non-relativistic Schrödinger equation,

´ ~
2

2mc2
B2Ψ
Bt2 ` i~

BΨ
Bt “ ´ ~

2

2m
∇2Ψ ` VΨ, (3.60)

and the other using the four-vector notation,

BµBµΨ ´ i
2mc

~
B0Ψ ` 2mV

~2
Ψ “ 0. (3.61)

Remark 1: If we were dealing strictly with the free particle case, we would not be

able to fix the value of A. In this scenario fpr, tq “ 0 and any value of A ‰ 0 would give

eq. (3.58), with V pr, tq “ 0, from eq. (3.47).

Remark 2: Again, if we restrict ourselves to the free particle case, the non-relativistic

Schrödinger equation follows directly from eq. (3.58) when c Ñ 8. There is no need to go

through the discussion contained between eqs. (3.47) and (3.58).

Remark 3: We can write eq. (3.58) more compactly if we define B̃µ “ Bµ ´ mc
~
δµ and

B̃µ “ Bµ ´ mc
~
ǫµ where δµ “ ǫµ “ pi, 1{

?
3, 1{

?
3, 1{

?
3q. Note that B̃µ is not gµν B̃ν . With

this convention eq. (3.61) is B̃µB̃µΨ ` 2mV
~2

Ψ “ 0.

Remark 4: It is possible, though, to redefine Bµ such that Bµ “ gµνBν is still valid. This

is accomplished if B̄µ “ Bµ ` imc
~
ζµ, with ζµ “ p´1, 0, 0, 0q, and if we measure the potential

energy from a different origin, starting from mc2{2 instead of zero. In other words, using

B̄µ and V̄ “ V `mc2{2, eq. (3.58) becomes B̄µB̄µΨ ` 2mV̄
~2

Ψ “ 0, where B̄µ “ gµν B̄ν .

3.2.1 Example: the plane wave

It is instructive at this point to study the free particle case in the light of eq. (3.58), the

Lorentz covariant Schrödinger equation. For simplicity, we deal with the one dimensional

4Although we do not need in this work the exact relativistic expression for V pr, tq, we make the following

conjecture aiming at an effective invariant modeling of it. What we show below is just a sketch and should

not be taken as the final and definitive prescription to the relativistic version of V pr, tq. The argument

goes as follows. When we are presented with the non-relativistic Schrödinger equation (3.3), it is implicitly

assumed that the external source associated with the potential energy V is at rest. In this rest frame we can

define a unitary and dimensionless four-vector nµ “ p1, 0, 0, 0q that is proportional to the four-momentum

of the source (the source momentum is zero since it is at rest). Since V has dimension of energy, we can

also postulate the existence of a four-vector vµ such that in this frame it is given by vµ “ pV, 0, 0, 0q. Now,

it is clear that nµvµ “ V and it is tempting to replace V in eq. (3.58) by nµvµ as the relativistic scalar

whose non-relativistic limit tends to the potential V appearing in the Schrödinger equation.
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case, assume that in the reference frame S the particle of mass m has momentum p “
pp, 0, 0q, and that S1 moves away from S with velocity v “ pv, 0, 0q, where v ą 0.

Setting V px, tq “ 0 and writing

Ψpx, tq “ e
i
~

ppx´Ktq, (3.62)

it is not difficult to see that eq. (3.62) is a solution to eq. (3.58) if

K “ ´mc2 `
a
m2c4 ` p2c2. (3.63)

Note that we also have another possible relation between K and p giving a solution to

eq. (3.58), i.e., K “ ´mc2 ´
a
m2c4 ` p2c2. We will deal with this other possible solution

later, where we will attempt to give a physical interpretation to it that has intriguing

consequences.

Looking at eq. (3.63) and remembering that a relativistic particle satisfies

E2 “ m2c4 ` p2c2,

E being the total energy of the particle, we immediately see that K is the particle’s kinetic

energy, where we have subtracted from E the particle’s rest energy mc2. We can thus

rewrite eq. (3.62) as

Ψpx, tq “ e
i
~

pmc2t`px´Etq. (3.64)

Using eqs. (3.14) and (3.15), the wave function in the reference frame S1 is, up to a

constant phase,

Ψ1px1, t1q “ e´ i
~

rpγ´1qmc2t1`γmvx1sΨpx, tq
“ e´ i

~
rpγ´1qmc2t1`γmvx1sΨ

`
γpx1 ` vt1q, γpt1 ` vx1{c2q

˘
, (3.65)

where we have used eqs. (3.29) and (3.30) to obtain the last line. Employing eq. (3.64) to

evaluate eq. (3.65) we arrive at

Ψ1px1, t1q “ e
i
~

rmc2t1`γpp1´βp0qx1´cγpp0´βp1qt1s, (3.66)

where p0 “ E{c and p1 “ p are the first two components of the four-momentum pµ “
pp0, p1, p2, p3q “ pE{c, px, py, pzq.

Under a Lorentz boost in the x direction the four-momentum pµ transforms as

p0
1 “ γpp0 ´ βp1q, (3.67)

p1
1 “ γpp1 ´ βp0q, (3.68)

p2
1 “ p2, (3.69)

p3
1 “ p3. (3.70)

Using eqs. (3.67) and (3.68), eq. (3.66) becomes

Ψ1px1, t1q “ e
i
~

rmc2t1`p1
1
x1´cp0

1
t1s,

“ e
i
~

rmc2t1`p1x1´E1t1s, (3.71)
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where p1 “ p1
1
and E1 “ p0

1
c are, respectively, the particle’s momentum and total energy

in reference frame S1.

As expected, eq. (3.71), which is a solution to the Lorentz covariant Schrödinger equa-

tion in the reference frame S1, can be obtained from eq. (3.64) by simply changing the

unprimed quantities x, t, p, and E to the respective primed ones.

4 Basic properties of the Lorentz covariant Schrödinger equation

4.1 Probability four-current density

If we write the wave function Ψpr, tq in its polar form,

Ψpr, tq “ Rpr, tqeiSpr,tq{~ “
a
ρpr, tqeiSpr,tq{~, (4.1)

the transformation law (3.14) for the wave function under a Lorentz boost becomes

Rpr, tq “ R1pr1, t1q or ρpr, tq “ ρ1pr1, t1q, (4.2)

Spr, tq “ S1pr1, t1q ` pγ ´ 1qmc2t1 ` γmv ¨ r1, (4.3)

where we have set cte “ 0 in eq. (3.15).

Using eqs. (4.2) and (4.3), we want to prove that the following object,

Jµ “
ˆ
ρc ´ ρ

m

BS
cBt ,

ρ

m

BS
Bx ,

ρ

m

BS
By ,

ρ

m

BS
Bz

˙
“
´
ρc´ ρ

m
B0S,

ρ

m
B1S,

ρ

m
B2S,

ρ

m
B3S

¯
, (4.4)

is a contravariant four-vector and that it satisfies the continuity equation, BµJµ “ 0,

whenever the potential V pr, tq is real. These two properties allow us to identify Jµ as the

probability four-current density of the Lorentz covariant Schrödinger equation.

Note that the three spatial terms of Jµ, namely J “ pJ1, J2, J3q, are formally identical

to the three vector components of the probability current density of the non-relativistic

Schrödinger equation [1],

J “ ´ i~

2m
pΨ˚∇Ψ ´ Ψ∇Ψ˚q . (4.5)

Equivalently, J can also be seen as formally equal to the three spatial terms of the Klein-

Gordon equation four-current density [2].

The time component of Jµ, on the other hand, can be written as

J0 “ ρc` i~

2m
pΨ˚B0Ψ ´ ΨB0Ψ˚q . (4.6)

The time component of the Klein-Gordon four-current density [2] is formally equal to the

second term of the right hand side of eq. (4.6). The first term, ρc, is the extra ingredient

we need to guarantee that Jµ is a four-vector if Ψpr, tq transforms according to eqs. (4.2)

and (4.3).

Let us start the proof that Jµ is a four-vector. For simplicity, and without loss of

generality, we assume a Lorentz boost along the x1 direction. This implies that v “ pv, 0, 0q.
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Thus, using eqs. (3.33), (4.2), (4.3), and carrying out the derivatives, the time component

of Jµ can be written as follows,

J0 “ ρ1c ´ ρ1

m
γ
“
B01S1 ` pγ ´ 1qmc ´ βB11S1 ´ βγmv

‰
. (4.7)

Noting that v “ βc and that γ2p1 ´ β2q “ 1, we get after a couple of simplifications,

J0 “ ρ1c´ ρ1

m
γ

„
mc

γ
p1 ´ γq ` B01S1 ´ βB11S1



“ γ

„ˆ
ρ1c ´ ρ1

m
B01S1

˙
` β

ˆ
ρ1

m
B11S1

˙

“ γrJ01 ` βJ11 s. (4.8)

In a similar way we get

J1 “ γpJ11 ` βJ01 q, (4.9)

J2 “ J21
, (4.10)

J3 “ J31
. (4.11)

Equations (4.8)-(4.11) are the laws a contravariant vector must obey after a Lorentz boost

in the x1 direction [cf. eqs. (3.29)-(3.32)], proving that Jµ is indeed a four vector.

Let us move to the proof that Jµ is a conserved current. Computing the four-divergence

of eq. (4.4) we get

BµJµ “ cB0ρ´ 1

m
BµρBµS ´ ρ

m
BµBµS. (4.12)

To make progress, we need to insert the polar form of the wave function, eq. (4.1), into

the Lorentz covariant Schrödinger equation, eq. (3.58). Carrying out the derivatives and

noting that R “ ?
ρ, we can show that eq. (3.58) is equivalent to the following two coupled

equations,

ρBµBµρ ´ 1

2
BµρBµρ´ 2ρ2

~2
pBµSBµS ´ 2mcB0S ´ 2mVRq “ 0, (4.13)

ρBµBµS ` BµρBµS ´mcB0ρ ` 2mρVI
~

“ 0. (4.14)

Equations (4.13) and (4.14) are, respectively, what we get by equating the real and imagi-

nary parts of eq. (3.58) to zero. We have also written

V “ VR ` iVI ,

since a complex potential can be used to phenomenologically model, for example, dissipative

processes.

If we divide eq. (4.14) by m we can write it as

cB0ρ´ 1

m
BµρBµS ´ ρ

m
BµBµS “ 2ρVI

~
. (4.15)
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Comparing eqs. (4.15) and (4.12) we see that

BµJµ “ 2ρ

~
VI . (4.16)

Equation (4.16) is the continuity equation with a source or sink modeled by the complex

part of the potential V . If V is real, as one would expect for closed systems described by

Hermitian operators, we arrive at

BµJµ “ 0, (4.17)

proving that Jµ is the conserved current of the Lorentz covariant Schrödinger equation.

It is worth mentioning that BµJµ tends exactly to the continuity equation of the non-

relativistic Schrödinger equation. This can be seen writing eq. (4.17) explicitly in terms of

its derivatives and using the definition of J0 as given in eq. (4.4),

BµJµ “ 1

c

BJ0

Bt ` ∇ ¨ J “ Bρ
Bt ´ 1

mc2
B
Bt

ˆ
ρ

BS
Bt

˙
` ∇ ¨ J “ 0. (4.18)

Taking the limit where c Ñ 8 we get

Bρ
Bt ` ∇ ¨ J “ 0, (4.19)

which is the continuity equation associated to the non-relativistic Schrödinger equation.

4.2 Manifest covariance

Our goal here is to recast the Lorentz covariant Schrödinger equation in a manifestly co-

variant way. This can be accomplished by noting that the Lorentz covariant Schrödinger

equation, eq. (3.58), is equivalent to eqs. (4.13) and (4.14). Moreover, eq. (4.14) is equiv-

alent to the continuity equation (4.16), which is already written in a manifestly covariant

form,

BµJµ “ 2ρ

~
VI . (4.20)

What remains to be done is to rewrite eq. (4.13) in a manifestly covariant way. Using

eq. (4.4), it is not difficult to see that

JµJ
µ “ ρ2c2 ´ 2ρ2c

m
B0S ` ρ2

m2
BµSBµS. (4.21)

After multiplying eq. (4.21) by m2{ρ2 we arrive at

m2

ρ2
pJµJµ ´ ρ2c2q “ BµSBµS ´ 2mcB0S. (4.22)

Using eq. (4.22), we can rewrite eq. (4.13) as

ρBµBµρ´ 1

2
BµρBµρ ´ 2m2

~2
pJµJµ ´ ρ2c2q ` 4mρ2

~2
VR “ 0. (4.23)

Equations (4.20) and (4.23) are the manifestly covariant equations we were looking for.

They are, respectively, the imaginary and real parts of the Lorentz covariant Schrödinger

equation, written in a manifestly covariant way, that one obtains after inserting the wave

function in its polar form (4.1) into eq. (3.58).
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4.3 Connection to the Klein-Gordon equation

Looking at eq. (3.58), it is not difficult to realize that the non-relativistic limit of the

Lorentz covariant Schrödinger equation gives exactly the usual Schrödinger equation. In-

deed, taking the limit where the speed of light c Ñ 8, the first term of eq. (3.58) tends

to zero and what remains is the non-relativistic Schrödinger equation. This is most clearly

seen using eq. (3.60), where the remaining terms after the limit in which c Ñ 8 is the

non-relativistic Schrödinger equation written in its usual form. Note that to obtain the

non-relativistic Schrödinger equation from the Klein-Gordon equation, a much more in-

volved limiting process is needed [2].

On the other hand, if the mass m Ñ 0, eq. (3.58) is the standard relativistic invariant

wave equation for a massless scalar particle or, equivalent, the massless Klein-Gordon equa-

tion. It is worth mentioning that when m “ 0, Ψ is a relativistic scalar in the conventional

way, i.e., Ψ Ñ Ψ after a Lorentz transformation [cf. eqs. (3.14) and (3.15) for m “ 0].

Our goal now is to search for the phase transformation that we must implement on

Ψ to go from the Lorentz covariant Schrödinger equation, eq. (3.58), to the Klein-Gordon

equation with m ‰ 0 [2]. In order to determine the correct phase transformation, we make

the following ansatz,

Ψpr, tq “ e´ i
~
fptqΦpr, tq, (4.24)

where fptq depends only on the time. The reason to work with a function f that does

not depend on the position vector r is related to the fact that the spatial derivatives of

eq. (3.58) are already the ones appearing in the Klein-Gordon equation. To arrive at the

Klein-Gordon equation starting with eq. (3.58), we just need to be able to find an f that

allows us to get rid of the first order time derivative after the transformation above.

Inserting eq. (4.24) into eq. (3.58) and carrying out the derivatives we get, up to a

global phase,

1

c2
B2Φ
Bt2 ´ ∇2Φ ´ 2i

~

˜
m`

9f

c2

¸
BΦ
Bt ´

˜
i :f

c2~
`

9f2

c2~2
` 2m 9f

~2
´ 2mV

~2

¸
Φ “ 0, (4.25)

where the dot and double dots over f denote the first and second order derivatives with

respect to time t. To obtain the Klein-Gordon equation, we must first impose that

m`
9f

c2
“ 0, (4.26)

which leads to

fptq “ ´mc2t` cte. (4.27)

This condition guarantees that eq. (4.25) has no first order derivatives of Φ with respect

to time.

Inserting eq. (4.27) into eq. (4.25) we get

1

c2
B2Φ
Bt2 ´ ∇

2Φ `
ˆ
m2c2

~2
` 2mV

~2

˙
Φ “ 0. (4.28)
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Equation (4.28) can be seen as a generalization of the Klein-Gordon equation, effectively

describing a scalar field Φ in the presence of an external potential V . If we set V “ 0, we

recover the Klein-Gordon equation for massive scalar fields [2],

1

c2
B2Φ
Bt2 ´ ∇2Φ ` m2c2

~2
Φ “ 0. (4.29)

We have thus proved that if Ψ satisfies the Lorentz covariant Schrödinger equation

(3.58), the wave function Φ, connected to Ψ by the phase transformation

Ψpr, tq “ e
i
~
mc2tΦpr, tq, (4.30)

satisfies the generalized Klein-Gordon equation (4.28). In figure 1 we show pictorially how

the Lorentz covariant Schrödinger equation are connected to the non-relativistic Schrödin-

ger equation and to the Klein-Gordon equation.

Figure 1. Relationship among the Lorentz covariant Schrödinger equation and the other standard

scalar wave equations of quantum mechanics.

5 Predictions of the Lorentz covariant Schrödinger equation

5.1 The free particle

Here, and in sections 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4, we assume, without losing generality, that we deal

with a one-dimensional problem.

The free particle solution (plane wave solution) to the Lorentz covariant Schrödinger

equation is obtained assuming V px, tq “ 0. Inserting the ansatz

Ψpx, tq “ e
i
~

ppx´Ktq (5.1)

into eq. (3.58), we see that eq. (5.1) is a solution to eq. (3.58) if

K “ K˘ “ ´mc2 ˘
a
m2c4 ` p2c2. (5.2)

The physical meaning of K` is straightforward. It is the relativistic kinetic energy of

a free particle of mass m ą 0, where E “ K` `mc2 “
a
m2c4 ` p2c2 is its total relativistic
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energy. The physical interpretation of K´ is subtler than that of K`, at least at the stage

of first quantization. A rigorous justification of what will be said about K´ here and in

section 5.2 will be given in section 7, where we develop the quantum field theory of the

Lorentz covariant Schrödinger equation. Our goal here is to motivate and to qualitatively

explore the main features of eq. (3.58) that lead to the results outlined below and rigorously

established when we “second quantize” the Lorentz covariant Schrödinger equation.

If we could redefine the zero of the potential V in such a way that K˘ changed to

K̃˘ “ ˘
a
m2c4 ` p2c2, the same interpretation associated to the negative and positive

energy solutions of the Klein-Gordon equation would be valid here. We would associate

K̃` ą 0, the positive energy solution of the wave equation, to a particle of mass m, energy

K̃`, and traveling forward in time (t ą 0). The negative solution would be reinterpreted as

an antiparticle with the same mass m and positive energy ´K̃´ “ K̃` traveling backwards

in time:

e
i
~

ppx´K̃´tq “ e
i
~

rpx`K̃´p´tqs “ e
i
~

rpx´K̃`p´tqs. (5.3)

However, as we show in section 5.2, we cannot redefine the zero of the potential in-

dependently of p to get K̃˘ “ ˘
a
m2c4 ` p2c2. This means that for each value of the

magnitude of p we would need to work with a different zero of the potential for this inter-

pretation to make sense. We believe this solution is unsatisfactory and in order to have a

p-independent interpretation of K˘ we are obliged to take the following route.

If we stick with the zero of the potential at V “ 0, we readily see that K´ ‰ ´K` and

the previous interpretation attributed to the negative energy K´ does not follow. This can

be remedied by the following procedure. Looking at eq. (5.3), and comparing the far left

term with the far right one, we note that K̃´t “ K̃`p´tq. This last equality is clearly not

satisfied by K´ and K`. We can only satisfy it if the antiparticle that travels backwards

in time also has a negative mass, namely, K´ changes to K̄´ “ mc2 ´
a
m2c4 ` p2c2. In

this scenario we have K̄´t “ K`p´tq and the particle of mass m, positive energy K`,

and traveling forward in time, must have an antiparticle with a negative mass traveling

backwards in time with energy ´K̄´ “ K`.

This interpretation is not too wide of the mark if we study the solutions to the Lorentz

covariant Schrödinger equation when we set V “ 0 and change m Ñ ´m. In this case it is

not difficult to see that eq. (3.58) has the following solutions,

Ψpx, tq “ e
i
~

ppx´K̄tq, (5.4)

with

K̄ “ K̄˘ “ mc2 ˘
a
m2c4 ` p2c2. (5.5)

We now have that K̄´ “ ´K`, which allows us to write

e
i
~

ppx´K̄´tq “ e
i
~

rpx`K̄´p´tqs “ e
i
~

rpx´K`p´tqs. (5.6)

Therefore, to the particle with mass m, energy K`, traveling forward in time, we must

have an antiparticle with mass ´m, energy ´K̄´ “ K`, traveling backwards in time. The

same interpretation can be attached to the pair of solutions with energies given by K̄` and
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K´ since here we also have ´K´ “ K̄`. The solution with K̄` “ mc2 `
a
m2c4 ` p2c2

describes a particle of mass ´m, traveling forward in time, and with positive energy K̄`,

while the solution with K´ is its antiparticle with mass m traveling backwards in time.

We can intuitively understand why this interpretation will rigorously appear in the

second quantization of the Lorentz covariant Schrödinger equation by the following argu-

ment. Looking at eq. (3.58) when V “ 0, we note that if we change m to ´m we get the

following equation,
1

c2
B2Ψ
Bt2 ´ ∇2Ψ ` i

2m

~

BΨ
Bt “ 0. (5.7)

On the other hand, by taking the complex conjugate of eq. (3.58) we arrive at

1

c2
B2Ψ˚

Bt2 ´ ∇2Ψ˚ ` i
2m

~

BΨ˚

Bt “ 0. (5.8)

Comparing eqs. (5.7) and (5.8), we see that they are formally the same, having the

same mathematical structure. In other words, the solution Ψ˚ of the complex conjugate

equation is equivalent to the solution Ψ of the negative mass equation. In this way, when

second quantizing the complex Lagrangian leading to eq. (3.58) and its complex conjugate

version, the conserved charge obtained via Noether’s theorem will be formed by particles

with positive and negative masses.

It is instructive to remark that the Klein-Gordon equation does not possess this feature,

even when we deal with its complex version. Looking at eq. (4.29), we see that the Klein-

Gordon equation is unchanged if m Ñ ´m and that its complex conjugate version is

formally equivalent to eq. (4.29). The key ingredient that makes the Lorentz covariant

Schrödinger equation change its structure when m Ñ ´m, or when we take its complex

conjugate, is the presence of the term

i
2m

~

BΨ
Bt ,

which has the imaginary number i and which is linear in the mass m. The Klein-Gordon

equation has no term linear in m or explicitly depending on i.5

5.2 Particle in a constant potential

We now assume that the potential V px, tq is a non-null constant V . Inserting the ansatz

given by eq. (5.1) into (3.58), we have that it is a solution to eq. (3.58) if

K “ K˘ “ ´mc2 ˘
a
m2c4 ` p2c2 ` 2mc2V . (5.9)

Adding mc2 to both sides of eq. (5.9) and squaring it leads to

E2 ´ p2c2 “ m2c4 ` 2mc2V, (5.10)

5In the context of Foldy-Wouthuysen transformations, the interpretation of the positive and negative

energy solutions of the Dirac equation as describing particles with positive and “negative” masses is also

possible for weak external fields [7]. Furthermore, for optical and quantum hydrodynamic systems, effective

negative masses associated with particle-like excitations in those systems were experimentally reported

[8–12].
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where we have defined

E “ K `mc2.

The right hand side of eq. (5.10) is a Lorentz invariant and can be compactly written as

pµpµ “ m2c2 ` 2mV “ m2c2
ˆ
1 ` 2V

mc2

˙
, (5.11)

where pµ “ pE{c,pq is the four-momentum.

In the particle’s rest frame p “ 0 and evaluating eq. (5.11) in this frame we get for the

particle’s rest energy,

E0 “ mc2

c
1 ` 2V

mc2
“ m1c2. (5.12)

We see that the presence of the potential V changes the rest mass of the particle to

m1 “ m

c
1 ` 2V

mc2
. (5.13)

For small values of V , such that

V

mc2
! 1, (5.14)

we have

m1 « m` V

c2
. (5.15)

Equation (5.15) means that the mass of any particle in the presence of a small potential

changes equally by the same quantity, namely, V {c2. For high values of V , the changes

in the mass are different for each type of particle (it depends on the value of m) and

is given by eq. (5.13). These results tell us that the mass of a particle described by

the Lorentz covariant Schrödinger equation depends on the background external field to

which it is subjected and which is phenomenologically modeled by the potential V . This

feature might be useful in the effective description of condensed matter systems, where the

“spacetime” structure is given by an effective Minkowski spacetime with limiting velocity

ceff ă c and effective masses differing from the “bare” masses defined when V “ 0. Note

that this feature is also seen in the generalized Klein-Gordon equation (4.28) since it also

depends on the potential V .6

We can also obtain a stronger condition than (5.14) to the validity of eq. (5.15) and in

a way that connects the magnitude of the potential V with the magnitude of the particle’s

momentum |p| “ |p|. This is achieved by rewriting eq. (5.9) as

ˆ
E

pc

˙
2

“
ˆ
mc2

pc
` V

pc

˙2

` 1 ´
ˆ
V

pc

˙
2

(5.16)

and noting that if ˆ
V

pc

˙2

! 1, (5.17)

6The possibility of an external potential that is not related to electromagnetic or gravitational fields and

that may change the rest mass of a particle is introduced by Stueckelberg in ref. [17].
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we get that 1 ´
´

V
pc

¯2

« 1 and thus

ˆ
E

pc

˙2

«
ˆ
mc2

pc
` V

pc

˙2

` 1. (5.18)

Rewriting eq. (5.18) as

E2 ´ p2c2 «
ˆ
m` V

c2

˙
2

c4 “ m12c4, (5.19)

we immediately see that it is the energy-momentum relation for a particle of mass m1,

where m1 is given by eq. (5.15). Therefore, if

|V | ! |p|c, (5.20)

a particle with mass m when subjected to the constant field V will behave like a free

particle of mass m` V {c2.
In order to better appreciate the meaning of K`, as given by eq. (5.9), we expand it

in powers of 1{c2 and compare the resulting expansion with what one would expect in the

non-relativistic limit. A simple calculation leads to

K` “ p2

2m
` V ` O

ˆ
1

c2

˙
, (5.21)

where Op1{c2q denotes terms of order higher or equal to 1{c2. Looking at eq. (5.21), we see

that in the limit of c Ñ 8 we obtain that K` is the non-relativistic kinetic energy plus the

potential energy of the particle. This is consistent with assigning to K` the interpretation

that it is the total relativistic energy of the particle minus its “bare” rest energy mc2 when

we get back to the relativistic domain. A similar interpretation is attached to K´ if we

remember that we should consider it the solution to the Lorentz covariant Schrödinger

equation with a negative mass. In other words, K can only be interpreted as the particle’s

relativistic kinetic energy when V “ 0.

We end this section proving, as claimed in section 5.1, that it is not possible to redefine

the zero of the potential independently of p to get K˘ “ ˘
a
m2c4 ` p2c2. If we try to

obtain a scenario where K˘ “ ˘
a
m2c4 ` p2c2, we have to solve for V the following

equation (cf. eq. (5.9)),

´mc2 ˘
a
m2c4 ` p2c2 ` 2mc2V “ ˘

a
m2c4 ` p2c2. (5.22)

Its solutions are

V “ mc2

2
˘
a
m2c4 ` p2c2. (5.23)

Looking at eq. (5.23), we see that it is not possible to have V independent of the magnitude

of |p|. Moreover, even allowing for a p-dependence, we cannot get the job done since we

need different values of V to set either K` or K´ to be
a
m2c4 ` p2c2 or ´

a
m2c4 ` p2c2,

respectively (note the ˘ in the expression for V above). This completes the proof of the

claim given in section 5.1.
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5.3 Complex variable telegraph equation

If we look at eq. (5.11), we note that as we decrease the value of the external potential

V , we decrease the value of the Lorentz invariant pµpµ. Eventually, for a sufficiently low

potential we will get pµpµ “ 0. In this scenario, when V “ ´mc2{2, it is expected that a

particle of “bare” mass m behaves like a massless particle. Moreover, a wave packet in this

case is expected to propagate without distortion and without spreading. This is indeed the

case as we prove below.

The one dimensional Lorentz covariant Schrödinger equation, eq. (3.58), can be written

as
1

c2
B2Ψ
Bt2 ´ B2Ψ

Bx2 ´ i
2m

~

BΨ
Bt ` 2mV

~2
Ψ “ 0. (5.24)

This equation has the same structure as the Heaviside telegraph equation [18, 19], a real

partial differential equation which under certain conditions has a solution in which a dis-

tortionless propagation of a wave packet is possible. Equation (5.24) is a complex version

of the telegraph equation and it inherits the main features of the real Heaviside telegraph

equation. As we show below, under a particular condition for the external potential V ,

eq. (5.24) has a solution in which a wave packet propagates distortionless and without

dispersion.

We should also mention that when V “ 0, eq. (5.24) is similar to the complex telegraph

equation postulated by Sancho in his search for a non-relativistic wave equation leading to

a non-instantaneous spread of a localized wave packet [20],

2mτ

~

B2Ψ
Bt2 ´ B2Ψ

Bx2 ´ i
2m

~

BΨ
Bt “ 0, (5.25)

with τ being a free parameter with dimension of time. Equation (5.25) was obtained by

extending to the complex plane the real telegraph equation [18, 19] and adjusting the

coefficients multiplying the derivatives such that the Schrödinger equation is obtained for

an “instantaneous” relaxation time (τ “ 0). In ref. [20] it was shown that we indeed have

a non-instantaneous spread of the wave function for a localized initial condition whenever

τ ‰ 0. Comparing eqs. (5.24) and (5.25), we see that they become equal if τ “ ~{p2mc2q.
If we insert the ansatz [cf. eq. (4.30)]

Ψpx, tq “ e
i
~
mc2tΦpx, tq (5.26)

into eq. (5.24) we get

1

c2
B2Φ
Bt2 ´ B2Φ

Bx2 `
ˆ
m2c2

~2
` 2mV

~2

˙
Φ “ 0. (5.27)

Choosing

V “ ´mc2

2
,

eq. (5.27) becomes
1

c2
B2Φ
Bt2 ´ B2Φ

Bx2 “ 0. (5.28)
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This is the standard wave equation for a massless scalar particle in one dimension. Its

general solution is

Φpx, tq “ F px ´ ctq `Gpx ` ctq,

where F px ´ ctq and Gpx ` ctq are non-dispersive traveling waves to the right and to the

left, respectively.

The general solution to eq. (5.24) is thus

Ψpx, tq “ e
i
~
mc2t rF px ´ ctq `Gpx ` ctqs . (5.29)

For a wave packet traveling to the right we have Gpx ` ctq “ 0 and thus

Ψpx, tq “ e
i
~
mc2tF px´ ctq. (5.30)

This leads to a probability density that propagates without dispersion and distortion to

the right and with the speed of light c,

ρpx, tq “ Ψ˚px, tqΨpx, tq “ |F px´ ctq|2. (5.31)

We can also test the previous result by studying the propagation of a wave packet for

decreasing values of the potential V . As we decrease V , less dispersive is the evolution

of the wave packet, until we reach the critical value V “ ´mc2{2 where a dispersionless

evolution of the wave packet is achieved.

A possible way to achieve such a huge negative potential would be to work with a

scalar charged particle subjected to a constant electric potential ϕ. If q is its charge,

V “ qϕ and equating it to ´mc2{2 gives ϕ “ ´mc2{p2qq. We can estimate the order of

magnitude of the electric potential using the rest mass of the electron and its charge. This

gives ϕ « ´2.54 ˆ 105V . In other words, one needs an electric potential of magnitude of

the order of 100 thousands volts to start to see a dispersionless propagation.

However, if we work with greater charges or lower masses, the lower the voltage needed.

For some condensed matter systems such as a semiconductor, the effective mass of the

electron can be as low as 1% of its rest mass. In these materials, an electric potential of

the order of ´103V would be enough to see a dispersionless evolution.

5.4 Free particle wave packets

We now investigate how wave packets evolve according to the Lorentz covariant Schrödinger

equation when we set V “ 0, comparing its evolution to the ones predicted by the Klein-

Gordon equation and by the non-relativistic Schrödinger equation when we set the Hamil-

tonian equal to
a
m2c4`p̂2c2, with p̂ “ ´i~B{Bx. In all cases we will be dealing with the

positive energy solutions.

If we write the wave function as

Ψpx, tq “ 1?
2π~

ż
f
Ψ

ppqe i
~

rpx´Kppqtsdp, (5.32)

f
Ψ

ppq is the momentum distribution of the wave packet and Kppq, a function of the mo-

mentum p, is determined by inserting eq. (5.32) into the corresponding wave equation and
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imposing that Ψpx, tq should be a solution to the wave equation. The integration above

includes the entire real line, i.e., p runs from ´8 to 8.

If we insert eq. (5.32) into the one dimensional Lorentz covariant Schrödinger equation

for a free particle, namely, eq. (5.24) with V “ 0, we guarantee that eq. (5.32) is a solution

to it if

Kppq “ ´mc2 `
a
m2c4 ` p2c2, (5.33)

where Kppq is the positive energy solution. Similarly, inserting eq. (5.32) into eq. (5.27)

with V “ 0, where the latter equation is the one dimensional Klein-Gordon equation for a

particle with mass m, we get

Kppq “
a
m2c4 ` p2c2. (5.34)

Comparing the two dispersion relations above, eqs. (5.33) and (5.34), we note that

they differ by ´mc2, which does not depend on p. This means that the probability density

|Ψpx, tq|2 computed from eq. (5.32) is the same whether we work with the Lorentz covariant

Schrödinger equation or with the Klein-Gordon equation.

It is also instructive if we compute the dispersion relation for the following wave equa-

tion,

i~
d

dt
|Ψy “

a
m2c4 ` p̂2c2|Ψy, (5.35)

which is the standard Schrödinger equation written in the bra-ket notation with Ĥ “a
m2c4 ` p̂2c2. Here Ĥ is the relativistic Hamiltonian for a free particle where the mo-

mentum p is replaced by the operator p̂ “ ´i~B{Bx. If we project it onto the momentum

space we can easily operate with
a
m2c4 ` p̂2c2 on the momentum eigenstates and solve

the corresponding differential equation. Fourier transforming back to the position rep-

resentation we realize that Ψpx, tq evolves according to eq. (5.32) and with a dispersion

relation given by eq. (5.34). In other words, the Lorentz covariant Schrödinger equation,

the Klein-Gordon equation, and the wave equation (5.35) predict the same wave-packet

dynamics in the free particle regime.

5.5 Time independent potentials

We proceed with the investigation of the main predictions of the Lorentz covariant Schrödin-

ger equation, studying now its general features when the particle of mass m is subjected

to a time independent, and not necessarily constant, potential. Specifically, we want to

address the bound state solutions to eq. (3.58) when V pr, tq “ V prq.
Inserting the ansatz

Ψpr, tq “ e´iKt{~ψprq (5.36)

into eq. (3.58), where K is a constant, we get the following time-independent equation,

´~
2

2m
∇2ψprq ` V prqψprq “ λψprq, (5.37)

where

λ “
ˆ
K2

2mc2
`K

˙
. (5.38)
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Equation (5.37) is formally identical to the time-independent non-relativistic Schrödin-

ger equation, with λ being its eigenvalue. We thus see that any solution to the latter is

also a solution to eq. (5.37), the time-independent Lorentz covariant Schrödinger equation.

Due to the linearity of eq. (3.58), its general solution for time independent potentials is the

superposition of the stationary solutions (5.36),

Ψpr, tq “
ÿ

n

e´iKnt{~ψnprq, (5.39)

where ψnprq is an eigenvector of eq. (5.37) with eigenvalue λn and, for bound state problems,

Kn is the following solution to eq. (5.38),

Kn “ ´mc2 `
a
m2c4 ` 2mc2λn. (5.40)

To better appreciate the physical meaning of K, we expand it in powers of 1{c2,

K “ λ´ 1

2

λ2

mc2
` Op1{c4q. (5.41)

In the non-relativistic limit, when c Ñ 8, K “ λ and we recognize it as the energy of the

non-relativistic system, with the rest energy already absent. The standard notation in the

non-relativistic regime is to employ the letter E instead of λ to represent the eigenvalues of

eq. (5.37) since in this regime they are the system’s total energy (no rest energy included).

Similarly, we can understand K as the relativistic bound energy of the system, with the

rest energy already excluded.

5.5.1 Example: the Hydrogen atom

Let us study the solution to eq. (5.37) when a particle of mass m and charge ´e (an

electron, for instance) is subjected to the electrostatic Coulomb potential generated by a

particle of mass M and charge e ą 0 (a proton, for example). In the SI units the potential

is

V prq “ ´ e2

4πǫ
0

1

r
, (5.42)

where r is the distance between the two particles and ǫ0 is the vacuum permittivity. If

M " m, we can consider the mass M at rest and m in eq. (5.37) is, for all practical

purposes, equal to the mass of the lightest particle. Otherwise we should understand m in

eq. (5.37) as the reduced mass mM{pm`Mq. We are also leaving out of our analysis any

spinorial properties of the electron and proton. We are effectively dealing with charged

scalar particles.

Inserting eq. (5.42) into (5.37) we see that we formally have the non-relativistic Schrö-

dinger equation for the Hydrogen atom, whose eigenvalues are [2]

λn “ ´mc2

2

α2

n2
. (5.43)

Here n ě 1 is a positive integer and α, the fine structure constant, is

α “ 1

4πǫ0

e2

~c
.
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Inserting eq. (5.43) into (5.40) we get

Kn “ ´mc2
˜
1 ´

c
1 ´ α2

n2

¸
(5.44)

“ ´mc2

2

α2

n2

ˆ
1 ` α2

4n2

˙
` Opα6q, (5.45)

where the last line is the expansion of the exact value of Kn up to fourth order in the fine

structure constant.

It is interesting to compare the previous result with the solution to the same problem

using the Dirac equation minimally coupled to the electromagnetic field. In this case we

get after subtracting the particle’s rest energy [2]

KD
n,j`1{2 “ ´mc2

$
’&
’%
1 ´

»
–1 `

¨
˝ α

n´ pj ` 1

2
q `

b
pj ` 1

2
q2 ´ α2

˛
‚
2fi
fl

´1{2
,
/.
/-

“ ´mc2

2

α2

n2

«
1 ` α2

n2

˜
n

j ` 1

2

´ 3

4

¸ff
` Opα6q, (5.46)

where n ě 1 is a positive integer and j ` 1{2 “ 1, 2, . . . , n. The last expression above is

KD
n,j`1{2 expanded up to fourth order in α.

Computing the energy of the ground state predicted by the Lorentz covariant Schrödin-

ger equation, eq. (5.44) with n “ 1, and by the Dirac equation, eq. (5.46) with n “ 1 and

j ` 1{2 “ 1, we get the same result to all orders of α,

K1 “ KD
1,1 “ ´mc2p1 ´

a
1 ´ α2q. (5.47)

Moreover, if we compute the energies predicted by the Dirac equation for n ě 1 using

the highest possible value for the total angular momentum, i.e., if we set j ` 1{2 “ n in

eq. (5.46), we get

KD
n,n “ ´mc2

˜
1 ´

c
1 ´ α2

n2

¸
“ Kn. (5.48)

These are exactly the energies predicted by the Lorentz covariant Schrödinger equation [cf.

eq. (5.44)], a remarkable match with the most energetic bound energies predicted by the

Dirac equation for a given n.

It is worth noting that we have neglected the spin properties of the electron and of

the proton and we have not minimally coupled the Lorentz covariant Schrödinger equation

with the electromagnetic field to arrive at those results. We just have inserted the Coulomb

potential as given above directly into the Lorentz covariant Schrödinger equation. It is

really impressive that such a simple approach leads exactly to a subset of the bound

energies predicted by the Dirac equation. And of course, to break the degeneracy and get

bound energies depending on the total angular momentum of the electron, we either have

to add the spin-orbit coupling by hand in the Lorentz covariant Schrödinger equation or

deal directly with a spin-1{2 relativistic wave equation as Dirac did.
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Before we move on to the next section, we want to compare the bound energies given by

the Lorentz covariant Schrödinger equation with the ones given by solving the Klein-Gordon

equation under the same conditions and minimally coupled with the electromagnetic field.

Subtracting the rest energy we have [2],

KKG
n,l “ ´mc2

$
’&
’%
1 ´

»
–1 `

¨
˝ α

n´ pl ` 1

2
q `

b
pl ` 1

2
q2 ´ α2

˛
‚
2fi
fl

´1{2
,
/.
/-

“ ´mc2

2

α2

n2

«
1 ` α2

n2

˜
n

l ` 1

2

´ 3

4

¸ff
` Opα6q, (5.49)

where n ě 1 is a positive integer and l “ 0, 1, 2, . . . , n´ 1. The last line is KKG
n,l expanded

up to fourth order in α. Equation (5.49) is similar to (5.46), with j`1{2 changed to l`1{2,
where l labels the orbital angular momentum of the mass m.

Calculating the ground state energy predicted by the Klein-Gordon equation, namely,

eq. (5.49) with n “ 1 and l “ 0, we obtain

KKG
1,0 “ ´mc2

«
1 ´

c
1

2

´
1 `

a
1 ´ 4α2

¯ff
(5.50)

“ ´mc2

2
α2

ˆ
1 ` 5

4
α2

˙
` Opα6q. (5.51)

Looking at eq. (5.51), we see that the ground state energy predicted by the Klein-Gordon

equation minimally coupled to the electromagnetic field is not equal to eq. (5.47), the

ground state energy given by the Dirac equation and by the Lorentz covariant Schrödinger

equation. Even to order of α4 the values of the ground state energies are already different.

In other words, at the level of the ground state energy, the Lorentz covariant Schrödinger

equation gives a better description of the Hydrogen atom than the Klein-Gordon equation

minimally coupled to the electromagnetic field. It is worth mentioning, nevertheless, that

if we insert V given by eq. (5.42) into the generalized Klein-Gordon equation, eq. (4.28),

we will get the same bound energies reported here for the Lorentz covariant Schrödinger

equation [eq. (5.44)].

5.6 Minimal coupling with the electromagnetic field

Our goal now is to study the Lorentz covariant Schrödinger equation, as given by eq. (3.58),

minimally coupled to an electromagnetic field. We also want to study the simultaneous

action of the electromagnetic and gravitational fields on a particle of mass m and charge

q, where the static Newtonian gravitational potential enters in eq. (3.58) via the potential

energy V prq.7

7See refs. [21–24] for general-relativistic and post-Newtonian corrections in Hydrogen-like systems when

the spin of the interacting particles are also included in the analysis.
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The electromagnetic minimal coupling, in SI units and in the metric signature we have

been using, is obtained by replacing in the wave equation all derivatives Bµ according to

the following prescription [2],

Bµ Ñ Dµ “ Bµ ` iq

~
Aµ, (5.52)

where the covariant four-vector potential is

Aµ “
´ϕ
c
,´A

¯
. (5.53)

Here ϕ and A “ pA1, A2, A3q are, respectively, the electric and vector potentials charac-

terizing an electromagnetic field.

Applying prescription (5.53) to eq. (3.61) we have

DµD
µΨ ´ i

2mc

~
D0Ψ ` 2mV

~2
Ψ “ 0, (5.54)

where V should be thought as the particle’s potential energy associated to an external field

whose origin is not electromagnetic. All electromagnetic interactions are embedded in the

minimal coupling assumption.

Noting that after a Lorentz boost Dµ transforms as a covariant four-vector and that

DµD
µ is a Lorentz invariant, we can show that eq. (5.54) is Lorentz covariant if Ψ trans-

forms according to eq. (3.14). In addition to that, it is not difficult to see that if we

implement the gauge transformation

Ãµpxq “ Aµpxq ` Bµχpxq (5.55)

we get

D̃µD̃
µΨ̃ ´ i

2mc

~
D̃0Ψ̃ ` 2mV

~2
Ψ̃ “ 0, (5.56)

where

D̃µ “ Bµ ` iq

~
Ãµ

and

Ψ̃pxq “ e´ iq
~
χpxqΨpxq. (5.57)

In other words, the Lorentz covariant Schrödinger equation minimally coupled to the elec-

tromagnetic field is invariant with respect to a local gauge transformation given by eq.

(5.55) if the wave function transforms according to eq. (5.57).

5.6.1 Bound state solutions in a “pure” static electric field

We now set V “ 0, i.e., we have a “pure” electromagnetic problem, and assume that the

particle of mass m and charge q “ ´e ă 0 is subjected to an attractive Coulomb potential

generated by a “fixed” charge e. This is essentially the Hydrogen atom where we disregard

the spinorial aspects of the electron and the proton. In this scenario

Aµ “ pϕ{c, 0, 0, 0q, (5.58)
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with

ϕ “ 1

4πǫ
0

e

r
. (5.59)

Inserting eqs. (5.58) and (5.59) into eq. (5.54), and separating the time variable from

the spatial ones using the ansatz given by eq. (5.36), we get

´ ~
2c2∇2ψprq “

“
pK ´ Vprq `mc2q2 ´m2c4

‰
ψprq, (5.60)

where

Vprq “ ´ e2

4πǫ
0

1

r
“ ´~c

α

r
(5.61)

is the particle’s electrostatic potential energy.

If we make the substitution K ` mc2 Ñ E, eq. (5.60) becomes the stationary Klein-

Gordon equation minimally coupled to the electromagnetic field via the Coulomb potential

[2]. Therefore, the bound energies for the present problem is simply Kn,l “ EKG
n,l ´ mc2,

where EKG
n,l are the bound energies for the Klein-Gordon equation. The explicit form of

Kn,l is given by eq. (5.49).

5.6.2 Bound state solutions in a “pure” gravitational field

We now set Aµ “ 0 and

V prq “ ´GmM

r
“ ´~c

α̃

r
, (5.62)

where G is the gravitational constant, M is the mass of the “fixed” particle generating the

gravitational field that acts on m, and α̃ “ GmM{~c is the “gravitational fine structure

constant”.

Inserting Eq (5.62) into eq. (5.54), and using that Aµ “ 0, the stationary equation

we get is given by eq. (5.37), whose bound state energies are given by eq. (5.44) with

α changed to α̃. Note that for the Hydrogen atom the leading term in the energy is of

the order α̃2mc2 „ 10´83mc2, irrelevant if compared to α2mc2 „ 10´5mc2, the leading

contribution coming from the Coulomb potential.

5.6.3 Bound state solutions in static electric and gravitational fields

It is very instructive to study the case in which we have a charged scalar particle described

by the Lorentz covariant Schrödinger equation minimally coupled to the electromagnetic

field and also subjected to a gravitational field. The leading contribution coming from

a static gravitational field is obtained setting V prq as given by eq. (5.62). The Coulomb

potential is modeled via eqs. (5.58) and (5.59).

As we will show below, the bound energies to this problem are not simply independent

contributions coming from the electromagnetic and gravitational fields. We will see that

the way the system “feels” the gravitational field depends on the electromagnetic field

acting on it. In other words, the bound energies depend not only on isolated functions

of α and α̃ but also on functions of the product αα̃. The simultaneous presence of both

fields leads to bound energies that couples the electromagnetic and gravitational fields in

a non-trivial way.
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Inserting eqs. (5.58), (5.59), and (5.62) into (5.54), and employing the ansatz (5.36),

the stationary Lorentz covariant Schrödinger equation can be written as

∇2ψprq “ ´ 1

~2c2

!
rK ´ Vprqs2

`2mc2 rK ´ Vprq ´ V prqs
(
ψprq. (5.63)

If we express the Laplacian operator in spherical coordinates and write ψprq “ ψn,l,mprq
“ un,lprqY m

l pθ, φq, where r “ |r| and θ and φ are, respectively, the polar and azimuthal

angles of the spherical-polar coordinates, eq. (5.63) decouples into the following two equa-

tions:

1

un,l

d

dr

ˆ
r2
dun,l

dr

˙
` r2fprq

~2c2
“ lpl ` 1q, (5.64)

1

Y m
l

„
1

sin θ

B
Bθ

ˆ
sin θ

BY m
l

Bθ

˙
` 1

sin2 θ

B2Y m
l

Bφ2


“ ´lpl ` 1q. (5.65)

The solutions to eq. (5.65) are the spherical harmonics [3], where l “ 0, 1, 2, . . . and m “
0,˘1,˘2, . . . ,˘l.

The radial equation (5.64), where

fprq “ rK ´ Vprqs2 ` 2mc2 rK ´ Vprq ´ V prqs , (5.66)

becomes „
d2

dr2
´ lpl ` 1q

r2
` fprq

~2c2


Rn,l “ 0 (5.67)

after using that

un,lprq “ Rn,lprq
r

.

Computing explicitly fprq we can rewrite eq. (5.67) as
„
d2

dr2
´ lpl ` 1q ´ α2

r2
` 2pEα `mc2α̃q

~cr
´ m2c4 ´E2

~2c2


Rn,l “ 0,

(5.68)

where

E “ K `mc2. (5.69)

We will restrict ourselves to bound energies such that ´2mc2 ă K ă 0. This is

equivalent to working with |E| ă mc2. With such values for E, the constant

B “
c

4pm2c4 ´ E2q
~2c2

(5.70)

is a real number. Now, defining

̺ “ Br, (5.71)

λ “ 2pEα `mc2α̃q
B~c

, (5.72)

µ “
a

pl ` 1{2q2 ´ α2, (5.73)
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eq. (5.68) becomes „
d2

d̺2
´ µ2 ´ 1{4

̺2
` λ

̺
´ 1

4


Rn,lp̺q “ 0. (5.74)

Equation (5.74) is formally the same one obtains when solving the Klein-Gordon equa-

tion minimally coupled to the electromagnetic field [2]. The only difference between the

present problem and the one given in ref. [2] is the absence of the term proportional to

α̃ in eq. (5.72). Therefore, we can follow the same steps given in ref. [2] to arrive at the

following solution to eq. (5.74),

Rn,lp̺q “ Ne´̺{2̺µ`1{2
1F1pa, b; ̺q, (5.75)

where 1F1pa, b; ̺q is the confluent hypergeometric function, N a normalization constant,

and

b “ 2µ` 1, (5.76)

a “ µ` 1

2
´ λ. (5.77)

The function 1F1pa, b; ̺q Ñ 8 when ̺ Ñ 8 and thus in order to get a finite and nor-

malizable solution, we have to truncate the series that defines the confluent hypergeometric

function. This is achieved if [2]

a “ ´n1 “ 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . (5.78)

Equation (5.78) leads to the quantization of the bound energies, whose values are given

by solving for E eq. (5.77),

µ` 1

2
´ λ “ ´n1, (5.79)

where λ is given by eq. (5.72). Picking the solution in which |E| ă mc2 and using eq. (5.69)

we finally get

Kn,l “ ´mc2
#
1 ` αα̃

w2 ` α2
´
„ˆ

1 ` α2

w2

˙ˆ
1 ` α̃2

w2 ` α2 ´ α̃2

˙´1{2
+
, (5.80)

where

w “ n´ pl ` 1{2q `
a

pl ` 1{2q2 ´ α2 (5.81)

and

n “ n1 ` l ` 1. (5.82)

Equation (5.82) together with the fact that l “ 0, 1, 2, . . . lead to n “ 1, 2, 3, . . . and

l “ 0, 1, 2, . . . , n ´ 1.

It is not difficult to see that if α̃ “ 0 we recover the pure electromagnetic solution (5.49)

and that if α “ 0 a simple calculation shows that we get back to the pure gravitational

solution, namely, eq. (5.44) with α changed to α̃. The more interesting scenario occurs

when both the electric and gravitational fields are turned on. In this case the effect of the

gravitational field acting on the particle m is affected by the presence of the electric field.
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This is clear looking at eq. (5.80), where we see that the bound energies depend also on

products of αα̃.

We can better appreciate this feature if we expand eq. (5.80) in terms of α and α̃,

Kn,l “ ´mc2α2

2n2
´ mc2α4

2n4

ˆ
n

l ` 1{2 ´ 3

4

˙
` Opα6q

´mc2αα̃

n2
` Opα3α̃q ´ mc2α̃2

2n2
` Opα̃4q. (5.83)

The first two terms in the right hand side of eq. (5.83) are, respectively, the non-relativistic

energy and the dominant relativistic correction due to the presence of a Coulomb potential

alone, as discussed in section 5.6.1. The third term in the second line of eq. (5.83) is the

non-relativistic energy due to the presence of a gravitational field alone (cf. section 5.6.2).

The first term in the second line of eq. (5.83),

´ mc2αα̃

n2
, (5.84)

is the dominant contribution to the bound energy coming from the simultaneous presence

of an electric field and a gravitational field. For the Hydrogen atom we have

αα̃mc2 „ 10´44mc2 „ α20mc2,

which is too small to be detected using today’s technology. On the other hand, the simul-

taneous existence of electric and gravitational fields lead to a contribution to the bound

energies about 40 orders of magnitude greater than the expected one due to the presence

of a gravitational field alone, which is of order α̃2mc2 „ 10´83mc2.

In order to have a gravitational contribution to the bound energies of order α4, which

is the order of magnitude of the dominant relativistic correction to the bound energies due

to an electric field, we would need α̃ „ α3. This is achieved with a “heavy proton” of mass

of the order of 108kg.

From a fundamental point of view, however, the fact that this simple model leads to a

non-trivial influence of the gravitational field on how an electromagnetic field acts upon a

particle of mass m deserves further investigation. It is not unlikely, as we show in section

5.7, that the scattering between two charged particles, one of which is very massive, might

lead to detectable predictions within the present model.8

5.6.4 Bound state solutions in a static electric field and a constant gravita-

tional field

If we have a Coulomb field minimally coupled to a charged particle of mass m, as given

by eqs. (5.58) and (5.59), together with a constant gravitational field acting on it, which is

8Note that by solving the standard Schrödinger equation for a particle subjected simultaneously to static

electric and gravitational fields we get for the bound energies KSch
n “ ´mc2α2{p2n2q ´ mc2α̃2{p2n2q ´

mc2αα̃{n2. In other words, the mixed term given by eq. (5.84) is already present at the non-relativistic

level. Equation (5.80), on the other hand, is the relativistic bound energies Kn,l we obtain by solving

the Lorentz covariant Schrödinger equation for the same physical system. As can be seen by looking at

eq. (5.83), Kn,l tends to KSch
n for small values of α and α̃.
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achieved by setting V a constant in eq. (5.62), we can repeat the steps detailed above and

get the following expression for the bound energies,

Kn,l “ ´mc2
«
1 ´

ˆ
1 ` α2

w2

˙´1{2ˆ
1 ` 2V

mc2

˙1{2
ff
, (5.85)

where w was defined in eq. (5.81).

Looking at eq. (5.85), we see that it is similar to eq. (5.49), the pure electrostatic

solution to the Lorentz covariant Schrödinger equation. However, the term p1`α2{w2q´1{2

does not appear alone now. It comes multiplied by r1` 2V {pmc2q s1{2, whose origin stems

from the presence of a constant gravitational field. Also, if V „ mc2α2 we would get

corrections to the bound energies of order α4, which could in principle be detected.

5.6.5 Bound state solutions in a gravitational field and a constant electric field

For completeness we present the bound energies when we have a constant electric field,

which is achieved by setting eq. (5.61) to a constant, and using eq. (5.62) to model the

gravitational field. The bound energies in this case are

Kn,l “ V ´mc2

˜
1 ´

c
1 ´ α̃2

n2

¸
, (5.86)

where n “ 1, 2, 3, . . . This case is less interesting since it is simply the pure gravitational

case with bound energies displaced by V, the electric potential energy due to a constant

electric field.

5.6.6 Solutions in constant electric and gravitational fields

We are now interested in the plane wave solutions arising from solving eq. (5.54) when

both the electric and gravitational fields acting on the particle are constant. The time-

independent equation we need to solve is given by eq. (5.63), with V and V treated as two

constants. Inserting the ansatz

ψprq “ e
i
~
p¨r

into eq. (5.63) we get

K˘ “ V ´mc2 ˘
a
p2c2 `m2c4 ` 2mc2V , (5.87)

where p “ |p|. Defining m1 “ m
`
1 ` 2V

mc2

˘1{2
, E “ K˘ `mc2, and squaring eq. (5.87), we

get

pµpµ “ m12c2, (5.88)

where

pµ “
ˆ
E ´ V

c
,p

˙
.

Looking at eq. (5.87) we see that the constant electric field affects K` and K´ equally,

displacing both energies by the same quantity V. On the other hand, the constant gravi-

tational field affects K` and K´ differently, leading to the same results already discussed

in section 5.2.
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It is worth mentioning the following two points. First, we can make K` “ ´K´

working with the Lorentz covariant Schrödinger equation minimally coupled to a constant

electric field. Specifically, if we set V “ mc2 we accomplish this task. This feature cannot

be achieved without working in the minimal coupling scenario or by applying an external

gravitational field, as we can see by looking at eq. (5.87). See also sections 5.1 and 5.2 for

more details.

Second, eq. (5.87) leads to a dispersion relation whose dependence on the value of

the external constant gravitational field affects a particle’s wave packet dynamics in a non-

trivial way. This point becomes clearer inserting Kppq as given by eq. (5.87) into eq. (5.32),

which gives the time evolution of a one-dimensional wave packet in the presence of constant

electric and gravitational fields. The wave packet dynamics will differ from that of a free

particle (V “ V “ 0) due to the presence of the term 2mc2V inside the square root of the

dispersion relation (5.87). This factor introduces non-trivial changes when we integrate

eq. (5.32) to obtain the wave packet dynamics. Note that the effect of a constant electric

field is trivial. It does not change the wave packet dynamics since it only adds a global

phase to Ψpx, tq.

5.7 Coulomb and gravitational scattering

Our goal here is to compute perturbatively the differential cross-section for a beam of

charged particles of mass m hitting charged particles of mass M at rest. The charges of

the incident and target particles are respectively q and Q, the kinetic energy of the incident

particles are K ă mc2, and we model the interaction of those particles via static electric

and gravitational fields.

The stationary Lorentz covariant Schrödinger equation describing the simultaneous

action of the Coulomb and gravitational fields is given by eq. (5.63), which can be rewritten

as

∇2ψprq ` k2ψprq “ Jprqψprq, (5.89)

with

k2 “ pE2 ´m2c4q{p~2c2q, (5.90)

Jprq “ ´rVprqs2 ` 2EVprq ` 2mc2V prq
~2c2

. (5.91)

For the present problem we have

Vprq “ qQ

4πǫ
0
r

“ ´~c
α

r
“ Vprq, (5.92)

V prq “ ´GmM

r
“ ´~c

α̃

r
“ V prq, (5.93)

where |r| “ r. Note that now we have that α “ ´qQ{p4πǫ
0
~cq. For α ą 0 the charges

attract each other and for α ă 0 we have a repulsive electrostatic interaction. The same

interpretation for the sign of α̃ applies. For ordinary matter, we always have α̃ ą 0.

Using elementary techniques we can transform eq. (5.89) to its integral form [3],

ψprq “ ψ0prq `
ż
Gpr ´ r1qJpr1qψpr1qd3r1, (5.94)
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where ψ0prq is the solution to eq. (5.89) with Jprq “ 0 and

Gprq “ ´ eik|r|

4π|r| (5.95)

is the Green’s function of the Helmholtz equation, i.e., solution to∇2Gprq`k2Gprq “ δp3qprq,
with δp3qprq being the three dimensional Dirac delta function.

Assuming we are dealing with localized potentials situated at the origin (r1 “ 0) and

noting that in a scattering experiment we want the wave function far away from the target,

i.e., |r| " |r1|, we can write the Green’s function as [3]

Gpr ´ r1q “ ´eikr

4πr
e´ik¨r1 ` O

ˆ
1

|r|2
˙
, (5.96)

where k “ kr̂. Moreover, considering that the incident particles move along the z axis with

a well defined momentum and energy, the stationary wave function describing them can

be written as

ψ0prq “ eik
1¨r, (5.97)

where k1 “ kẑ.

Now, employing the first Born approximation (weak potential approximation), which

implies that

ψprq « ψ0prq (5.98)

inside the integral of eq. (5.94), we get after eqs. (5.91) and (5.96),

ψprq “ eikz ` fpθqe
ikr

r
. (5.99)

The scattering amplitude is given by

fpθq “ 1

~2c2κ

ż 8

0

r sinpκrqrVprqs2dr ´ 2E

~2c2κ

ż 8

0

r sinpκrqVprqdr ´ 2m

~2κ

ż 8

0

r sinpκrqV prqdr,
(5.100)

where

κ “ 2k sinpθ{2q (5.101)

and θ is the polar angle with respect to the incident z direction, defining the polar an-

gular position of the detector measuring the scattered particles. To arrive at eq. (5.100)

we relied on the fact that the potentials are spherically symmetric. This allowed us to

straightforwardly integrate over the solid angle dΩ1 “ sinpθ1qdθ1dφ1, where d3r1 “ r12dr1dΩ1,

κ ¨ r “ κr cos θ, and κ “ k1 ´ k in eq. (5.94).

It is worth mentioning that the origin of the first and second terms of eq. (5.100)

can be traced back to applying the minimal coupling prescription to the Lorentz covari-

ant Schrödinger equation, while the third one is related to the existence of an external

potential whose origin is not electromagnetic. Moreover, for small energies (E ! mc2) the

second and third terms of eq. (5.100) tend, at the first Born approximation level, to the

scattering amplitude obtained by solving the non-relativistic Schrödinger equation for a
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particle subjected to the external potential Vprq `V prq. The first term, on the other hand,

is absent from any non-relativistic treatment of this problem, being a purely relativistic

contribution to the scattering amplitude.

By inserting eqs. (5.92) and (5.93) into (5.100) we can explicitly compute the three

remaining integrals. This leads to

fpθq “ πα2

2κ
` 2Eα

~cκ2
` 2mc2α̃

~cκ2
“ π~cα2

4
?
E2 ´m2c4 sinpθ{2q

` ~cpEα `mc2α̃q
2pE2 ´m2c4q sin2pθ{2q , (5.102)

where we used eqs. (5.90) and (5.101) to arrive at the last line. Note that we have a

term that is second order in α in eq. (5.102). This means that we must also compute the

second Born approximation to obtain all the other second order terms contributing to the

scattering amplitude.

With the aid of eq. (5.102), the differential cross-section can be written as [3]

dσ

dΩ
“ |fpθq|2. (5.103)

In order to compare eq. (5.102) with its non-relativistic version, the one coming from

solving the standard Schrödinger equation at the same level of approximation, and to

properly identify its dominant relativistic corrections, it is convenient to write eq. (5.102)

in terms of the kinetic energy of the particle,

K “ E ´mc2. (5.104)

Using eq. (5.104), expanding up to first order inK{pmc2q, and retaining terms of lowest

order in α and α̃, eq. (5.102) becomes,

fpθq “ ~c

4K sin2pθ{2q

„
α ` α̃` K

2mc2
pα ´ α̃q


` O

«
αoα̃s

ˆ
K

mc2

˙2
ff

` Opαnα̃qq, (5.105)

where o, s, n, q are integers such that o`s “ 1 and n`q ě 2. If we solve the non-relativistic

Schrödinger equation for a particle subjected to the potential Vprq ` V prq, we get for the

first Born approximation

fSchpθq “ ~c

4K sin2pθ{2qpα ` α̃q “ 1

4K sin2pθ{2q

ˆ
´ qQ

4πǫ
0

`GmM

˙
. (5.106)

Comparing eqs. (5.105) and (5.106) we see that the dominant relativistic correction to the

scattering amplitude is

fRelpθq “ ~c

8mc2 sin2pθ{2qpα ´ α̃q “ 1

8mc2 sin2pθ{2q

ˆ
´ qQ

4πǫ
0

´GmM

˙
. (5.107)

It is interesting to observe that the leading relativistic correction to the scattering amplitude

due to the gravitational field has a different sign when compared to the non-relativistic

term (α̃ Ñ ´α̃). Loosely speaking, the relativistic correction looks like a “negative” mass

interacting with a positive one, i.e., we have an effective gravitational repulsive force.
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It is important to notice that the pieces of eq. (5.105) proportional to α̃ are relevant

only if |α| « |α̃|. This implies that

M « 1

4πǫ
0
G

qQ

m
. (5.108)

For a beam of electrons incident on a target composed of particles of massM and with

the same charge of the electron, eq. (5.108) leads toM « 3.79ˆ1012 kg « 6.35ˆ10´13M‘,

where M‘ is the mass of the Earth. Looking at eq. (5.108) we see that we can decrease

the mass M by increasing the mass of the incident particles. For instance, for incident

particles with m “ 1 µg (one micro-gram) we get M « 3.45 µg if both particles have the

same charge of the electron. Moreover, by tuning the values of the charges q and Q, we can

also obtain manageable values for the masses m andM that might lead to an experimental

test of eq. (5.105) if we build on state-of-the-art experimental techniques that can detect

the gravitational attraction between millimeter-sized particles with masses of the order of

100 mg [25].

Finally, if we look at eq. (5.102), we see that it is possible to completely suppress the

first order contribution to the scattering amplitude if

Eα `mc2α̃ “ 0. (5.109)

Solving the previous equation by noting that E “ γmc2, with γ “ 1{
a

1 ´ v2{c2 and v

being the speed of the incident particle, we get

mM

qQ
“ γ

4πǫ
0
G
, (5.110)

after inserting the definitions of α and α̃.

This means that by properly setting m, M , q, and Q such that eq. (5.110) is satisfied,

only second order effects will be present in the scattering amplitude. This feature can be

employed to indirectly test the influence of gravitation at the quantum level. If after the

proper tuning of the masses and charges no first order scattering effect is seen, this can

only be attributed to the concomitantly action of the static gravitational and electric fields

between the incident and target particles. And any observed second order scattering can

be compared to the predictions coming from the Lorentz covariant Schrödinger equation:

the first term of eq. (5.102) and the ones coming from the second Born approximation, two

of which are proportional to α̃2 and αα̃, genuine quantum contributions to the scattering

amplitude related to the presence of a gravitational field.

5.8 Justifying the way we modeled the gravitational interaction

We start assuming that we are dealing only with stationary electromagnetic fields and in

the minimal coupling scenario. Specifically, we restrict ourselves to the Coulomb potential

and set V “ 0 in eq. (5.54). In this case the four-vector potential is given by eq. (5.58) and

eq. (5.54) can be written as

´ ~
2

2m
∇2Ψ ` VΨ “ i~

BΨ
Bt ´ ~

2

2mc2
B2Ψ
Bt2 ` i~V

mc2
BΨ
Bt ` V2

2mc2
Ψ. (5.111)
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Using the ansatz (5.36) it is not difficult to see that BΨ{Bt “ ´iKΨ{~ and that

B2Ψ{Bt2 “ ´K2Ψ{~2, where K is the bound energy of the system. Using experimental

data, as Schrödinger probably did, or relying, for example, on the Bohr model, we know

that

|K| „ mc2α2

2
.

This leads to ˇ̌
ˇ̌BΨ

Bt

ˇ̌
ˇ̌ „ mc2α2

2~
|Ψ| and

ˇ̌
ˇ̌B

2Ψ

Bt2
ˇ̌
ˇ̌ „ m2c4α4

4~2
|Ψ|. (5.112)

Moreover, using the Bohr radius r0, where

1

r0
“ mcα

~
,

we have

|V| „ mc2α2. (5.113)

Thus, using eqs. (5.112) and (5.113), the dominant order of magnitude for the four

terms on the right hand side of eq. (5.111) are
ˇ̌
ˇ̌i~BΨ

Bt

ˇ̌
ˇ̌ „ mc2α2

2
|Ψ|, (5.114)

ˇ̌
ˇ̌ ~

2

2mc2
B2Ψ
Bt2

ˇ̌
ˇ̌ „ mc2α4

8
|Ψ|, (5.115)

ˇ̌
ˇ̌ i~V
mc2

BΨ
Bt

ˇ̌
ˇ̌ „ mc2α4

2
|Ψ|, (5.116)

ˇ̌
ˇ̌ V2

2mc2
BΨ
Bt

ˇ̌
ˇ̌ „ mc2α4

2
|Ψ|. (5.117)

Of the four terms above, only the first one is of order α2 while the remaining three are

of order α4. This fact together with eq. (5.113) fully justify why we can neglect as a first

approximation all but the first term in the right hand side of eq. (5.111). Proceeding in

such a way, we obtain the non-relativistic Schrödinger equation,

´ ~
2

2m
∇2Ψ ` VΨ “ i~

BΨ
Bt ` Opmc2α4|Ψ|q. (5.118)

Furthermore, the term VΨ is the dominant term when it comes to the presence of a

static electric field acting on a charged particle. Thus, it is not unreasonable to assume that

VΨ should be the dominant term when we have other static fields acting on the particle,

the Newtonian gravitational field being an example (see sections 5.6 and 5.7). And in this

case, since the “gravitational fine structure constant” α̃ is much smaller than α2, we must

work with all terms appearing in eq. (5.111) when investigating the simultaneous action of

electromagnetic and gravitational fields on a scalar charged particle, similarly to what we

have done in sections 5.6 and 5.7.9

9As we show in this work, antiparticles apparently possess negative masses and we can adjust the present

theory such that particles and antiparticles repel or attract each other gravitationally. Therefore, all the

results above where we considered two particles interacting gravitationally can be readily extended to the

case where we have a particle and an antiparticle repelling each other by properly choosing the sign of α̃.
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6 Lagrangian formulation

We now start the second part of this paper. In this section we will show the Lagrangian

formalism associated with the Lorentz covariant Schrödinger equation. The wave function

Ψ and its complex conjugate Ψ˚ will be considered two independent “classical” fields. Our

goal will be to develop the main features of the classical field theory associated with the

Lagrangian that leads to the Lorentz covariant Schrödinger equation, in particular those

features needed to prepare the ground for section 7. In that section we will implement

the “second” quantization of the classical fields here studied and develop the quantum

field theory of the Lorentz covariant Schrödinger equation. We also show in section 6 how

smoothly one goes from the relativistic conserved quantities to the ones derived from the

non-relativistic Schrödinger equation. By simply taking the c Ñ 8 limit we promptly

recover the non-relativistic quantities from the relativistic ones.

Treating Ψ and Ψ˚ as two independent fields, we define the Lagrangian describing

these two fields as

L “
ż
d3xLpΨ,Ψ˚, BµΨ, BµΨ˚q. (6.1)

Here L is the Lagrangian density, assumed to depend on the fields and at most on their

first derivatives, d3x “ dx1dx2dx3 is the infinitesimal spatial volume, and, unless stated

otherwise, the integration is taken over all space. We assume that the fields and their

derivatives vanish at the boundaries of integration. Note that L is such that
ş
d3xL has

the dimension of energy.

We define the action as

S “
ż
dtL “ 1

c

ż
d4xLpΨ,Ψ˚, BµΨ, BµΨ˚q, (6.2)

where d4x “ dx0d3x is the infinitesimal four-volume. Applying the variational principle to

the action, i.e., demanding that the infinitesimal variation of the action vanishes,

δS “ 0, (6.3)

we get the following Euler-Lagrange equations,

BL
BΨ “ Bµ

ˆ BL
BpBµΨq

˙
, (6.4)

BL
BΨ˚

“ Bµ
ˆ BL

BpBµΨ˚q

˙
, (6.5)

where the Einstein summation convention is implied for repeated indexes. In obtaining

eqs. (6.4) and (6.5) we varied the fields Ψ and Ψ˚ as two independent variables and assumed

that they vanished at the boundaries.

When inserted into eqs. (6.4) and (6.5), the simplest Lagrangian density leading to the

Lorentz covariant Schrödinger equation and its complex conjugate is

Lasym “ ~
2

2m
BµΨBµΨ˚ ` i~cΨ˚B0Ψ ´ V |Ψ|2, (6.6)
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where |Ψ|2 “ ΨΨ˚ and for simplicity we write pBµΨqpBµΨ˚q “ BµΨBµΨ˚. If we take the

non-relativistic limit we recover the Lagrangian density that gives the Schrödinger equation,

i.e., limcÑ8 Lasym “ LSchr, where

LSchr “ ~
2

2m
BjΨBjΨ˚ ` i~Ψ˚BtΨ ´ V |Ψ|2 “ ´ ~

2

2m
∇Ψ ¨ ∇Ψ˚ ` i~Ψ˚ BΨ

Bt ´ V |Ψ|2. (6.7)

Note that Lagrangian density (6.6) is not symmetric in the fields Ψ and Ψ˚ due to the

second term on the right hand side. This is solved by working with the following Hermitian

Lagrangian density,

Lsym “ ~2

2m
BµΨBµΨ˚ ` i~c

2
pΨ˚B0Ψ ´ ΨB0Ψ˚q ´ V |Ψ|2. (6.8)

The Lagrangian densities (6.6) and (6.8) are connected by a four-divergence and as such

are equivalent. Specifically, Lsym “ Lasym ` Bµfµ, where f0 “ ´i~c|Ψ|2{2 and f j “ 0.

The advantage of working with the symmetric form is related to the fact that all

Noether currents inherit that symmetry. This is not always the case with the asymmetric

Lagrangian density although, as expected, the conserved Noether charges are the same

working with either Lagrangian density. Furthermore, after a long but straightforward

calculation, we can show that the symmetric Lagrangian density, eq. (6.8), is Lorentz

invariant if Ψ transforms according to eq. (3.14) and Bµ transforms as a covariant vector.

The asymmetric Lagrangian density, on the other hand, is not Lorentz invariant, although

the action Sasym “
ş
d4xLasym is. Obviously, the action for the symmetric Lagrangian is

also Lorentz invariant since we already have Lorentz invariance at the level of its Lagrangian

density. For all these reasons we will only work with the symmetric Lagrangian density in

the rest of this work.

Specifically, we will employ the following symmetric Lagrangian density to describe

the Lorentz covariant Schrödinger fields, akin to the usual way one writes the complex field

Klein-Gordon Lagrangian density,

L “ BµΨBµΨ˚ ` imc

~
pΨ˚B0Ψ´ΨB0Ψ˚q ´ 2mV

~2
|Ψ|2 “ BµΨBµΨ˚ ` imc

~
Ψ˚ÐÑB0Ψ´ 2mV

~2
|Ψ|2.
(6.9)

Note that L “ 2m
~2

Lsym. Also, if in eq. (6.9) we set V “ 0 and use eq. (4.30), we obtain the

complex field Klein-Gordon Lagrangian density.

6.1 The Hamiltonian density

The Hamiltonian density of the Lorentz covariant Schrödinger equation is obtained from

the Lagrangian density (6.9) by the following Legendre transformation,

H “ ΠΨBtΨ ` ΠΨ̊ BtΨ˚ ´ L “ BL
BpB0ΨqB0Ψ ` BL

BpB0Ψ˚qB0Ψ˚ ´ L, (6.10)

where Bt “ cB0. Here

ΠΨ “ BL
BpBtΨq “ 1

c

BL
BpB0Ψq , (6.11)

ΠΨ̊ “ BL
BpBtΨ˚q “ 1

c

BL
BpB0Ψ˚q , (6.12)
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are, respectively, the conjugate momenta to the fields Ψ and Ψ˚. Due to the symmetry of

the Lagrangian density in those fields, it is not difficult to see that ΠΨ̊ “ Π˚
Ψ
. A direct

calculation gives

ΠΨ “ 1

c
B0Ψ˚ ` im

~
Ψ˚, (6.13)

ΠΨ̊ “ 1

c
B0Ψ ´ im

~
Ψ. (6.14)

Now, inserting eqs. (6.9), (6.13), and (6.14) into (6.10) we get

H “ B0ΨB0Ψ˚ ` ∇Ψ ¨ ∇Ψ˚ ` 2mV

~2
|Ψ|2. (6.15)

Looking at eq. (6.15) we see that it is clearly positive for the free field case (V “ 0)

as well as whenever mV ą 0. For mV ă 0, the positiveness of eq. (6.15) can be broken

for a sufficiently high value of |mV |. Also, using eqs. (6.13) and (6.14) we can express the

temporal derivatives appearing in eq. (6.15) as functions of the fields Ψ and Ψ˚ and their

conjugate momenta. This leads to the following way of writing the Hamiltonian density,

H “ c2ΠΨΠΨ̊ ` ∇Ψ ¨ ∇Ψ˚ ` imc2

~
pΨΠΨ ´ Ψ˚ΠΨ̊ q ` m2c2

~2

ˆ
1 ` 2V

mc2

˙
|Ψ|2. (6.16)

Noting that ΠΨ̊ “ Π˚
Ψ
, eq. (6.16) becomes

H “ c2ΠΨΠ
˚
Ψ ` ∇Ψ ¨ ∇Ψ˚ ` imc2

~
pΨΠΨ ´ Ψ˚Π˚

Ψq ` m2c2

~2

ˆ
1 ` 2V

mc2

˙
|Ψ|2 (6.17)

“ c2|ΠΨ|2 ` |∇Ψ|2 ´ 2mc2

~
ImpΨΠΨq ` m2c2

~2

ˆ
1 ` 2V

mc2

˙
|Ψ|2, (6.18)

where Impzq stands for the imaginary part of the complex number z. Setting V “ 0 we

can write the Hamiltonian density as

H “ c2ΠΨΠ
˚
Ψ ` ∇Ψ ¨ ∇Ψ˚ ` m2c2

~2
|Ψ|2 ` imc2

~
pΨΠΨ´Ψ˚Π˚

Ψq . (6.19)

Note that the first three terms at the right hand side are formally the same as those

appearing in the complex field Klein-Gordon Hamiltonian density while the last one is

particular to the Hamiltonian density of the Lorentz covariant Schrödinger equation. This

last term couples the conjugate momenta with the fields.

6.2 The Noether currents

Here we assume that the external potential V is constant. This means that the Lagrangian

density (6.9) does not depend explicitly on the space-time coordinates, only on the fields

and their derivatives. As such, whenever the Lagrangian density [4], and more generally

the action [5], is invariant under a continuous one-parameter set of transformations, or a

symmetry transformation for short, we get a local conserved current. This is the essence

of Noether’s theorem [4, 5].
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Calling δxµ an infinitesimal variation of the space-time coordinates, δΨT “ Ψ1px1q ´
Ψpxq and δΨ˚

T “ Ψ˚1px1q´Ψ˚pxq the total variations of the fields, the Noether four-current
density of the Lagrangian density (6.9) reads

jµ “ BL
BpBµΨqδΨT ` BL

BpBµΨ˚qδΨ
˚
T ´ T µνδxν , (6.20)

where the canonical energy-momentum tensor is

T µν “ BL
BpBµΨqBνΨ ` BL

BpBµΨ˚qBνΨ˚ ´ gµνL. (6.21)

Note that to first order in the infinitesimal variation δxµ we have

δΨT “ Ψ1pxq ´ Ψpxq ` δxµBµΨpxq “ δΨpxq ` δxµBµΨpxq, (6.22)

with a similar expression for δΨ˚
T .

If under a symmetry transformation the Lagrangian density is invariant (δL “ 0), we

obtain the continuity equation Bµjµ “ 0. Thus, the following quantity is conserved,
ż
d3xj0pxq. (6.23)

6.2.1 Invariance under space-time translations

Under a space-time translation Ψ1px1q “ Ψpxq and thus δΨT “ δΨ˚
T “ 0. Using this fact

and assuming an infinitesimal constant translation δxµ “ aµ of the coordinates, it is not

difficult to see that the Lagrangian density (6.9) is invariant under such operation.

In this case the Noether current (6.20) becomes

jµ “ ´T µνaν , (6.24)

where

T µν “ BµΨ˚BνΨ ` BµΨBνΨ˚ ` imc

~
pΨ˚BνΨ ´ ΨBνΨ˚q δµ0 ´ gµνL. (6.25)

Since each component of aµ is arbitrary and independent of each other, we obtain that

BµT µν “ 0, ν “ 0, 1, 2, 3. (6.26)

The corresponding conserved “charges” are

H “
ż
d3xT 00 “

ż
d3xH, (6.27)

cP j “
ż
d3xT 0j “

ż
d3xpcPjq, j “ 1, 2, 3. (6.28)

Using eqs. (6.9) and (6.25), a direct computation gives

H “ B0ΨB0Ψ˚ ` ∇Ψ ¨ ∇Ψ˚ ` 2mV

~2
|Ψ|2, (6.29)

cPj “ B0Ψ˚BjΨ ` B0ΨBjΨ˚ ` imc

~

`
Ψ˚BjΨ ´ ΨBjΨ˚

˘

“ 2Re
`
B0Ψ˚BjΨ

˘
´ 2mc

~
Im

`
Ψ˚BjΨ

˘
, (6.30)
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where Repzq is the real part of the complex number z.

Comparing eq. (6.29) with (6.15) we see that, as expected, they are identical. Equation

(6.29) is the Hamiltonian density of the Lorentz covariant Schrödinger equation and its as-

sociated conserved charge, eq. (6.27), is the Hamiltonian H giving the total energy of the

system. The three quantities Pj , j “ 1, 2, 3, are interpreted as the momentum density asso-

ciated to the fields Ψ and Ψ˚ along three orthogonal spatial directions. This is true because

they are derived from the invariance of the Lagrangian density under spatial translations.

The associated conserved charges, P j, are the total momentum of the fields projected along

three orthogonal spatial directions [cf. eq. (6.28)]. Note also that for c Ñ 8 the first term

on the right hand side of eq. (6.30) goes to zero and Pj Ñ 2m
~
Im

`
Ψ˚BjΨ

˘
. This latter term

is proportional to the momentum density of the non-relativistic Schrödinger Lagrangian,

which is given by ´i~Ψ˚BjΨ if we use the appropriate non-relativistic normalization for

the wave function.

We can also write the momentum density vector P “ pP1,P2,P3q as

cP “ ´2Re
`
B0Ψ˚∇Ψ

˘
` 2mc

~
Im pΨ˚∇Ψq . (6.31)

Similarly to what we did with the Hamiltonian density, if we use eqs. (6.13) and (6.14) we

can express the momentum density as a function of the conjugate momenta,

P
j “ ΠΨBjΨ ` ΠΨ̊ BjΨ˚ “ 2Re

`
ΠΨBjΨ

˘
, (6.32)

where the last term comes from the fact that ΠΨ̊ “ Π˚
Ψ
. And noting that Bj “ ´Bj we

have

P “ ´2Re pΠΨ∇Ψq . (6.33)

6.2.2 Invariance under spatial rotations

Under a spatial rotation we also have δΨT “ δΨ˚
T “ 0 [see eq. (3.17)]. Now, however, an

infinitesimal spatial rotation leads to δxµ “ ω
µ
ν x

ν , where the tensor ωµ
ν is antisymmetric.

Using the notation rωµ
νsk to label about which axis we are rotating, rotations about the

x, y, and z axes are, respectively, given by the tensors rωµ
νs1, rωµ

νs2, and rωµ
νs3. Calling ǫ

the infinitesimal angle of rotation we have rω2
3
s1 “ ´rω3

2
s1 “ rω1

3
s2 “ ´rω3

1
s2 “ rω1

2
s3 “

´rω2
1
s3 “ ǫ, with all the other rωµ

νsk being zero. Putting together all these results, and

noting that the Lagrangian density (6.9) is unchanged by this symmetry operation, the

Noether current (6.20) becomes

rjµsk “ ´T
µνrωναsk xα, (6.34)

where ωνα “ ´ων
α and Bµrjµsk “ 0.

Fixing our attention to a rotation about the z axis and noting that ǫ is an arbitrary

constant we have,

rj0s3 “
`
T 01x2 ´ T 02x1

˘
, (6.35)

with the corresponding conserved charge

cM3 “
ż
d3xrj0s3 “

ż
d3xpc l3q. (6.36)
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Computing explicitly T 01 and T 02 using eq. (6.21) we can express the angular momen-

tum density along the z-direction as

c l3 “
ˆ

B0Ψ ´ imc

~
Ψ

˙̀
x2B1Ψ˚ ´ x1B2Ψ˚

˘
`
ˆ

B0Ψ˚ ` imc

~
Ψ˚

˙̀
x2B1Ψ ´ x1B2Ψ

˘
. (6.37)

If we repeat the above calculation for rotations about the x and y axis we get similar

results, showing that the angular momentum densities along the x and y-directions, l1

and l2, are obtained from l3 by cyclic permutations of the spatial indexes. The angular

momentum density vector l “ pl1, l2, l3q can be written as

cl “
ˆ
B0Ψ ´ imc

~
Ψ

˙
rˆ∇Ψ˚ `

ˆ
B0Ψ˚ ` imc

~
Ψ˚

˙
rˆ∇Ψ

“ 2Re

„ˆ
B0Ψ˚ ` imc

~
Ψ˚

˙
r ˆ ∇Ψ


, (6.38)

where the symbol ˆ above stands for the cross product.

Using the three-dimensional Levi-Civita tensor ǫijk, we can rewrite the angular mo-

mentum density vector as

clk “ 2Re

„ˆ
B0Ψ˚ ` imc

~
Ψ˚

˙
ǫijkxiBjΨ


. (6.39)

Here ǫijk “ giagjbgkcǫabc, where ǫabc “ 1 for abc “ 123 and cyclic permutations, ǫabc “ ´1

for abc “ 213 and cyclic permutations, and ǫabc “ 0 whenever at least two indexes are

equal.

Note that the angular momentum density tends to l Ñ 2Re
“
im
~
Ψ˚r ˆ ∇Ψ

‰
when

c Ñ 8, which is proportional, up to a normalization constant, to the angular momentum

density of the non-relativistic Schrödinger Lagrangian.

Finally, using eqs. (6.13) and (6.14) we can write the angular momentum density as a

function of the conjugate momenta,

l “ rˆΠΨ̊ ∇Ψ˚ ` rˆΠΨ∇Ψ “ 2r ˆ Re rΠΨ∇Ψs . (6.40)

It is worth mentioning that the “correct” sign for the angular momentum density does not

follow from the Noether’s theorem and in order to have an angular momentum density

agreeing with the standard definition of angular momentum we need to insert a minus sign

[2]. Using eq. (6.33) this gives

l “ ´2r ˆ Re rΠΨ∇Ψs “ r ˆ P , (6.41)

the expected standard relation between vector momentum and vector angular momentum

densities. Observe that the total angular momentum is given by10

M “
ż
d3x l. (6.42)

10We are running out of letters to denote the several quantities in this work. We used the letter M for

the angular momentum instead of L since the latter is already used to denote the Lagrangian. Sometimes

we will even use the same letter to denote different quantities in order to comply with the usual notation

for those quantities. The context will make it clear which meaning to ascribe to a given notation.
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6.2.3 Invariance under global phase transformations

The Lagrangian density (6.9) is clearly invariant under the following transformation of the

field,

Ψ1pxq “ e´iθΨpxq, (6.43)

where θ is a real constant. For an infinitesimal θ we get that Ψ1pxq « p1 ´ iθqΨpxq. This

leads to

δΨT “ ´iθΨpxq (6.44)

and analogously to

δΨ˚
T “ iθΨ˚pxq. (6.45)

Since now there is no change in the coordinates (we are dealing with an internal symmetry)

we have that δxµ “ 0. The Noether current (6.20) is thus

jµ “ BL
BpBµΨqδΨT ` BL

BpBµΨ˚qδΨ
˚
T . (6.46)

Inserting eqs. (6.9), (6.44), and (6.45) into (6.46) and dropping the arbitrary constant

θ we get

j “ pj1, j2, j3q “ ipΨ∇Ψ˚ ´ Ψ˚∇Ψq (6.47)

and

j0 “ ´ipΨB0Ψ˚ ´ Ψ˚B0Ψq ` 2mc

~
|Ψ|2, (6.48)

where we used that B0 “ B0 and Bj “ ´Bj . The conserved charge is11

cQ̃ “
ż
d3xj0 “

ż
d3xpc q̃q. (6.49)

Comparing eqs. (6.47) and (6.48) with eqs. (4.5) and (4.6) we see that, up to a mul-

tiplicative constant equal to ´~{p2mq, they are the same. We have thus recovered the

probability four-current density we obtained before using a different method.

As we did to the other conserved quantities, we can express the charge density q̃ in

terms of the conjugate momenta of the fields. Inserting eqs. (6.13) and (6.14) into (6.48)

we get

q̃ “ ´i pΨΠΨ´Ψ˚Π˚
Ψq “ 2ImpΨΠΨq. (6.50)

6.3 Discrete symmetries

We now briefly discuss the three major discrete symmetries one usually encounters in any

field theory, namely, space inversion (parity), time reversal, and charge conjugation. We

save for later, after we second quantize the Lorentz covariant Schrödinger equation, a more

thorough discussion on this subject, specially the aspects related to charge conjugation.

However, even at the first quantization level, we already see that the charge conjugation

operator requires a different definition in order to “save” the CPT theorem. Actually, it

11We use q̃ and Q̃ instead of q and Q since we save the latter to represent the exact SI value of a given

particle’s electric charge.
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will become clear after second quantization that the Lagrangian density (6.9) satisfies the

CPT theorem only if we define the charge conjugation operator such that it also implements

what we will call the “mass conjugation operation”. Simply put, we must change the sign

of the mass m when applying the charge conjugation operation. Only in this way can we

properly exchange the roles of particles with antiparticles and, at the same time, satisfy

the CPT theorem.

6.3.1 Space inversion or parity

Space inversion is implemented by changing the sign of the space coordinates of the system

under investigation,

x “ pr, tq ÝÑ x1 “ pr1, t1q “ p´r, tq. (6.51)

Following the same steps detailed in ref. [5], it is not difficult to see that the parity operation

leads to the following transformation rule for the second quantized field associated with

the Lorentz covariant Schrödinger equation,

P̂Ψ̂pr, tqP̂: “ Ψ̂p´r, tq. (6.52)

Here P̂ is a unitary operator denoting the space inversion operation.12 Note that we are

using the symbol “ˆ” to distinguish the second quantized fields from the classical ones. In

section 7, we will drop the hat symbol when dealing with operators to simplify notation.

Using eq. (6.52) and its complex conjugated version, as well as eq. (6.51) and the fact

that under space inversion pB0, Bjq Ñ pB0,´Bjq, we can show that

P̂L̂pr, tqP̂: “ L̂p´r, tq, (6.53)

P̂ĤP̂: “ Ĥ, (6.54)

P̂P̂P̂
: “ ´P̂, (6.55)

P̂M̂P̂
: “ M̂, (6.56)

where L̂, Ĥ, P̂, and M̂ are the second quantized versions of the Lagrangian density, the

Hamiltonian, the linear momentum vector, and angular momentum vector of the Lorentz

covariant Schrödinger equation [see eqs. (6.9), (6.27), (6.28), and (6.42)]. The relations

given by eqs. (6.53)-(6.56) are the ones expected from our classical intuition about space

inversion.

6.3.2 Time reversal

Time reversal is given by changing the sign of the time coordinate only,

x “ pr, tq ÝÑ x1 “ pr1, t1q “ pr,´tq. (6.57)

As before, the same techniques given in ref. [5] to build the time reversal operator for

the Klein-Gordon field remain valid here. Repeating those steps, we get an antiunitary

12The most general parity operation is P̂Ψ̂pr, tqP̂: “ ηP Ψ̂p´r, tq, with ηP a complex number such that

|ηP | “ 1. However, for charged scalar fields one can always set ηP “ 1 without losing in generality. This

argument is still valid for the time reversal and charge conjugation operations. See ref. [5] for details.
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operator T̂ that implements the time reversal operation. Its action on the quantum field

Ψ̂ is

T̂ Ψ̂pr, tqT̂ : “ Ψ̂pr,´tq. (6.58)

Since T̂ is antiunitary, we have that

T̂ zT̂ : “ z˚, (6.59)

where z is a complex number.

Using eqs. (6.57)-(6.59), and that pB0, Bjq Ñ p´B0, Bjq under time reversal, we now

have

T̂ L̂pr, tqT̂ : “ L̂pr,´tq, (6.60)

T̂ ĤT̂ : “ Ĥ, (6.61)

T̂ P̂T̂ : “ ´P̂, (6.62)

T̂ M̂T̂ : “ ´M̂. (6.63)

Note that due to the explicit presence of the imaginary i in the expression for the Lagrangian

density, the antiunitarity of T̂ is crucial to obtain the above relations.

6.3.3 Charge conjugation

Charge conjugation is not related to space-time coordinate transformations and since it

exchanges particles with antiparticles, it has no immediate classical analog. In fact, it is

defined such that the creation and annihilation operators for particles are transformed to

the ones associated with antiparticles.

If we follow the prescription defining the charge conjugation operator for the Klein-

Gordon fields, we see that it is given by a unitary operator Ĉ such that

ĈΨ̂pxqĈ: “ Ψ̂:pxq. (6.64)

However, when applying it to the Lagrangian density (6.9) we realize that, due to the

presence of the term proportional to the imaginary number i, the charge conjugation op-

eration (6.64) does not leave the Lagrangian density invariant (normal ordering implied).

This fact, together with how the parity and time reversal operations P̂ and T̂ affect the

Lagrangian density, would lead to a violation of the CPT theorem since we are dealing

with a Lorentz invariant Lagrangian. A possible fix would be to define Ĉ as an antiunitary

operator. This will change the sign of i in the Lagrangian density, leaving it invariant

under charge conjugation.

Although an antiunitary charge conjugation operator solves the CPT theorem violation

problem, we will see in section 7 that either a unitary or an antiunitary Ĉ does not properly

exchange the roles of particles with antiparticles. The only acceptable solution is to extend

the charge conjugation operation such that it anticommutes with any function of the mass.

Putting it simply, we must change the sign of the mass m when applying the extended

charge conjugation operator.
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If we define the “mass conjugation” operator M̂ such that

M̂fpmqM̂: “ fp´mq, (6.65)

where fpmq is an arbitrary function of the mass m, the extended charge conjugation oper-

ator we need is given by

Ĉm “ M̂Ĉ, (6.66)

with Ĉ given by eq. (6.64). It is not difficult to see that Ĉm leaves the Lagrangian density

(6.9) invariant and, as we will see in section 7, it properly changes the roles of particles

with antiparticles.13

Using eq. (6.66) we can show that

ĈmL̂pr, tqĈ:
m “ L̂pr, tq, (6.67)

ĈmĤ Ĉ:
m “ Ĥ, (6.68)

ĈmP̂Ĉ:
m “ P̂, (6.69)

ĈmM̂Ĉ:
m “ M̂. (6.70)

6.3.4 The CPT theorem

The CPT theorem applies to the Lorentz covariant Schrödinger Lagrangian if we use the

extended charge conjugation operator Ĉm define above. Strictly speaking, we have the

CPTM theorem here since not only the charge but the mass must change sign to leave the

action invariant.

If we define the CPT operation by

Θ̂ “ ĈmP̂T̂ “ M̂ĈP̂T̂ , (6.71)

it is not difficult to show that

Θ̂L̂pxqΘ̂: “ L̂p´xq, (6.72)

Θ̂ĤΘ̂: “ Ĥ, (6.73)

Θ̂P̂Θ̂: “ P̂, (6.74)

Θ̂M̂Θ̂: “ ´M̂. (6.75)

Using eq. (6.72) and eq. (6.2) that defines the action, we get after changing the variables

x Ñ ´x,
Θ̂ŜΘ̂: “ Ŝ. (6.76)

In other words, the action is invariant under the CPT operation (6.71) defined here.

13We implicitly assumed that we were dealing with the free field (V “ 0). However, looking at eq. (6.9),

everything that was said above also applies to V ‰ 0 provided that ĈmV Ĉ
:
m “ ´V . If V satisfies the previous

transformation property we get that eqs. (6.67)-(6.70) are also satisfied. Moreover, it is not difficult to see

that the Lagrangian density (6.9) is invariant if we simultaneously apply the following three transformations:

m Ñ ´m, V Ñ ´V , and Ψ Ñ expr´i2mc2t{~sΨ.
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6.3.5 More on the new charge conjugation operation

In a static external gravitational field, we can as a first approximation model the interaction

of a particle with inertial mass m by setting V “ mgϕpxq, where ϕpxq represents the

gravitational potential associated to the field acting on the particle and mg the particle’s

gravitational mass (“gravitational charge”). The corresponding interaction Lagrangian

density is given by [see eq. (6.9)]

L̂int “ ´2mmgϕΨ̂Ψ̂:{~2. (6.77)

So far we have not said how the charge conjugation operator affects the gravitational

mass. Assuming the latter is invariant under the action of Ĉm, we have that

ĈmL̂intĈ
:
m “ 2mmgϕΨ̂Ψ̂:{~2 “ ´L̂int, (6.78)

where normal ordering is implied and we have used eqs. (6.65), (6.66), and that ĈmmgĈ
:
m “

mg. Note that Ĉm commutes with ϕ since the former does not act on the external source

of the gravitational field.

Since the free field part of eq. (6.9) does not change under the action of Ĉm, the minus

sign in eq. (6.78) obtained after applying the charge conjugation operation implies that

antiparticles will react to the external gravitational field differently when compared to the

response of particles to the same field. If we had an attractive interaction when dealing

with particles, we would now get a repulsive one for antiparticles. Note that we can make

particles and antiparticles respond in the same way to a gravitational field if we postulate

that the charge conjugation operation anticommutes with the gravitational mass mg. This

is equivalent to assuming that mg “ m in eq. (6.78). In other words, if the gravitational

mass and inertial mass are equal, we will always have particles and particles, antiparticles

and antiparticles, and particles and antiparticles attracting each other gravitationally.

What happens if we now have an external static electric field? After the minimal cou-

pling prescription, the interacting part of the Lagrangian density becomes [see eqs. (5.58)

and (B.11)]

L̂int “ ´ iq

~
pΨ̂:ÐÑB0Ψ̂qA0 ` q2

~2
Ψ̂Ψ̂:A0A

0 ´ 2qµ

~
Ψ̂Ψ̂:A0, (6.79)

where A0 is the source of the external electromagnetic field. Applying the charge conjuga-

tion operator we now get (normal ordering implied),

ĈmL̂intĈ
:
m “ iq

~
pΨ̂:ÐÑB0Ψ̂qA0 ` q2

~2
Ψ̂Ψ̂:A0A

0 ` 2qµ

~
Ψ̂Ψ̂:A0, (6.80)

where we used that µ “ mc{~ changes sign under the action of Ĉm since it depends

on m; the external potential A0 is unaffected by the action of the charge conjugation

operator. Comparing eqs. (6.79) and (6.80) we see that we can go from one to the other

by simply changing the sign of the charge q. This is the expected result when we apply the

charge conjugation operation: the antiparticle behaves like a particle with opposite electric

charge. Note that we would have obtained the same conclusion if instead of working with

the minimal coupling prescription we had used eq. (6.9) with the electrostatic interaction

modeled by setting V “ qϕpxq, with ϕpxq denoting the electrostatic potential of the external
electric field.
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7 Second quantization of the Lorentz covariant Schrödinger equation

We now start the canonical quantization of the Lorentz covariant Schrödinger fields. We

will try to stay as close as possible to the notation and traditional ways of dealing with the

canonical quantization of a classical field theory [4, 5]. After finishing the canonical quan-

tization of the free field and the computation of the Feynman propagator, we will present

two applications of the present formalism. We will analyze the scattering cross-section for

two particles whose interaction is given by pλ{4qrΨpxqΨ:pxqs2 and we will also develop the

scalar electrodynamics for the Lorentz covariant Schrödinger fields. Comparisons with the

predictions coming from the complex Klein-Gordon fields subjected to these same interac-

tions will also be made as well as with interactions that break Lorentz invariance.

7.1 General solution to the Lorentz covariant Schrödinger equation

We can write the most general free field solution (V “ 0) of eq. (3.58) as14

Ψpxq “
ż
Ădk`ake

´iω`
k
teik¨r `

ż
Ădk´b

:
k
eiω

´
k
te´ik¨r, (7.1)

which is equivalent to

Ψpxq “
ż
Ădk`ake

iµx0

e´ikx `
ż
Ădk´b

:
ke

iµx0

eikx “ Ψ`pxq ` Ψ´pxq. (7.2)

Note that we must multiply b:
k as well as ak by eiµx

0

. Here the expansion coefficients ak
and b

:
k, that depend on the wave number k “ pk1, k2, k3q, were promoted to operators.

Also, kx “ kµx
µ and

k0 “ ωk{c “ Ek{p~cq, (7.3)

Ek “
a
m2c4 ` ~2c2|k|2, (7.4)

ω˘
k “ ¯µc` ωk, (7.5)

µ “ mc{~, (7.6)

Ădk˘ “ f˘p|k|qd3k, (7.7)

with f˘p|k|q real functions that depend only on the magnitude of the wave number. The

integration in d3k are carried out from ´8 to 8 and the fields are usually assumed to be

zero at the boundaries of integration.

If we want akpbkq and a:
kpb:

kq to be bona fide particle (antiparticle) annihilation and

creation operators, we should impose the following commutation relations [4],

rak, a:
k1s “ rbk, b:

k1 s “ δp3qpk ´ k1q, (7.8)

rak, ak1s “ rbk, bk1 s “ 0, (7.9)

rak, bk1s “ rak, b:
k1 s “ 0, (7.10)

where δp3qpk ´ k1q “ δpk1 ´ k1
1qδpk2 ´ k2

1 qδpk3 ´ k3
1 q is the three-dimensional Dirac delta

function.
14To simplify notation, we will not use the symbol “ˆ” to denote the second quantized field operators.
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With these assumptions, we must choose the functions f˘p|k|q such that the standard

equal-time commutation relations among the fields Ψpxq and Ψ:pxq and their conjugate

momenta are satisfied. In other words, f˘p|k|q is fixed in order to have the following set

of commutation relations valid,

rΨpt, rq,ΠΨpt, r1qs “ i~δp3qpr ´ r1q, (7.11)

rΨ:pt, rq,ΠΨ: pt, r1qs “ i~δp3qpr ´ r1q. (7.12)

We also require that the remaining commutators involving any other combinations among

the Ψ-fields, among their conjugate momenta, and among them and their conjugate mo-

menta, are zero.

As we show in the appendix A, using eqs. (7.8)-(7.10) we can only satisfy eqs. (7.11)

and (7.12), together with the other field commutation relations that must be zero, if

f`p|k|q “ f´p|k|q “
ˆ

~c2

p2πq32ωk

˙1{2

, (7.13)

where ωk is given by eq. (7.3). Using eq. (7.13) we can write eq. (7.2) as

Ψpxq “ eiµx
0

ż
d3k

ˆ
~c2

p2πq32ωk

˙1{2

pake´ikx ` b
:
ke

ikxq. (7.14)

Note that the standard complex Klein-Gordon field expansion is given by eq. (7.14) without

the term eiµx
0

[4].

Inserting eq. (7.14) into the normal ordered expressions for the free field Hamiltonian,

linear momentum, and conserved charge, eqs. (6.27), (6.28), (6.49), respectively, we get

[see appendix A],

H “
ż
d3kp~ω`

k
a

:
k
ak ` ~ω´

k
b

:
k
bkq, (7.15)

P j “
ż
d3kr~kjpa:

k
ak ` b

:
k
bkqs, (7.16)

Q̃ “
ż
d3kr~pa:

kak ´ b
:
kbkqs, (7.17)

where

E˘
k “ ~ω˘

k “ ¯mc2 ` Ek. (7.18)

Looking at eqs. (7.15) and (7.18), we see that the energies associated with particles

and antiparticles are not the same, contrary to what one gets when dealing with the

Klein-Gordon Hamiltonian. These energies are, nevertheless, always non-negative, solving

the “negative energy problem” that we faced when dealing with the first quantized fields

(section 5.1). Moreover, if m Ñ ´m we get that E`
k Ñ E´

k . In this sense, when it comes

to their energies, the particles and antiparticles can be regarded as effectively differing by

the sign of its mass. However, as can be seen looking at eqs. (7.16) and (7.17), the linear

momentum and conserved charge do not depend explicitly on the sign of the mass m. We

can also understand the meaning of E˘
k

by noting that E`
k

is actually the kinetic energy
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associated with a classical relativistic particle. In this way, E´
k is the “kinetic energy” of

a particle with an effective negative mass and it is in this sense that the discussion carried

out in section 5.1 about negative masses should be understood.15

One might wonder if it is not possible to force the energies of the particles and an-

tiparticles to be the same, in particular equal to Ek, by properly adjusting the values of

f˘p|k|q in eq. (7.2). As we show in the appendix A, this is possible. But the price to pay is

a theory that is apparently no longer local. This feature shows up since we can only make

particles and antiparticles have the same energy if rΨpt, rq,Ψ:pt, r1qs ‰ 0, which leads to a

violation of the microcausality condition. Also, the fact that the latter commutator is not

null implies a modification to eqs. (7.11) and (7.12), i.e., we no longer have a canonically

second quantized theory [see appendix A]. Unless stated otherwise, we will not deal with

this scenario in the remaining of this section.

7.2 Continuous and discrete symmetries

The conserved Noether “charges” obtained for the classical fields in section 6.2 manifest

themselves here, for instance, in the following commutators being zero [see eqs. (7.15)-

(7.17)],

rH,Hs “ rH,P js “ rH, Q̃s “ 0. (7.19)

This means that the energy, the momentum, and the charge are all conserved for the free

field.

Moving on to the discrete symmetries, we can now finish the discussion initiated in

section 6.3. Starting with space inversion (parity), we can now insert eq. (7.14) into (6.52)

to obtain the following transformation rules for the creation (annihilation) operators,

P̂akP̂
: “ a´k, P̂a

:
kP̂

: “ a
:
´k, (7.20)

P̂bkP̂
: “ b´k, P̂b

:
k
P̂: “ b

:
´k
. (7.21)

Proceeding similarly with the time reversal operator we get

T̂ akT̂
: “ a´k, T̂ a

:
kT̂

: “ a
:
´k, (7.22)

T̂ bkT̂
: “ b´k, T̂ b

:
kT̂

: “ b
:
´k. (7.23)

The analysis of charge conjugation, as anticipated in section 6.3, is a little more in-

volved. If we apply the standard charge conjugation operator Ĉ, i.e. eq. (6.64), to eq. (7.14)

we get,

ĈΨpxqĈ: “
ż
ĂdkpĈakĈ:eiµx

0

e´ikx ` Ĉb
:
kĈ

:eiµx
0

eikxq. (7.24)

15Note that in the present theory the mass of a particle cannot be proportional to the expectation value

of the Hamiltonian in its rest frame, where the expectation value is computed using a single particle state

a
:
k|0y “ |1ky, with k “ 0 since we are in the particle’s rest frame [5]. This is true because Eqs. (7.15) and

(7.18) give x1k|H |1ky “ 0. This implies that the usual proof stating that particles and antiparticles must

have the same mass as defined by the previous expectation value cannot be applied here (see pages 331 and

332 of [5]).
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where Ădk “
a

~c2{rp2πq32ωksd3k. Comparing eq. (7.24) with the complex conjugate of

eq. (7.14),

Ψ:pxq “
ż
Ădkpbke´iµx0

e´ikx ` a
:
ke

´iµx0

eikxq, (7.25)

we realize that is not possible to identify ĈakĈ
: with bk and Ĉb

:
kĈ

: with a
:
k due to the

presence of the term eiµx
0

in eq. (7.24) and e´iµx0

in eq. (7.25). Defining Ĉ antiunitary will

not do the job either since in this case eq. (7.24) becomes

ĈΨpxqĈ: “
ż
ĂdkpĈakĈ:e´iµx0

eikx ` Ĉb
:
kĈ

:e´iµx0

e´ikxq. (7.26)

Comparing eq. (7.26) with (7.25) we see that we do not get the expected interchange of

particles with antiparticles. Actually we get ĈakĈ
: “ a

:
k and Ĉb

:
kĈ

: “ bk.

However, we can get a bona fide charge conjugation operator if we use Ĉm as given by

eq. (6.66). The operator Ĉm incorporates the “mass conjugation” operation as defined in

eq. (6.65). This means that Ĉm anticommutes with any function of the mass m. In this

case we have,

ĈmΨpxqĈ:
m “

ż
ĂdkpĈmakĈ:

me
´iµx0

e´ikx ` Ĉmb
:
kĈ

:
me

´iµx0

eikxq, (7.27)

since µ is linear in m and k0 and Ădk are functions of m2. Comparing eq. (7.27) with (7.25)

we immediately get

ĈmakĈ
:
m “ bk, Ĉma

:
k
Ĉ

:
m “ b

:
k
, (7.28)

ĈmbkĈ
:
m “ ak, Ĉmb

:
k
Ĉ

:
m “ a

:
k
, (7.29)

the desired properties of a good charge conjugation operator.

We should also mention that although we used eq. (7.14) to arrive at the previous

transformation properties for the creation and annihilation operators, all the results remain

valid had we used eq. (7.2) and the fact that ĈmĂdk˘Ĉ
:
m “ Ădk¯. In particular, this means

that all the previous results apply to the creation and annihilation operators of the non-

canonically second quantized theory given in the appendix A.

7.3 Microcausality and the Lorentz covariance of the field commutators

Our first task will be the explicit calculation of the commutator rΨpxq,Ψ:pyqs at arbitrary
space-time points x “ px0, x1, x2, x3q and y “ py0, y1, y2, y3q. This will allow us to clearly

see its Lorentz covariance and prove that the Lorentz covariant Schrödinger fields respect

the microcausality condition [4, 5]. Then, we will present a general argument connecting

the commutators between the Lorentz covariant Schrödinger fields with the commutators

of the Klein-Gordon fields, allowing us to readily extend the commutation properties of

the latter to the former fields.

Let us start introducing the following shorthand notation for the field operators,

Ψpxq “ Ψx, Ψ:pxq “ Ψ:
x, (7.30)

ΠΨpxq “ Πx, ΠΨ:pxq “ Π:
x, (7.31)
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where the last equality causes no confusion since for the Lorentz covariant Schrödinger

fields we always have ΠΨ:pxq “ Π:
Ψ

pxq. Now, using eqs. (7.2), (7.30), and (7.31) we get

rΨpxq,Ψ:pyqs “ rΨ`
x , pΨ`

y q:s ` rΨ´
x , pΨ´

y q:s, (7.32)

where we used that rΨ`
x , pΨ´

y q:s “ rΨ´
x , pΨ`

y q:s “ 0 to arrive at the right hand side of

eq. (7.32).16 This is true since Ψ`
x is proportional to the operator ak, pΨ´

y q: to bk, and

rak, bk1 s “ 0.

Using the explicit plane wave expansions for Ψ˘
x as given in eq. (7.2), and the commu-

tation relations (7.8), we obtain

rΨ˘
x , pΨ˘

y q:s “ i~c∆˘
LSpx´ yq, (7.33)

where

∆˘
LSpxq “ eiµx

0

∆˘pxq, (7.34)

∆˘pxq “ 1

˘i~c

ż
d3k rf˘pkqs2e¯ikx. (7.35)

The subscript “LS” reminds us that the quantities above are the ones for the Lorentz

covariant Schrödinger fields. The same quantities without the subscript, as we will see

shortly if we use eq. (7.13), are the ones we obtain dealing with the complex Klein-Gordon

fields.

Using eqs. (7.33) and (7.34) we can write eq. (7.32) as

rΨpxq,Ψ:pyqs “ i~c∆LSpx´ yq, (7.36)

where

∆LSpxq “ ∆`
LSpxq ` ∆´

LSpxq “ eiµx
0r∆`pxq ` ∆´pxqs “ eiµx

0

∆pxq. (7.37)

If we now use eq. (7.13) we get

∆˘pxq “ ¯ic
2p2πq3

ż
d3k

e¯ikx

ωk

“ ´∆¯p´xq (7.38)

and

∆pxq “ ∆`pxq ` ∆´pxq “ ´c
p2πq3

ż
d3k

sinpkxq
ωk

. (7.39)

As usual, we are employing the definitions given in eqs. (7.3)-(7.6). Equations (7.38)

and (7.39) are exactly the ones we get when working with the complex Klein-Gordon

Lagrangian [4, 5]. Note that ∆pxq and ∆˘pxq satisfy the Klein-Gordon equation [4, 5]

and a direct calculation shows that ∆LSpxq and ∆˘
LSpxq satisfy the Lorentz covariant

Schrödinger equation.

16Note that pΨ`
x q: is one thing and pΨ:

xq` is another. The latter is the positive frequency part of Ψ:
x,

associated with the destruction operator bk, while the former is the adjoint of Ψ`
x .
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The Lorentz invariant form of eq. (7.39) is [4]

∆pxq “ ´i
p2πq3

ż
d4k δpk2 ´ µ2qεpk0qe´ikx, (7.40)

where d4k “ dk0dk1dk2dk3, k2 “ kνk
ν , µ, and kx “ kνx

ν are Lorentz invariants and

the integrals run from ´8 to 8. Here εpk0q gives the sign of k0, which is also Lorentz

invariant.17

Looking at eqs. (7.36) and (7.37), it is clear that the commutator (7.36) is covariant

under spatial rotations. Let us see what happens under a Lorentz boost. Assuming,

without loss of generality, a Lorentz boost along the x1-direction we have

∆pxq ÝÑ ∆pxq, (7.41)

Ψpxq ÝÑ eiθpxq{~Ψpxq, (7.42)

x0 ÝÑ γpx0 ` βx1q, (7.43)

with θpxq given by eq. (3.15). Using eqs. (7.41)-(7.43), a direct calculation gives

rΨx,Ψ
:
ys “ i~c∆LSpx´yqÝÑrΨx,Ψ

:
ys “ i~c∆LSpx´yq. (7.44)

This last result, together with the covariance of the commutator under spatial rotations,

proves the covariance of rΨpxq,Ψ:pyqs under proper Lorentz transformations.

If we compute the previous commutator at equal times [see eq. (A.10) of the appendix

A] we get

rΨpt,xq,Ψ:pt,yqs “ 0, (7.45)

which implies according to eq. (7.36) that

∆LSp0,x ´ yq “ 0. (7.46)

When the time argument is zero, eq. (7.37) gives

∆LSp0,x ´ yq “ ∆p0,x ´ yq (7.47)

and thus according to eq. (7.46),

∆p0,x ´ yq “ 0. (7.48)

But since ∆px ´ yq is invariant under a proper Lorentz transformation, we have that

∆px ´ yq “ 0 whenever px ´ yq2 ă 0. This is true because any two space-like vectors are

connected to each other via a proper Lorentz transformation. Also, the fact ∆px´ yq “ 0

when px ´ yq2 ă 0 and eq. (7.37) imply that ∆LSpx ´ yq “ 0 whenever px ´ yq2 ă 0.

This last result combined with eq. (7.36) and with eq. (7.44), which shows the Lorentz

covariance of the commutator, lead to

rΨpxq,Ψ:pyqs “ 0, if px´ yq2 ă 0. (7.49)

17The sign of k0 is invariant under proper Lorentz transformations for time-like vectors, which is what we

have here for the four-vector k due to the mass shell condition δpk2´µ2q. By a proper Lorentz transformation

we mean spatial rotations and Lorentz boosts. Time reversal and space inversion are excluded.
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Equation (7.49), telling us that fields with space-like separation commute, is the micro-

causality condition. This guarantees that the second quantized Lorentz covariant Schrödin-

ger Lagrangian leads to a local quantum field theory [4, 5].

We can also connect the field commutators of the Lorentz covariant Schrödinger theory

with the ones of the Klein-Gordon theory as follows. First, if we use eq. (4.30), i.e., the

relation connecting the Lorentz covariant Schrödinger Lagrangian with the Klein-Gordon

one, we get

rΨpxq,Ψ:pyqs “ eiµpx0´y0qrΦpxq,Φ:pyqs, (7.50)

where Φpxq and Φ:pxq are the complex Klein-Gordon fields. Moreover, applying eq. (4.30)

to (6.13) we obtain

ΠΨpxq “ e´iµx0

ΠΦpxq, (7.51)

where ΠΦpxq is the conjugate momentum to Φpxq. Thus, using eqs. (4.30) and (7.51), the

remaining non-trivial (not obviously zero) commutators can be written as

rΠΨpxq,ΠΨ: pyqs“e´iµpx0´y0qrΠΦpxq,ΠΦ: pyqs, (7.52)

rΨpxq,ΠΨpyqs “ eiµpx0´y0qrΦpxq,ΠΦpyqs. (7.53)

The first thing worth noting is that the equal time commutation relations of the Lorentz

covariant Schrödinger and Klein-Gordon fields are the same. Indeed, for equal times we

have x0 “ y0 and according to eqs. (7.50), (7.52), and (7.53) we immediately get

rΨpt,xq,Ψ:pt,yqs “ rΦpt,xq,Φ:pt,yqs, (7.54)

rΠΨpt,xq,ΠΨ: pt,yqs“rΠΦpt,xq,ΠΦ: pt,yqs, (7.55)

rΨpt,xq,ΠΨpt,yqs “ rΦpt,xq,ΠΦpt,yqs. (7.56)

As such, we can understand eqs. (4.30) and (7.51) as a canonical transformation since they

preserve the commutation relations as we move to the new “variables”, namely, fields. It

is also important to remark that eqs. (7.50), (7.52), and (7.53) are only valid if eq. (7.13)

is true, since this is the only way to guarantee a canonical quantization of the Lorentz

covariant Schrödinger fields. Therefore, eqs. (7.50), (7.52), and (7.53) do not apply to the

non-canonically quantized Lorentz covariant Schrödinger fields given in the appendix A,

where, for example, rΨpt,xq,Ψ:pt,yqs ‰ 0, in clear contradiction to eq. (7.50) and the fact

that rΦpt,xq,Φ:pt,yqs “ 0.

Before we move on to the computation of the Feynman propagator, we note that we

can write ∆˘pxq and ∆pxq as the following integrals, where k0 is considered a complex

variable [4],

∆˘pxq “ ´ 1

p2πq4
ż

C˘

d4k
e´ikx

k2 ´ µ2
, (7.57)

∆pxq “ ´ 1

p2πq4
ż

C

d4k
e´ikx

k2 ´ µ2
. (7.58)

The complex contour integral in k0 is such that C˘ is any counterclockwise closed path

encircling only ˘ωk{c and C is any counterclockwise closed path encircling ωk{c and ´ωk{c,
the two simple poles of the integrand.
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7.4 The Feynman propagator

The first step towards a perturbative treatment of any interaction involving the Lorentz

covariant Schrödinger fields, or involving them and other types of fields, is the calculation

of the Feynman propagator. The Feynman propagator ∆F
LS

px ´ x1q is defined as [4, 5]

i~c∆F
LS

px´ x1q “ x0|T
 
ΨpxqΨ:px1q

(
|0y, (7.59)

where |0y is the vacuum state and we use the subscript “LS” to differentiate the Feyn-

man propagator associated with the Lorentz covariant Schrödinger fields from ∆F pxq, the
Feynman propagator related to the Klein-Gordon fields.

In eq. (7.59) the symbol T denotes time ordering, giving rise to the T-product (time-

ordered product),

T
 
ΨpxqΨ:px1q

(
“ hpx0 ´ x0

1 qΨpxqΨ:px1q ` hpx01 ´ x0qΨ:px1qΨpxq, (7.60)

with h being the Heaviside step function,

hpx0q “ 1, if x0 ą 0,

hpx0q “ 0, if x0 ă 0. (7.61)

Using eq. (7.33) and remembering that Ψpxq “ Ψ`pxq ` Ψ´pxq, with Ψ`pxq and Ψ´pxq
respectively functions of annihilation and creation operators, we have

x0|ΨpxqΨ:px1q|0y “ i~c∆`
LSpx ´ x1q, (7.62)

x0|Ψ:px1qΨpxq|0y “ ´i~c∆´
LSpx ´ x1q. (7.63)

If we now insert eqs. (7.60), (7.62), and (7.63) into (7.59) we get

∆F
LS

pxq “ hpx0q∆`
LSpxq ´ hp´x0q∆´

LSpxq (7.64)

and also

∆F
LS

pxq “ eiµx
0

∆F pxq, (7.65)

if we employ eq. (7.34). Here ∆F pxq “ hpx0q∆`pxq ´ hp´x0q ∆´pxq is the Feynman

propagator associated with the complex field Klein-Gordon Lagrangian, also known as the

charged meson propagator [4, 5].

Under a proper Lorentz transformation Ψpxq changes according to eqs. (3.14) and

(3.15) while hpx0q is an invariant. The latter is true because the sign of x0 for time-like

vectors is not altered under a proper Lorentz transformation. These two facts lead to the

following transformation rule for eq. (7.59),

∆F
LS

pxq ÝÑ eiθpxq{~∆F
LS

pxq. (7.66)

To arrive at eq. (7.66), which tells us how the Feynman propagator of the Lorentz covariant

Schrödinger fields transforms under a proper Lorentz transformation, we have also assumed

that the latter changes the vacuum state |0y by at most a global phase. Equation (7.66),
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combined with the transformation rule for x0 and the invariance of ∆F pxq under a proper

Lorentz transformation, allow us to show that eq. (7.65) is covariant under a proper Lorentz

transformation, i.e.,

∆F
LS

pxq “ eiµx
0

∆F pxq ÝÑ ∆F
LS

pxq “ eiµx
0

∆F pxq. (7.67)

Due to the connection between the Klein-Gordon and the Lorentz covariant Schrödin-

ger propagators as given by eq. (7.65), we can carry over the integral representations of

the former to the latter. Following ref. [4] we have

∆F
LS

pxq “ eiµx
0

p2πq4
ż

CF

d4k
e´ikx

k2 ´ µ2
, (7.68)

where the contour of integration CF is given in figure 2 and should be understood in the

following sense. For x0 ą 0 the contour of integration is closed in the lower half of the

complex k0-plane, leading to a clockwise contour integration whose path we denote by C`
F .

On the other hand, for x0 ă 0 we use the upper half plane to close the path of integration,

which gives a counterclockwise integration around path C´
F . In this way, computing the

complex integral in k0 using the residue theorem, we obtain ∆`
LSpxq for the former contour

of integration and ´∆´
LSpxq for the latter, the expected results for the Feynman propagator

[see eq. (7.64)].

Figure 2. The contours of integration leading to the Feynman propagator for the Lorentz covariant

Schrödinger fields.

We can also write the Feynman propagator with all integrals being real variable inte-

grals if we slightly displace the poles off the real axis,

˘ ωk

c
ÝÑ ˘ωk

c
¯ iη, (7.69)

with 0 ă η ! 1, and use the following integral representation,

∆F
LS

pxq “ eiµx
0

p2πq4
ż
d4k

e´ikx

pk0q2 ´ pωk{c ´ iηq2 “ eiµx
0

p2πq4
ż
d4k

e´ikx

k2 ´ µ2 ` iǫ
. (7.70)

To arrive at the last equality we have neglected the η2 term since η ! 1 and made the

following identification,

ǫ “ 2ηωk

c
. (7.71)
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With this definition the k0 variable is also integrated from ´8 to 8. After the inte-

gration in k0 we take the limit η Ñ 0, or equivalently ǫ Ñ 0, obtaining the corresponding

expression for the Feynman propagator, namely, ∆`
LSpxq for x0 ą 0 and ´∆´

LSpxq for

x0 ă 0.

Using eq. (7.70) we can show that the Feynman propagator ∆F
LS

pxq is the Green’s

function of the free Lorentz covariant Schrödinger equation. Setting V “ 0 in eq. (3.58)

and replacing Ψpxq for ∆F
LS

pxq as given in eq. (7.70), we obtain after a little calculation

and after taking the limit ǫ Ñ 0 that

BνBν∆F
LS

pxq ´ i2µB0∆F
LS

pxq “ ´ eiµx
0

p2πq4
ż
d4k e´ikx. (7.72)

Noting that the four dimensional Dirac delta function can be written as p2πq4δp4qpxq “ş
d4k e´ikx we get

BνBν∆F
LS

pxq ´ i2µB0∆F
LS

pxq “ ´eiµx0

δp4qpxq “ ´δp4qpxq. (7.73)

We have used that eiµx
0

δp4qpxq “ δp4qpxq “ 0 for x0 ‰ 0 and that limx0Ñ0 e
iµx0

δp4qpxq “
limx0Ñ0 δ

p4qpxq to arrive at the last equality. If we equate the left hand side of eq. (7.73)

to zero we get the free Lorentz covariant Schrödinger equation. Equating it to ´δp4qpxq we

obtain the definition of its Green’s function, proving that ∆F
LS

pxq is indeed the Green’s

function of the free Lorentz covariant Schrödinger equation. For the Klein-Gordon equa-

tion, the analogous expression to eq. (7.73) is [5]

BνBν∆F pxq ` µ2∆F pxq “ ´δp4qpxq.

7.5 Turning on the interaction among the fields

The techniques built to perturbatively handle scattering problems among interacting quan-

tum fields, in particular those suited to the Klein-Gordon fields [4, 5], remain valid for the

Lorentz covariant Schrödinger fields. Working in the interaction picture,18 it is not dif-

ficult to see that the Lorentz covariant Schrödinger fields evolve according to the same

dynamical equations and satisfy the same commutation relations of the free fields. On the

other hand, the evolution of the quantum state describing the initial particle configuration

evolves according to the Schrödinger equation, whose Hamiltonian is given by the interac-

tion part of the total Hamiltonian describing the system being investigated. Moreover, a

simple inspection on the proofs leading to the Dyson series and to Wick’s theorem shows

that they remain valid here too.

As such, the probability amplitude for a system initially in the state |αiny to be found

after the collision (scattering) in the final state |αouty is

Sfi “ xαout|S|αiny. (7.74)

Here, invoking the adiabatic hypothesis, |αinpoutqy are eigenstates of the free-field Hamilto-

nian, with |αiny the initial state in the remote past (t Ñ ´8) and |αouty the final state in

18In previous sections of this work, specially when dealing with the second quantization of the free fields,

we were working in the Heisenberg picture.
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the far future (t Ñ 8). The operator describing this transition is called the S-matrix and

its manifestly covariant perturbative expansion is given by the Dyson series,

S “ T exp

"
´ i

~c

ż
d4xHI

intpxq
*

“ 1 `
8ÿ

n“1

r´i{p~cqsn
n!

ż
d4x1 . . . d

4xnT
 
HI

intpx1q . . .HI
intpxnq

(
, (7.75)

where T is the time ordering operator and HI
int is the Hamiltonian density describing the

interaction among the fields expressed in the interaction picture (the superscript I denotes

interaction picture). Similarly to the Klein-Gordon case, the time-ordered term in the

Dyson series is expanded using Wick’s theorem in order to carry out transition amplitude

calculations. It is in this step that the Feynman propagator (7.59) appears, being usually

called in this context a “contraction”.

An important property of the Lorentz covariant Schrödinger fields, valid when they are

canonically quantized, is the simple relation connecting them to the complex Klein-Gordon

fields as given by eqs. (4.30) and (7.51). These relations, originally shown to be true for

the free fields being described in the Heisenberg picture, remain valid in the interaction

picture. This is easily seen by either inspecting the time evolution of these fields in the

interaction picture or by noting that these transformations connecting the Lorentz covariant

Schrödinger fields to the Klein-Gordon ones are given by c-numbers and, as such, commute

with the unitary transformation taking us from the Heisenberg to the interaction picture.

Written in the interaction picture, eqs. (4.30) and (7.51) become

ΨIpxq “ eiµx
0

ΦIpxq, (7.76)

ΠI
Ψpxq “ e´iµx0

ΠI
Φpxq. (7.77)

As can be seen explicitly in the appendix B, these relations are crucial to prove that to

any order in perturbation theory and for Lorentz covariant interactions, the Klein-Gordon

and the Lorentz covariant Schrödinger theories are essentially equivalent. However, for

interactions violating Lorentz invariance, the predictions stemming from both theories are

drastically different.19

7.6 Breaking Lorentz invariance

The equivalence between the Klein-Gordon and the Lorentz covariant Schrödinger theories

established above is only valid for Lorentz invariant Lagrangian densities (actually, being

more general, we just need Lorentz invariant actions). If we introduce, nevertheless, inter-

action terms breaking Lorentz invariance, we can have certain processes that only occur

in the Lorentz covariant Schrödinger theory. See, however, Refs. [32, 33] for interesting

19The non-canonically quantized theory given in the appendix A is not equivalent to the Klein-Gordon

theory either, even for Lorentz covariant interactions. This is true because, contrary to the canonically

quantized case, the propagator of the non-canonically quantized theory is not trivially related to the Klein-

Gordon one.
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and alternative ways of introducing interaction terms that break Lorentz invariance in the

framework of the standard Klein-Gordon theory and in the Higgs sector.

For example, consider the following interaction term (as always, normal ordering is

implied, and here it is also implied an adjoint term in order to have a Hermitian Hamilto-

nian),

Hint9ΨpΨ:q3. (7.78)

This term is not Lorentz invariant since after a proper Lorentz transformation we have,

according to eq. (3.14),

ΨpxqrΨ:pxqs3 ÝÑ e´i2θpxq{~ΨpxqrΨ:pxqs3. (7.79)

The analogous term for the Klein-Gordon theory, namely, ΦpΦ:q3, is invariant under a

proper Lorentz transformation since in this case Φ Ñ Φ.

An interaction term such as (7.78) allows, among other processes, for an antiparticle

at rest to decay into two particles and one antiparticle, all of them at rest too (see the left

panel of figure 3). This process is kinematically forbidden for the Klein-Gordon theory,

violating conservation of energy, while for the Lorentz covariant Schrödinger theory the

total energy and momentum can be made equal before and after the decay.

This can be seen by noting that to first order in perturbation theory (at the tree

level), this process is associated to the initial state |αiny “ b
:
k|0y and to the final state

|αouty “ b
:
k1
a

:
k2
a

:
k3

|0y. A non-null probability amplitude is obtained using the following

term coming from (7.78),

Ψ´rpΨ:q´s2pΨ:q`, (7.80)

where pΨ:q` destroys the antiparticle, Ψ´ creates another antiparticle, and rpΨ:q´s2 creates
the remaining two particles. The previous field operators are defined by noting that we

can write Ψ “ Ψ` ` Ψ´ and Ψ: “ pΨ:q`` pΨ:q´, which after eq. (7.14) can be explicitly

written as

Ψ`pxq “
ż
d3kfke

iµx0

e´ikxak, (7.81)

Ψ´pxq “
ż
d3kfke

iµx0

eikxb
:
k, (7.82)

rΨ:pxqs´ “
ż
d3kfke

´iµx0

eikxa
:
k, (7.83)

rΨ:pxqs` “
ż
d3kfke

´iµx0

e´ikxbk, (7.84)

where

fk “
„

~c2

p2πq32ωk

1{2

, (7.85)

k0 “ ωk{c “ Ek{p~cq, (7.86)

Ek “
a
m2c4 ` ~2c2|k|2. (7.87)
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Suppressing the superscript I that indicates operators in the interaction picture, eqs.

(7.74), (7.75), and (7.80) give to first order in perturbation theory

S
p1q
fi “ xαout|Sp1q|αiny, (7.88)

where

Sp1q“´ i

~c

ż
d4xHint “ ´ ig

~c

ż
d4xΨ´pxqtrΨ:pxqs´u2rΨ:pxqs`, (7.89)

with g being the effective coupling constant associated to this process. If we now use

eqs. (7.81)-(7.84) and the explicit expansion for |αinpoutqy we get

S
p1q
fi “ ´ ig

~c

ż
d4xd3q1 . . . d

3q4fq1
. . . fq4

e´ir2µx0`pq4´q1´q2´q3qxs

ˆx0|ak2
ak3

a:
q2
a:
q3
bk1

b:
q1
bq4

b
:
k

|0y. (7.90)

A direct calculation using the commutation relations given by eq. (7.8) leads to

x0|ak2
ak3

a:
q2
a:
q3
bk1

b:
q1
bq4

b
:
k|0y “ δp3qpk ´ q4qδp3qpk1 ´ q1qδp3qpk2 ´ q3qδp3qpk3 ´ q2q

` δp3qpk ´ q4qδp3qpk1 ´ q1qδp3qpk2 ´ q2qδp3qpk3 ´ q3q.
(7.91)

Inserting eq. (7.91) into (7.90), and noting that by relabeling the integration variables the

two terms in eq. (7.91) give the same contribution, we get

S
p1q
fi “ ´2ig

~c

ż
d4xfkfk1

fk2
fk3

e´ip2µ`k0´k0
1

´k0
2

´k0
3

qx0

eipk´k1´k2´k3q¨r

“ ´2ig

~c
fkfk1

fk2
fk3

p2πq4δp2µ ` k0 ´ k01 ´ k02 ´ k03qδp3qpk ´ k1 ´ k2 ´ k3q.
(7.92)

To arrive at the last line we employed the integral representation of the Dirac delta function.

The two Dirac delta functions in eq. (7.92) are related to the conservation of energy

and linear momentum for the present process, i.e., S
p1q
fi is different from zero only if the

arguments of the delta functions are zero. Considering the decaying particle at rest, we

have ~ck0 “ mc2 and k “ 0. Thus, conservation of energy leads to

2µ` k0 ´ k01 ´ k02 ´ k03 “ 0,

2~cµ` ~ck0 ´ ~cpk01 ´ k02 ´ k03q “ 0,

2mc2 `mc2 ´ Ek1
´ Ek2

´ Ek3
“ 0. (7.93)

But Ekj
“
a
m2c4 ` h2c2|kj|2 ď mc2, for j “ 1, 2, 3. Therefore, we can only satisfy

Ek1
` Ek2

` Ek3
“ 3mc2 (7.94)

if kj “ 0, i.e., all particles are at rest after the decay. Note that the momentum conservation

equation are automatically satisfied if k “ kj “ 0.
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We could have anticipated the possibility of this decay process by noting that for the

Lorentz covariant Schrödinger theory, the particle and antiparticles have different energies,

E`
k

“ ´mc2 ` Ek and E´
k

“ mc2 ` Ek, respectively [see eqs. (7.1), (7.15), and (7.18)].

Hence, if we look at the Feynman diagram for this process (left panel of figure 3), energy

conservation leads to

E´
k “ E´

k1
` E`

k3
` E`

k3
, (7.95)

which is exactly what we obtain according to eq. (7.92) if we use the definition of E˘
k .

20

Figure 3. Feynman diagrams in momentum space showing two possible processes for the Lorentz

covariant Schrödinger theory when we introduce interaction terms that break Lorentz invariance.

These two processes are kinematically forbidden for the Klein-Gordon theory subjected to analogous

interaction terms. Left panel: An antiparticle (b-particle) with momentum k and energy E´

k
decays

into another antiparticle and two particles (a-particles). The energies of the particles are E`

k3
and

E`

k2
. We can represent this process by the following equation, b Ñ baa. Note that the process (not

shown in the picture) in which particles and antiparticles exchange roles, a Ñ abb, is kinematically

forbidden. Right panel: An antiparticle decays into a photon and a particle, b Ñ aγ. The processes

(not shown in the picture) a Ñ bγ, a Ñ aγ, and b Ñ bγ are all kinematically forbidden.

For Lorentz invariant interactions, which we have seen must always be built with

bilinear terms such as ΨΨ:, this gap of energy between particles and antiparticles gets

“averaged out”. This happens because we always have an equal number of e´iµx0

and eiµx
0

when we employ the field expansions to do any calculation [see, for instance, eqs. (7.81)-

(7.84)]. However, when we have an interaction term breaking Lorentz invariance, we no

longer have a balanced number of e˘iµx0

in the field expansions. This is why the previous

process does not violate energy-momentum conservation and why we have S
p1q
fi as given by

eq. (7.92).

20For the Klein-Gordon theory, the analogue of eq. (7.95) is Ek “ Ek1
` Ek3

` Ek3
, which can never

be satisfied. Indeed, in the rest frame of the antiparticle with momentum k we have Ek “ mc2 while the

right hand side is always greater or equal to 3mc2. Also, to obtain the same predictions associated with

the Lorentz covariant Schrödinger theory when the fields interact according to Hint9ΨpΨ:q3, we need for

the Klein-Gordon theory an interaction given by Hint9e´i2µx0

ΦpΦ:q3, a very unnatural interaction term.
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Remark. The above interaction that breaks Lorentz invariance should be considered

with caution. It is best to understand it as a “toy model” and not as a fundamental

interaction. The same should apply to the interaction we will study next. They are

simple examples illustrating a kinematically forbidden interaction in the framework of

the Klein-Gordon theory that is kinematically allowed in the framework of the Lorentz

covariant Schrödinger theory. The interaction term given by eq. (7.78), leading to the

left Feynman diagram of figure 3, when taken alone brings to the table an “unstable

vacuum”. Since an antiparticle decays into two particles and an antiparticle, the decay

process will never cease because we will always have the same antiparticle as a product of

the decay. This unstoppable proliferation of decays is not currently observed. We could

have avoided this problem working with the following interaction, Hint9pΨ:q3, which also

breaks Lorentz invariance but leads to one antiparticle decaying into only two particles. We

can alternatively understand the interaction (7.78) as being modulated by a time dependent

coupling constant that decreases as time goes by. In primordial times it was relevant but

today it is completely suppressed.

We can also have processes involving photons that are not seen in the Klein-Gordon

theory but that are present in the Lorentz covariant Schrödinger theory if we introduce

appropriate Lorentz invariance-breaking terms in the interaction Hamiltonian density. For

instance, interactions such as

pΨ:ÐÑBµΨ:qAµ or Ψ:Ψ:Aµ (7.96)

allow for the possibility of an antiparticle decaying into a particle and a photon (see the

right panel of figure 3).

The equation expressing the conservation of energy for this process is

E´
k

“ E`
k1 ` Ekγ

, (7.97)

which in the rest frame of the decaying particle (k “ 0) becomes

mc2 ` Ek “ ´mc2 ` Ek1 ` Ekγ
,

2mc2 “ ´mc2 ` Ek1 ` Ekγ
. (7.98)

Equation (7.98) tells us that we must have

Ek1 ` Ekγ
“ 3mc2, (7.99)

which can be satisfied since any process such that Ek1 ` Ekγ
ą mc2 and that conserves

momentum (k1 ` kγ “ 0) is kinematically possible. The solution to this problem is Ekγ
“

4mc2{3, E`
k “ 2mc2{3, and |pγ | “ |p1| “ ~c|kγ | “ ~c|k1| “ 4mc{3.

For the Klein-Gordon theory we would have instead of eqs. (7.97) and (7.98),

Ek “ Ek1 ` Ekγ
,

mc2 “ Ek1 ` Ekγ
, (7.100)

which cannot be satisfied because the right hand side must be greater than mc2.
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Remark. The two interactions that break Lorentz invariance studied in this section

when taken alone lead to the violation of charge conservation as well. For the interaction

given by the right Feynman diagram of figure 3 we have, for instance, a positive antiparticle

decaying into a neutral photon and a negative particle. If we want to save charge conser-

vation we can either say that those processes are forbidden despite being kinematically

allowed or postulate the existence of a negative antiparticle decaying in an analogous way

into a positive particle and a photon. Those two processes taken together would lead to an

overall charge conservation in our universe. A similar reasoning can restore overall charge

conservation for the interaction (7.78).

Before we move on it is worth mentioning two points concerning the previous results.

First, the Lorentz covariant Schrödinger theory supplemented with appropriate interaction

terms that break Lorentz invariance might lead to simple and useful effective field theories

to describe condensed matter physical process. Indeed, in a condensed matter system

there is a “privileged” inertial frame, namely, the condensed matter system itself, and

the introduction of Lorentz invariance-breaking interactions is not a serious threat to the

modeling of the interactions among pseudo-particles within it.

Second, the asymmetry in the decay rates associated with particles and antiparticles,

due to the introduction of interaction terms breaking Lorentz invariance, points to a possi-

ble way to understand the asymmetry between matter and antimatter in our universe [26].

As we previously remarked, the introduction of an interaction term such as ΨpΨ:q3 implies

that only the decay b Ñ baa is possible (see left panel of figure 3), while the correspond-

ing process obtained by exchanging the roles of particles with antiparticles, a Ñ abb, is

kinematically forbidden. Therefore, for an initially symmetric distribution of matter and

antimatter, the asymmetry in the previous two decay channels will eventually lead to an

asymmetry in the matter and antimatter distribution (baryogenesis). And if this asymme-

try in the decay channels is always present and not counterbalanced by any other process,

in the long run there will be practically no antimatter in the universe.

Note that the underlying reason for the asymmetry in the two decay channels above

is the gap in the mass between particle and antiparticle naturally present in the Lorentz

covariant Schrödinger theory and no extra fields or interactions are needed to obtain an

asymmetric behavior between matter and antimatter [27–33]. On one hand, for Lorentz

invariant interactions, this mass difference is effectively suppressed and no asymmetry

between matter and antimatter is observed. On the other hand, for interaction terms

violating Lorentz invariance, the mass gap becomes relevant, leading to an asymmetry

between matter and antimatter that is testable. With that in mind, two important issues

arise: (1) Is there a fundamental physical process leading to the violation of the Lorentz

invariance of the Lorentz covariant Schrödinger theory? What causes it? Can it be traced

back to the presence of a background gravitational field? Is this Lorentz invariance-breaking

process a feature of the present day universe or it was relevant in its beginning, being

suppressed during its evolution? (2) Can we find a Lorentz invariant theory that gives

different masses for particles and antiparticles and, at the same time, leads to an asymmetry

in the decay of particles and antiparticles as described above? Can it be done without

violating the CPT-theorem, or at least without violating its extension, the CPTM-theorem
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as given in this work?

8 Generalizing the Lorentz covariant Schrödinger Equation

If we look at the second term of the Lagrangian density (6.9), we realize that there is

no derivatives in the spatial variables and the following question naturally arises: Is it

possible to come up with a Lorentz invariant Lagrangian density where the four space-

time derivatives appear on an equal footing? Furthermore, and similarly to the Lorentz

covariant Schrödinger fields of the previous sections, can this be done in such a way that

this Lagrangian density yields the same predictions of the Klein-Gordon one if we restrict

ourselves to Lorentz invariant interactions? Our goal in this section is to show that the

answers to those questions are affirmative.

8.1 Obtaining the Lagrangian density and the transformation law for Ψpxq

We start with the following Hermitian Lagrangian density ansatz,

L “ BµΨBµΨ˚ ` iκµΨ˚BµΨ ´ ipκµq˚ΨBµΨ˚, (8.1)

where κµ does not transform like a four-vector under a Lorentz transformation. It is just a

shorthand notation for the four constants κ0, κ1, κ2, κ3. Being more specific, we postulate

that κ0, κ1, κ2, κ3 are Lorentz invariants under proper Lorentz transformations. These

constants are the analog in the present theory of the mass “m” that appears in the Klein-

Gordon Lagrangian density. We will see later that κµ must be a real quantity to guarantee

the Lorentz invariance of the Lagrangian density (8.1) and that κ2 “ κµκ
µ “ µ2 “ m2c2{~2,

with m being the rest mass of a Klein-Gordon scalar particle, if we want the present theory

to be equivalent to the Klein-Gordon theory. Also, if κ0 “ µ and κj “ 0, we recover the

Lorentz covariant Schrödinger Lagrangian density previously studied.

Under an infinitesimal proper Lorentz transformation (spatial rotations or boosts), the

space-time coordinates in the rest frames S and S1 are connected by the following relation,

xµ “ xµ
1 ´ ǫµνxν1 , (8.2)

where |ǫµν | ! 1 and ǫµν “ ´ǫνµ. The antisymmetry of ǫµν is a consequence of the invariance

of the norm of the four-vector xµ under a proper Lorentz transformation. The derivative

transforms according to

Bµ “ Bµ1 ´ ǫµνBν1
. (8.3)

We also assume that under an infinitesimal proper Lorentz transformation, the wave func-

tion Ψpxq and Ψ1px1q are connected by

Ψpxq “ e
i
~
bµx

µ1

Ψ1px1q, (8.4)

where bµ is real and of the order of ǫµν .
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Inserting eqs. (8.3) and (8.4) into (8.1), we get to first order in ǫµν ,

L “ Bµ1Ψ1Bµ1
Ψ1˚ ` iκµΨ1˚Bµ1Ψ1 ´ ipκµq˚Ψ1Bµ1Ψ1˚ ´ |Ψ1|2

~
rκµ ` pκµq˚sbµ

´i
ˆ
bµ

~
` ǫνµκν

˙
Ψ1˚Bµ1Ψ1 ` i

ˆ
bµ

~
` ǫνµpκνq˚

˙
Ψ1Bµ1Ψ1˚ ` Op|ǫµν |2q. (8.5)

Comparing eqs. (8.1) and (8.5), we see that they have the same form if

rκµ ` pκµq˚sbµ “ 0, (8.6)

bµ

~
` ǫνµκν “ 0, (8.7)

bµ

~
` ǫνµpκνq˚ “ 0. (8.8)

The last two equations imply that pκνq˚ “ κν , i.e., κν is real, and that

bµ “ ~ǫµνκν , (8.9)

where we used the antisymmetry of ǫµν to express the right hand side as shown above.

Inserting eq. (8.9) into the left hand side of (8.6), and noting that κµ is real and that ǫµν
is antisymmetric, we get

2~ǫµνκ
µκν “ ~pǫµν ` ǫνµqκµκν “ 0. (8.10)

Thus, eqs. (8.6)-(8.8) are all satisfied if bµ is given by eq. (8.9).

This means that under an infinitesimal proper Lorentz transformation, the Lagrangian

density21

L “ BµΨBµΨ˚ ` iκµΨ˚ÐÑBµΨ, (8.11)

with κµ real and constant, is invariant if Ψ transforms as

Ψpxq Ñ e´iǫµνκ
µxν

Ψpxq. (8.12)

To arrive at the transformation law for Ψpxq under finite proper Lorentz transforma-

tions, we follow the usual prescription of implementing N infinitesimal transformations

and then letting N Ñ 8. For instance, a counterclockwise rotation of φ radians about the

x3-axis gives [see appendix C]

Ψpxq Ñ eirκ
1p1´cos φq´κ2 sinφsx1

eirκ
1 sinφ`κ2p1´cos φqsx2

Ψpxq
Ñ eirpκ

1x1`κ2x2qp1´cos φq`pκ1x2´κ2x1q sinφsΨpxq.
(8.13)

Similarly, for a rotation of φ about the x1-axis we get

Ψpxq Ñ eirpκ
2x2`κ3x3qp1´cos φq`pκ2x3´κ3x2q sinφsΨpxq. (8.14)

21It is worth noting that we cannot have Lorentz invariance if L “ iκµΨ˚BµΨ´ ipκµq˚ΨBµΨ
˚. The term

BµΨBµΨ˚ is crucial to guarantee a Lorentz invariant Lagrangian density.
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The transformation law for a rotation about the x2-axis is obtained from the previous one

by relabeling the superscript indexes: 2 Ñ 3 and 3 Ñ 1.22

Since from spatial rotations about the x3 and x1 axes we can build an arbitrary spatial

rotation, it is sufficiently general to give only how Ψpxq transforms after a boost in a

specified direction. For a boost along the x1-axis characterized by β we have [see appendix

C],

Ψpxq Ñ eirpγ´1qκ0´γβκ1sx0`irγβκ0´pγ´1qκ1sx1

Ψpxq, (8.15)

where γ “ 1{
a

1 ´ β2 is the Lorentz factor. To check the consistency of the calculations

given in the appendix C, a direct calculation using eqs. (8.13), (8.14), and (8.15), with

the corresponding transformation laws for Bµ, shows that the Lagrangian (8.11) is indeed

invariant under those finite proper Lorentz transformations.

8.2 The wave equation and its solution

The Lagrangian density (8.11) leads to the following wave equation if we insert it into the

Euler-Lagrange equation (6.5),

BµBµΨ ´ 2iκµBµΨ “ 0. (8.16)

Inserting the ansatz

Ψpxq “ eipκµx
µ˘kµx

µq “ eipκ˘kqx (8.17)

into eq. (8.16) we get

pκ2 ´ k2qΨ “ 0. (8.18)

We can only satisfy eq. (8.18), and thus raise the ansatz (8.17) to the status of a solution

to the wave equation, if

k2 “ κ2 “ pκ0q2 ´ |κ|2. (8.19)

Due to the linearity of the wave equation (8.16), its general solution is a linear combination

of (8.17) comprising all values of k compatible with the boundary conditions of the problem

being solved.

So far the four real constants κµ are arbitrary. If we set κj “ 0 and κ0 “ µ “ mc{~,
we get back to the Lorentz covariant Schrödinger equation. This shows that the latter

equation is a particular case of the general wave equation we are now dealing with. As

we show next, if κ2 “ µ2, with m interpreted as the rest mass of a scalar particle, we can

connect the present wave equation with the Klein-Gordon equation in a straightforward

way.

8.3 Connection with the Klein-Gordon equation

Building on our previous experience with the Lorentz covariant Schrödinger equation, we

expect that the following relation will take us from the present wave equation to the Klein-

Gordon one,

Ψpxq “ eiκxΦpxq “ eiκµx
µ

Φpxq. (8.20)

22From the above results it is clear that the transformation law for Ψpxq when we have a rotation of φ

about an arbitrary axis n is ΨpxqÑexp tirr ´ pr ¨ n̂qn̂s ¨ κp1 ´ cos φq`ipκ ˆ rq¨n̂ sinφuΨpxq.
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Using eq. (8.20) we get that

BµBµΨ “ pBµBµΦ ` 2iκµBµΦ ´ κ2Φqeiκx, (8.21)

´2iκµBµΨ “ p2κ2Φ ´ 2iκµBµΦqeiκx, (8.22)

and thus the wave equation (8.16) becomes

BµBµΦ ` κ2Φ “ 0. (8.23)

The wave equation (8.23) is formally equivalent to the Klein-Gordon one and we have

an exact match if

κ2 “ κµκ
µ “ µ2 “ pmc{~q2, (8.24)

where m is the rest mass of the scalar particle described by the Klein-Gordon equation.

We can also show that eq. (8.20) when inserted into the Lagrangian density (8.11) leads to

the Klein-Gordon Lagrangian density if eq. (8.24) is satisfied.

It is worth mentioning that we just need κ2 “ µ2 to identify the transformed wave

equation with the Klein-Gordon one. In other words, out of the four real constants κµ,

only one is fixed by eq. (8.24). Three of them are still free to be set to any value we

wish. For an isotropic three-dimensional space, we expect all κj to be equal. This reduces

the free parameters to just one real constant. However, for condensed matter systems,

where anisotropic physical systems are commonplace, the freedom to choose the values of

κj might be an important asset [34, 35].

8.4 Canonical quantization

We now start the canonical quantization of the generalized Lorentz covariant Schrödinger

fields. We have two main goals in carrying out this task. First, we want to show that

it is possible to implement this second quantization program to its logical completion

without any contradiction. Then, for Lorentz covariant interactions, we want to show the

equivalence between the just developed second quantized theory and Klein-Gordon’s.

8.4.1 Equal time commutation relations

The most general solution to the wave equation (8.16), now understood as an operator,

can be written as

Ψpxq “ Ψ`pxq ` Ψ´pxq, (8.25)

where

Ψ`pxq “
ż

˜dk`ake
iκxe´ikx, (8.26)

Ψ´pxq “
ż

˜dk´b
:
ke

iκxeikx, (8.27)

and

k0 “
a
κ2 ` |k|2, (8.28)

˜dk˘ “ f˘p|k|qd3k. (8.29)
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Requiring that the commutation relations for the creation and annihilation operators

are given by eqs. (7.8)-(7.10), the fields Ψ and Ψ: satisfy the equal time canonical commu-

tation relations (7.11) and (7.12) if

f`p|k|q “ f´p|k|q “ fp|k|q “
ˆ

~c2

p2πq32ωk

˙1{2

, (8.30)

where

~ωk “ Ek “ ~ck0. (8.31)

The conjugate momenta to the fields are given by

ΠΨ “ 1

c
B0Ψ: ` iκ0

c
Ψ:, (8.32)

ΠΨ: “ 1

c
B0Ψ ´ iκ0

c
Ψ, (8.33)

and they are connected to the Klein-Gordon ones as follows,

ΠΨ “ e´iκxΠΦ, (8.34)

ΠΨ: “ eiκxΠΦ: . (8.35)

8.4.2 Conserved quantities

Following the prescription given in section 6, we now have the following expressions for the

Hamiltonian, momentum, and charge densities (normal ordering always implied),

H “ B0ΨB0Ψ: ` ∇Ψ ¨ ∇Ψ: ´ iκ ¨ Ψ:ÐÑ
∇Ψ, (8.36)

cPj “ ´B0ΨBjΨ: ´ B0Ψ:BjΨ ´ iκ0Ψ:ÐÑBjΨ, (8.37)

cq̃ “ iΨ:ÐÑB0Ψ ` 2κ0Ψ:Ψ. (8.38)

Note that now the charge current is given by

c̃j “ iΨ:ÐÑ
∇Ψ ` 2κΨ:Ψ. (8.39)

Similarly to what we did for the Lorentz covariant Schrödinger fields, by inserting

eq. (8.25) into eqs. (8.36)-(8.38), and then into eqs. (6.27), (6.28), and (6.49), we obtain

H “
ż
d3kp~ω`

k a
:
kak ` ~ω´

k b
:
kbkq, (8.40)

P j “
ż
d3kp~kj`a:

k
ak ` ~k

j
´b

:
k
bkq, (8.41)

Q̃ “
ż
d3kr~pa:

kak ´ b
:
kbkqs, (8.42)

where

E˘
k

“ ~ω˘
k

“ ¯~cκ0 ` Ek (8.43)

p
j
˘ “ ~k

j
˘ “ ¯~κj ` ~kj. (8.44)
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In addition to the energy gap associated with a pair of particle and antiparticle charac-

terized by the vector k, we also have a momentum gap. In contrast to the Lorentz covariant

Schrödinger equation, we now have a complete symmetry between energy and momentum,

which allows us to define the two quantities below,

p
µ
˘ “ pE˘

k
, cp˘q, (8.45)

where p˘ “ pp1˘, p2˘, p3˘q. Equation (8.45) gives the energy and momentum of a particle

(pµ`) and antiparticle (pµ´) created, respectively, by a
:
k and b:

k acting on the vacuum state.

When it comes to the discrete symmetries, we need to modify the operators that

implement the parity, time reversal, and charge conjugation operations as follows. The

parity, time reversal, and charge conjugation operators are now defined as23

PκΨpr, tqP:
κ “ Ψp´r, tq, (8.46)

TκΨpr, tqT :
κ “ Ψpr,´tq, (8.47)

CκΨpr, tqC:
κ “ Ψ:pr, tq. (8.48)

In eqs. (8.46)-(8.48) we have

Pκ “ K1P, (8.49)

Tκ “ K1T , (8.50)

Cκ “ K2C, (8.51)

where

K1fpκµqK:
1

“ fpκµq, (8.52)

K2fpκµqK:
2

“ fp´κµq. (8.53)

Here fpκµq is an arbitrary function of κµ and P,T , and C are the standard parity, time

reversal, and charge conjugation operators of the Klein-Gordon theory [see also section

6.3]. We should remark that P and C are unitary operators while T is antiunitary.

Equation (8.53) generalizes the “mass conjugation” operation, eq. (6.65), which is

needed to correctly define a charge conjugation operation for the Lorentz covariant Schrö-

dinger equation. The operation defined in eq. (8.52), on the other hand, only changes the

sign of the spatial components of κµ, i.e., K1fpκ0,κqK:
1

“ fpκ0,´κq.
Using eqs. (8.46)-(8.48), we can show that we get the expected behavior for properly

defined parity, time reversal, and charge conjugation operations. Specifically, eqs. (6.53)-

(6.56), eqs. (6.60)-(6.63), and eqs. (6.67)-(6.70) are all satisfied. Furthermore, eqs. (8.46)-

(8.48) imply that the creation and annihilation operators satisfy the correct transformation

laws, namely, eqs. (7.20)-(7.23) and (7.28)-(7.29).

Similarly, the CPT-theorem, which in the present context should be more properly

called the CPTM-theorem, is once more “saved” if we define the CPT operation as

Θ “ CκPκTκ “ K2CPT . (8.54)

23Note that to simplify notation we are not using the symbol “ ˆ ” to denote operators as we did in section

6.3.
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To arrive at the last equality we used that Kj commutes with C,P, and T and that K2
j

is the identity operator. With this definition for the CPT operation, eqs. (6.72)-(6.76)

continue to hold for the generalized Lorentz covariant Schrödinger theory.

8.4.3 Arbitrary time commutators

A direct calculation gives

rΨpxq,Ψ:px1qs “
ż
d3krfp|k|qs2re´ipk´κqpx´x1q ´ eipk`κqpx´x1qs

“
ż
d3krfp|k|qs2eipk´κq¨pr´r1qre´iω`

k
pt´t1q ´ eiω

´
k

pt´t1qs. (8.55)

Similarly to the Lorentz covariant Schrödinger fields, we can write the previous com-

mutator as

rΨpxq,Ψ:px1qs “ i~c∆GLSpx´ x1q, (8.56)

where

∆GLSpxq “ eiκx∆pxq. (8.57)

Here the Lorentz invariant ∆pxq is given by

∆pxq “ ´i
2π3

ż
d4kδpk2 ´ κ2qεpk0qe´ikx, (8.58)

where all variables are real and integrated from ´8 to 8. Note that contrary to eq. (7.40),

we have κ2 instead of µ2 inside the delta function.

The other non-null commutators are

rΠΨpxq,ΠΨ: px1qs “ e´iκpx´x1q

ż
d3krfp|k|qs2

ˆ
ω2

k

c4

˙
re´ikpx´x1q ´ eikpx´x1qs

“
ż
d3krfp|k|qs2

ˆ
ω2

k

c4

˙
eipk`κq¨pr´r1qre´iω´

k
pt´t1q ´ eiω

`
k

pt´t1qs (8.59)

and

rΨpxq,ΠΨpx1qs “ eiκpx´x1q

ż
d3krfp|k|qs2

ˆ
iωk

c2

˙
re´ikpx´x1q ` eikpx´x1qs

“
ż
d3krfp|k|qs2

ˆ
iωk

c2

˙
eipk´κq¨pr´r1qre´iω`

k
pt´t1q ` eiω

´
k

pt´t1qs. (8.60)

8.4.4 The Feynman propagator

The Feynman propagator, which we call ∆F
GLS

pxq, is given by

∆F
GLS

pxq “ hpx0q∆`
GLSpxq ´ hp´x0q∆´

GLSpxq, (8.61)

where

∆˘
GLSpxq “ eiκx∆˘pxq. (8.62)

Here ∆˘pxq are the standard delta functions appearing in the analysis of the Klein-Gordon

propagator, with all quantities that are functions of µ2 changed to functions of κ2 [eq. (7.38)

with k0 and ωk expressed as functions of κ2 instead of µ2].
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Alternatively, using eqs. (8.61) and (8.62) we have

∆F
GLS

pxq “ eiκx∆F pxq, (8.63)

with

∆F pxq “ 1

p2πq4
ż
d4k

e´ikx

k2 ´ κ2 ` iǫ
. (8.64)

Here η ! 1, ǫ “ 2ηωk{c, and all variables are real and integrated from ´8 to 8. As usual,

the limit ǫ Ñ 0 is implied after the integration is made.

8.5 Connection with the Klein-Gordon theory

We divide the forthcoming analysis in two parts. First, we show that the S-matrix de-

scribing a given process (scattering or decay) involving the generalized Lorentz covariant

Schrödinger fields is equal to the S-matrix one obtains modeling the same process using

Klein-Gordon fields. This only happens for interactions that are invariant under a proper

Lorentz transformation.

Second, we show that the same S-matrix leads to the same scattering cross section (or

decay rate) for both theories. This apparently trivial result should be properly discussed

since the generalized Lorentz covariant Schrödinger Lagrangian and the Klein-Gordon La-

grangian lead to formally different expressions for the current density vector (flux of par-

ticles), an important quantity employed in the definition of a scattering cross section.

8.5.1 Equivalence of the S-matrices

For interactions of the type given by eq. (B.6), with the pλ{4qpΨΨ:q2 interaction being

a particular example, the equivalence of the S-matrices is proved using exactly the same

arguments and steps employed in the corresponding proof given before for the Lorentz

covariant Schrödinger fields. The only difference, a formal one that does not change the

arguments used in the previous proof, is that instead of eqs. (7.76) and (7.77) we now have

according to eqs. (8.20) and (8.34),

ΨIpxq “ eiκxΦIpxq, (8.65)

ΠI
Ψpxq “ e´iκxΠI

Φpxq. (8.66)

Furthermore, since in the present case the conjugate momenta to the fields are the

same as the ones associated with the Lorentz covariant Schrödinger fields, the proof of the

equivalence of the S-matrices when we include electromagnetic interactions is almost the

same as the one given in section B.2. Note that the conjugate momenta do not change

because the new extra terms appearing in the Lagrangian density describing the generalized

Lorentz covariant Schrödinger fields do not depend on time derivatives.

Repeating the same calculations given in section B.2, we obtain in the interaction

picture the following Hamiltonian density describing the electromagnetic interaction among

the fields,

HI
int “ ´LI

int ` q2

~2
pΨIq:ΨIAI

0pAIq0, (8.67)
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where

LI
int “ ´ iq

~
rpΨIq:ÐÑBµΨIspAIqµ ` q2

~2
pΨIq:ΨIAI

µpAIqµ ´ 2q

~
κµpΨIq:ΨIAI

µ. (8.68)

If we now use eq. (8.65), a direct calculation shows that eq. (8.67) is transformed

to eq. (B.43), the interaction Hamiltonian density for the Klein-Gordon theory. Using

the same arguments given in section B.2, this fact is enough to establish the equivalence

between the S-matrix of the present theory and the S-matrix coming from the Klein-Gordon

theory.

8.5.2 Equivalence of the scattering cross sections

If we analyze the standard way to define a differential cross section for a given process [4, 5],

we realize that the following three distinct steps are taken to arrive at an experimentally

meaningful quantity:

(1) Terms like rp2πq4δp4qpř k1
final´

ř
kinitialqs2 are identified with V T p2πq4δp4qpř k1

final´ř
kinitialq, where V and T represent, respectively, a finite volume (box normalization

for plane waves) and the duration of the experiment. Here
ř
k1
final´

ř
kinitial denotes

the conservation of energy and momentum written in terms of the four-wave vector.

The most common situation is the one where we have k1 and k2, two initial particles,

and two or more final ones.

(2) The calculation of the transition probability per unit time, w “ |Sfi|2{T , where Sfi
is the shorthand notation for the probability amplitude describing a given process.

(3) The definition of the differential scattering cross section as

dσ “ w

|j|
ź

final

V d3k1
final

p2πq3 , (8.69)

where |j| is the magnitude of the flux of incoming particles and
ś

final V d
3k1

final{p2πq3
represents a group of final particles with wave numbers in the interval k1

final and

k1
final ` dk1

final. Also, the normalization adopted for the wave functions is one

particle per volume V .

Since we have proved the equivalence of the S-matrices, items (1) and (2) above are

easily seen to be the same whether we deal with the Klein-Gordon or with the generalized

Lorentz covariant Schrödinger fields. Item (3), however, deserves a little more thought.

To prove that it is equivalent for both theories, we have to show the equivalence of the

incident particle flux j.

The flux associated with the generalized Lorentz covariant Schrödinger equation, given

by eq. (8.39), can be written as

j “ ´ i~

2m
pΨ:ÐÑ

∇Ψ ` 2iκΨ:Ψq. (8.70)
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In the above expression we are using the first quantization non-relativistic normalization

´i~{p2mq for the flux for reasons that will become clear in a moment. If we now use

eq. (8.20), eq. (8.70) becomes

j “ ´ i~

2m
Φ:ÐÑ

∇Φ, (8.71)

which is the incident particle flux we obtain working directly with the Klein-Gordon equa-

tion.

To better appreciate the equivalence of both fluxes, we explicitly compute j for the

two cases of interest here. For simplicity, we will work at the first quantization level.

For the Klein-Gordon equation, and assuming the target at rest, the plane wave nor-

malized to one particle per volume representing an incident flux of particles with four-wave

number kµ is given by

Φpxq “ 1?
V
e´ikx. (8.72)

A direct calculation using eq. (8.71) gives

j “ ~k

m
|Φ|2 “ p

m

1

V
“ v

V
, (8.73)

where we have made the identification of ~k with the Klein-Gordon particle’s momentum

and p{m with its velocity v.

On the other hand, the solution to the generalized Lorentz covariant Schrödinger equa-

tion representing a particle with four-wave number kµ is

Ψpxq “ 1?
V
eiκxe´ikx. (8.74)

Using eq. (8.70) we get

j “ ~k

m
|Ψ|2 “ ~k

m
|Φ|2 “ ~k

mV
, (8.75)

which is clearly the same flux j we obtain working with the Klein-Gordon fields, proving

thus the complete equivalence between both theories.

Before closing this section, we would like to reinforce once more that the above anal-

ysis, in particular the equivalence of the S-matrices, is only true for a Lorentz invariant

Lagrangian. The same arguments given in section 7.6 apply here. Therefore, for interac-

tion terms breaking Lorentz invariance, we can have certain types of decay and scattering

processes that are impossible to happen in the Klein-Gordon theory.24

24Note also that the previous equivalence proof between the two theories assumed two types of possible

interactions: self-interactions and electromagnetic interactions. It is possible that whenever we have a

consistent quantum field theory of gravitation, the Klein-Gordon and the Lorentz covariant Schrödinger

theories will show different predictions even if a fully Lorentz invariant interaction is present. The reason

for such a guess is related to the fact that the mass(energy) and momentum gap may not be trivially

“averaged out” if a consistent quantum gravity theory is built. More intuitively, “negative” masses will

reduce the usual contribution of positive masses in generating a gravitational field. However, as we showed

in section 6.3.5, the mathematical framework of the Lorentz covariant Schrödinger Lagrangian can be

adjusted to accommodate particles and antiparticles attracting or repelling each other gravitationally, at

least at the level of Newtonian static gravitational fields. Therefore, at our present level of understanding,

the issue of how particles and antiparticles interact gravitationally in the framework of the Lorentz covariant

Schrödinger theory is left as an open problem.
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9 Conclusion

The original motivation leading to this work, on one hand, stems from the fact that the

great majority of physical observables in the framework of quantum field theory are bilin-

ear functions of the fields. In non-relativistic quantum mechanics we also have that the

experimentally relevant quantities are almost always functions of the probability density

ΨpxqΨ˚pxq, a bilinear function of the wave function. Therefore, working either with Ψpxq
or e

i
~
fpxqΨpxq, where fpxq is an arbitrary function of the spacetime coordinates, we obtain

the same predictions.

On the other hand, in classical and quantum field theories one usually defines a complex

scalar field as a quantity that is itself invariant under a given symmetry transformation:

Ψpxq Ñ Ψpxq. However, it is clear that whenever bilinear functions of the fields are

associated with observable quantities, we only need those bilinears to be invariant under

that symmetry operation to obtain invariant physical results. In other words, by assuming

the more general transformation rule for the fields, Ψpxq Ñ e
i
~
fpxqΨpxq, we should get in

principle an equivalent description for a physical system whose observables are bilinear

functions of those fields. Therefore, we revisited the classical and quantum field theories

of complex scalar fields assuming from the start the more general transformation law for

the fields when they are subjected to a symmetry operation. We wanted to check if we

could consistently develop those field theories to their logical conclusion, comparing the final

products with current complex scalar field theories based on the more simple transformation

law, where it is assumed that fpxq is either zero or a non-null constant.

As we showed in this work, we can indeed build logically consistent classical and quan-

tum field theories assuming the more general transformation law for the fields under a

symmetry operation. In particular, we showed that it is possible to have a Lorentz covari-

ant theory if we assume that the complex scalar field Ψpxq transforms according to the

more general prescription above under proper Lorentz transformations (boosts or spatial

rotations). With the aid of very natural auxiliary assumptions, namely, linearity and a

wave equation with at most second order derivatives, we obtained the Lagrangian, the cor-

responding wave equation, and the function fpxq that give the most general Lorentz covari-

ant theory in this scenario. We also determined under what conditions the complex scalar

field theories here developed match the Klein-Gordon theory and under what conditions

we may have different predictions. It turned out that for Lorentz invariant self-interactions

and for electromagnetic interactions, we can make the present theories equivalent to the

Klein-Gordon theory. For interaction terms that violate Lorentz invariance, however, we

showed by giving explicit examples that the present theories are no longer equivalent to

Klein-Gordon’s.

In addition to the formal development of the present complex scalar field theories, we

applied them to describe several physical systems. This helped us to become familiarized

with the new concepts introduced along the logical construction of the theory. Of the many

physical systems we studied, we would like to call attention to our investigations about

the bound states and the scattering cross sections associated with two interacting charged

particles, where both the electromagnetic and gravitational interactions were simultane-
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ously included to model the interaction between them. The electromagnetic interaction

entered via the minimal coupling prescription while gravity was introduced via an exter-

nal potential. We obtained the exact solution for the bound state problem and computed

perturbatively the differential scattering cross section when dealing with the corresponding

scattering problem. We also estimated the order of magnitude of the charges and masses

of the particles in which gravitational effects can no longer be discarded.

During our studies a few unexpected results emerged. The first one showed up already

at the first quantization level. We observed that the eigenenergies associated with the plane

wave solutions to the Lorentz covariant Schrödinger equation implied that particles and

antiparticles no longer had degenerated relativistic energies and, intriguingly, we observed

that we could only exchange the roles of particles with antiparticles if, in addition to

changing the sign of the charge, we also changed the sign of the mass for all physical

quantities depending on it. This suggested that we could assign “negative” masses to the

antiparticles. A full understanding of this fact was possible when we second quantized the

theory, where it was noted that this interpretation for the mass sign of the antiparticle is

actually necessary for the logical consistency of the theory. This became apparent when

we dealt with the charge conjugation operation. It could only be consistently defined if,

and only if, we extended its standard definition such that the charge conjugation operator

anticommuted with functions of the mass of the particle. In other words, the charge

conjugation operation has to change the sign of the masses when acting upon a given field

operator to be properly defined.

Despite the “negative” masses for antiparticles, we showed that both particles and an-

tiparticles have non-negative energies and the same momentum for a given wave number k.

Later, at the last part of this work, when we generalized the Lorentz covariant Schrödinger

equation, we showed that it is also possible to break the degeneracy in the value of the

momentum. For a given value of k, particles and antiparticles also have different momenta.

As we already remarked above, the present theories were shown to be equivalent to the

Klein-Gordon one for Lorentz invariant self-interactions and electromagnetic interactions.

However, by including interaction terms in the Lagrangian density that are not Lorentz

invariant, we showed that this equivalence with the Klein-Gordon theory is no longer valid.

We showed that certain types of interactions that violate Lorentz invariance imply that

an antiparticle can decay into two particles and one antiparticle or into a particle and

a photon. The equivalent processes for particles decaying into more antiparticles than

particles were shown to be kinematically forbidden. This pointed to a second unexpected

result, namely, that very simple Lorentz invariance-breaking interactions could explain the

asymmetry in the abundance of matter and antimatter in the present day universe.

In order to better understand the non-degeneracy of the energies of particles and

antiparticles, we also second quantized the Lorentz covariant Schrödinger Lagrangian im-

posing that the energies of particles and antiparticles were the same and given by the

standard relativistic expression. We observed that this could only be achieved if the fields

did not satisfy the canonical commutation relations anymore. This led to the violation of

the microcausality condition as well. Albeit this non-local character of the non-canonically

quantized theory, we noted that the specific way in which the microcausality condition
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was violated resulted in the emergence of an instantaneous gravitational-like interaction

between the particles of the theory. In other words, particles and antiparticles could be

brought to have the same relativistic energy if they interacted similarly to what Newton’s

gravitational law prescribes. The emergence of this gravitational-like potential may be just

a particularity of the present theory but it suggests that the assumption that antiparti-

cles have negative masses with positive energies might shed a new light in our quest for a

consistent quantum theory of gravity.

Summing up, let us distill and write down the two major messages that we tried to

convey by writing this work. First, it is possible to build logically consistent and Lorentz

covariant classical and quantum field theories assuming a more general transformation law

for complex scalar fields under a symmetry operation. These theories can be adjusted to

reproduce exactly the Klein-Gordon theory when we have Lorentz invariant self-interactions

and when we introduce electromagnetic interactions via the minimal coupling prescription.

Second, for logical consistency we have to assume that antiparticles possess negative masses

while still having positive energies. These two points when analyzed together tell us that

it is perfectly legitimate, at least at the level of electromagnetic interactions, to assume

that particles and antiparticles have masses with different signs without contradicting any

known experimental fact. When we include gravitational interactions, it remains an open

problem to rigorously analyze whether matter and antimatter attract or repel each other

within the present framework (at the level of static Newtonian fields, we showed that it

can be adjusted to accommodate both possibilities). To solve this issue for ordinary matter

and antimatter, we need to measure with high accuracy how a particle and an antiparticle

interact gravitationally. We need to know, for example, how an antihydrogen atom responds

to the Earth’s gravitational field [36]. If they repel each other, the Lorentz covariant

Schrödinger Lagrangian is another possible starting point to theoretically understand more

fully what is going on [37–40]. If they attract each other, the present theory is as good as

the Klein-Gordon one to describe this experimental result.

Appendix

A Proof of the main results of section 7

A.1 Canonical versus non-canonical quantization

Our main goal here is to show how eqs. (7.11) and (7.12) follow from eqs. (7.8)-(7.10) with

the appropriate choice of f˘p|k|q for eq. (7.2). We also want to determine what values

for f˘p|k|q make particles and antiparticles have the same energies and, then, we want

to explore the main consequences of the theory built on this particular choice for f˘p|k|q.
From now on we assume we are dealing with the free field (V “ 0).

Let us start listing the mathematical identities employed routinely in all calculations

that follow. In the calculations of either the Hamiltonian, linear momentum, and conserved

charge or in the computations of the several commutators below, the following representa-
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tion of the Dirac delta function is useful,

δp3qpk ´ k1q “ 1

p2πq3
ż
d3x e˘ipk´k1q¨r. (A.1)

With the help of eq. (A.1) it is not difficult to arrive at the following identities,

1

p2πq3
ż
d3x e˘ipk´k1qx“δp3qpk ´ k1q, (A.2)

1

p2πq3
ż
d3x e˘ipk`k1qx“e˘ipk0`k0

1
qx0

δp3qpk ` k1q, (A.3)

where k0 and k0
1
are given by eq. (7.3). Another pair of useful identities is

ω´
k ω

`
k “ c2|k|2 and

d
ω´
k

ω`
k

´
d
ω`
k

ω´
k

“ 2µ

|k| , (A.4)

where µ is given in eq. (7.6) and ω˘
k are defined in eq. (7.18).

Inserting eq. (7.2) into the normal ordered expressions of eqs. (6.27), (6.28), and (6.49),

we obtain with the help of eqs. (A.1)-(A.4),

H “
ż
d3k

2p2πq3
c2

!
rf`pkqs2ω`

k
ωka

:
k
ak ` rf´pkqs2ω´

k
ωkb

:
k
bk

)
, (A.5)

P j “
ż
d3k

2p2πq3
c2

!
rf`pkqs2ωkk

ja
:
kak ` rf´pkqs2ωkk

jb
:
kbk

)
, (A.6)

Q̃ “
ż
d3k

2p2πq3
c2

!
rf`pkqs2ωka

:
kak ´ rf´pkqs2ωkb

:
kbk

)
. (A.7)

Similarly, using the commutation relations for the creation and annihilation operators given

by eqs. (7.8)-(7.10), the equal time commutation relations involving the fields and their

conjugate momenta [eqs. (6.13) and (7.2)] become

rΨpt, rq,Ψpt, r1qs “ rΨ:pt, rq,Ψ:pt, r1qs “ rΠΨpt, rq,ΠΨpt, r1qs “ 0, (A.8)

rΠΨ: pt, rq,ΠΨ: pt, r1qs “ rΨpt, rq,ΠΨ: pt, r1qs “ rΨ:pt, rq,ΠΨpt, r1qs “ 0, (A.9)

with the non-trivial ones being

rΨpt, rq,Ψ:pt, r1qs “ ´rΨ:pt, rq,Ψpt, r1qs:

“
ż
d3k eik¨pr´r1q

 
rf`pkqs2 ´ rf´pkqs2s

(
, (A.10)

rΠΨpt, rq,ΠΨ: pt, r1qs “ ´rΠΨ:pt, rq,ΠΨpt, r1qs:

“
ż
d3k eik¨pr´r1q

ˆ
ω2

k

c4

˙ 
rf´pkqs2 ´ rf`pkqs2s

(
, (A.11)

rΨpt, rq,ΠΨpt, r1qs “ ´rΨ:pt, rq,ΠΨ: pt, r1qs:

“
ż
d3k eik¨pr´r1q

ˆ
iωk

c2

˙ 
rf`pkqs2 ` rf´pkqs2s

(
. (A.12)
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Repeating the above calculations for two arbitrary space-time points x and x1, and

using that x0 “ ct, we get

rΨpxq,Ψpx1qs “ rΨ:pxq,Ψ:px1qs “ rΠΨpxq,ΠΨpx1qs “ 0, (A.13)

rΠΨ: pxq,ΠΨ: px1qs “ rΨpxq,ΠΨ: px1qs “ rΨ:pxq,ΠΨpx1qs “ 0 (A.14)

and

rΨpxq,Ψ:px1qs “ ´rΨ:pxq,Ψpx1qs:

“
ż
d3k eik¨pr´r1q

!
e´iω`

k
pt´t1qrf`pkqs2 ´ eiω

´
k

pt´t1qrf´pkqs2
)
,

rΠΨpxq,ΠΨ: px1qs “ ´rΠΨ:pxq,ΠΨpx1qs:

“
ż
d3k eik¨pr´r1q

ˆ
ω2

k

c4

!̇
e´iω´

k
pt´t1qrf´pkqs2 ´ eiω

`
k

pt´t1qrf`pkqs2
)
,

rΨpxq,ΠΨpx1qs “ ´rΨ:pxq,ΠΨ: px1qs:

“
ż
d3k eik¨pr´r1q îωk

c2

˙!
e´iω`

k
pt´t1qrf`pkqs2 ` eiω

´
k

pt´t1qrf´pkqs2
)
.

Looking at eqs. (A.10) and (A.11), we see that they can only be zero if f`p|k|q
“ ˘f´p|k|q. The only remaining non zero commutators with this choice are given by

eq. (A.12) and they become equal to i~δp3qpr ´ r1q “ pi~q{rp2πq3s
ş
d3k eipr´r1q¨k if

ˆ
i2ωk

c2

˙
rf˘pkqs2 “ i~

p2πq3 . (A.15)

Solving for f˘pkq we obtain eq. (7.13) and inserting it into eq. (A.12) we recover eqs. (7.11)

and (7.12) of the main text. Note that strictly speaking f`pkq “ ´f´pkq is also a possible

solution. However, all relevant quantities depend only on the square of these functions and

we choose f`pkq “ f´pkq, eq. (7.13), for simplicity. Moreover, inserting eq. (7.13) into

eqs. (A.5)-(A.7) we obtain eqs. (7.15)-(7.17) of the main text.

We have just seen that the choice f`pkq “ f´pkq “ rp~c2q {pp2πq32ωkqs1{2 leads to

the canonical commutation relations for the Lorentz covariant Schrödinger fields. In this

scenario the energies of the particles and antiparticles are not the same. We now look

for the values of f`pkq and f´pkq that lead to particles and antiparticles having the same

energy. As we will see, this can only be achieved if the fields no longer satisfy the canonical

commutation relations and if the microcausality condition [4] is violated.

If we set

rf˘pkqs2 “ ~c2

p2πq32ω˘
k

, (A.16)

we can write the normal ordered eqs. (A.5)-(A.7) as follows

H “
ż
d3k~ωk

´
a

:
kak ` b

:
kbk

¯
, (A.17)

P j “
ż
d3k ~kj

ˆ
ωk

ω`
k

a
:
kak ` ωk

ω´
k

b
:
kbk

˙
, (A.18)

Q̃ “
ż
d3k ~

ˆ
ωk

ω`
k

a
:
kak ´ ωk

ω´
k

b
:
kbk

˙
. (A.19)
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Looking at eq. (A.17) we see that the particle and the antiparticle have the same energy

Ek “ ~ωk. If we use eqs. (7.3) and (7.18) we get

ωk

ω˘
k

“
ˆ
1 ˘ mc2

~ω˘
k

˙
, (A.20)

which gives us the correction to the momentum and charge as compared to what one

traditionally expect for these quantities. For particles created by a:
k
, their momentum and

charge is increased by pmc2q{p~ω`
k q while for antiparticles created by b:

k the same quantities

are reduced by pmc2q{p~ω´
k q. This is consistent with considering particles with mass m and

antiparticles with mass ´m. Also, we can understand pmc2q{ p~ω`
k q as the ratio between

the rest energy of a particle with mass m to its kinetic energy ~ω`
k . Now, if m Ñ ´m

we get pmc2q{p~ω`
k

q Ñ p´mc2q{p~ω´
k

q. This means that we can interpret the latter as the

ratio between the rest energy of an antiparticle with mass ´m and kinetic energy ~ω´
k .

Note that we can interchange the roles of particles with antiparticles in the expressions for

the momentum and charge, leaving them invariant, if ak Ø bk and m Ñ ´m, where the

latter operation implies ω˘
k Ñ ω¯

k .

Let us see now what happens to the equal time commutation relations of the fields.

Inserting eq. (A.16) into eqs. (A.10)-(A.12), the no-trivial commutation relations become

rΨpt, rq,Ψ:pt, r1qs “ ´mc2

∇2
r

δp3qpr ´ r1q, (A.21)

rΠΨpt, rq,ΠΨ: pt, r1qs “ ´m
ˆ
1´ µ2

∇2
r

˙
δp3qpr ´ r1q, (A.22)

rΨpt, rq,ΠΨpt, r1qs “ i~

ˆ
1 ´ µ2

∇2
r

˙
δp3qpr ´ r1q, (A.23)

where 1{∇2
r is the inverse Laplacian,

1

∇2
r

eik¨r “ ´eik¨r

|k|2 . (A.24)

Note that for this particular choice of f˘pkq we have that rΠΨpt, rq,ΠΨ: pt, r1qs “ pim{~q
rΨpt, rq,ΠΨpt, r1qs.

If we use the integral representation of the Dirac delta function, eq. (A.1), and apply

the inverse Laplacian, we get the following integral during the calculations leading to the

commutators (A.21)-(A.23),

ż
d3k

eik¨pr´r1q

|k|2 “ 4π

|r ´ r1|

ż 8

0

du
sinu

u
“ 2π2

|r ´ r1| . (A.25)
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With the aid of eq. (A.25) we get for eqs. (A.21)-(A.23),

rΨpt, rq,Ψ:pt, r1qs “ mc2

4π

1

|r ´ r1| , (A.26)

rΠΨpt, rq,ΠΨ: pt, r1qs “ ´m
ˆ
δp3qpr ´ r1q` µ2

4π|r ´ r1|

˙
,

(A.27)

rΨpt, rq,ΠΨpt, r1qs “ i~

ˆ
δp3qpr ´ r1q` µ2

4π|r ´ r1|

˙
.

(A.28)

The important messages are contained in eqs. (A.26) and (A.28). First, eq. (A.26) tells

us that rΨpt, rq,Ψ:pt, r1qs ‰ 0, which implies the violation of microcausality [4, 5]. On the

other hand, eq. (A.28) shows that the field and its conjugate momentum do not satisfy the

canonical commutation relation. In addition to the canonical term, we have a correction

given by i~µ2{p4π|r ´ r1|q. This term, whose origin stems from eq. (A.26), can be seen as

giving origin to an instantaneous Coulomb-like potential. Contrary to the instantaneous

Coulomb potential coming from the photon propagator [4], here the “charges” associated

with this interaction are the masses of the particles. What is intriguing here, however,

is that we are dealing with scalar matter fields not vector fields like the photons. The

emergence of this Coulomb-like potential may be just a coincidence but, pushing further

the speculation, it may be that a more general quantum field theory incorporating positive

and negative masses might naturally lead to the emergence of the gravitational interaction.

A.2 More on the commutators for the non-canonically quantized fields

We can repeat the steps followed in section 7.3 using eqs. (A.15) and (A.16) to obtain that

rΨpxq,Ψ:pyqs “ i~c ∆̃LSpx´ yq, (A.29)

where

∆̃LSpxq “ eiµx
0

∆̃pxq, (A.30)

∆̃pxq “ ∆̃`pxq ` ∆̃´pxq, (A.31)

∆̃`pxq “ ´ic
2p2πq3

ż
d3k

e´ikx

ω`
k

, (A.32)

∆̃´pxq “ ic

2p2πq3
ż
d3k

eikx

ω´
k

, (A.33)

with k0 “ ωk{c. We are putting the tilde “ ˜ ” on top of any quantity coming from the

non-canonically quantized theory in order to differentiate it from the ones associated with

the canonically quantized theory in the main text.
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If we use the Heaviside step function hpk0q, in which hpk0q “ 1 for k0 ą 0 and hpk0q “ 0

for k0 ă 0, we have

∆̃˘pxq “ ´i
p2πq3

ż
d4k hp˘k0qεpk0qδpk2 ˘ 2µω˘

k
{cqe´ikx

“ ´i
p2πq3

ż
d4k

k0

k0 ´ µ
hp˘k0qεpk0qδpk2 ´ µ2qe´ikx,

(A.34)

where the other quantities above were defined in section 7.

Noting that hpk0q ` hp´k0q “ 1 for any k0 ‰ 0 we get

∆̃pxq“ ´i
p2πq3

ż
d4k

k0

k0 ´ µ
εpk0qδpk2 ´ µ2qe´ikx. (A.35)

If inside the integral sign we add and subtract the term ´µ{ pk0 ´ µq, we can write ∆̃pxq
in the following illustrative way

∆̃pxq“∆pxq ` δ̃pxq, (A.36)

where

δ̃pxq “ ´i
p2πq3

ż
d4k

µ

k0 ´ µ
εpk0qδpk2 ´ µ2qe´ikx (A.37)

and ∆pxq is given by eq. (7.40). We can thus understand δ̃pxq as the correction to ∆pxq
when we deviate from the canonical quantization path of section 7.

In analogy to eq. (7.57), we can write ∆̃˘pxq as the following contour integral, where

k0 is considered a complex variable,

∆̃˘pxq “ ´ 1

p2πq4
ż

C̃˘

d4k
e´iµx0

e´ikx

k2
0

´ pω˘
k {cq2 “ ´ 1

p2πq4
ż

C̃˘

d4k
e´iµx0

e´ikx

k2 ˘ p2µω˘
k {cq . (A.38)

Here C̃` is any counterclockwise closed path encircling only ω`
k {c and C̃´ is any counter-

clockwise closed path encircling ´ω´
k {c. Obviously, ∆̃pxq “ ∆̃`pxq ` ∆̃´pxq. We can have

an integral representation in which ∆̃`pxq and ∆̃´pxq have the same integrand, differing

only in the path of integration,

∆̃˘pxq “ ´ 1

p2πq4
ż

C˘

d4k
k0

k0 ´ µ

e´ikx

k2 ´ µ2
. (A.39)

The above paths of integration are defined in eq. (7.57), i.e., C˘ encircles counterclockwise

only ω˘
k {c. Note that we cannot express ∆̃pxq with the integral representation above and

using the path C, as we did for ∆pxq in eq. (7.58), since now we have a pole in k0 “ µ.

If we insist using the path C of eq. (7.58) we must subtract the contribution of the latter

pole to the integral,

∆̃pxq “ ´ 1

p2πq4
ż

C

d4k

„
k0

k0 ´ µ

e´ikx

k2 ´ µ2


´ iµe´iµx0

2p2πq|x| . (A.40)
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Let us return to the second line of eq. (A.34), which is conveniently written to prove

the invariance of ∆̃˘pxq under proper Lorentz transformations. Its invariance under spatial

rotations is obvious. The subtle point lies in proving its invariance under a Lorentz boost.

To prove that we first note that the Dirac delta guarantees that we are on mass shell and

therefore hp˘k0q and ǫpk0q are invariant under a Lorentz boost. The other invariants in

eq. (A.34) are d4k, k2, µ2, and kx. Thus, after a Lorentz boost from reference frame S to

S1 in the x1-direction we have

r∆̃˘s1px1q“ ´i
p2πq3

ż
d4k1 γpk01 ` βk1

1 q
γpk01 ` βk1

1 q ´ µ
hp˘k01 qεpk01 qδrpk1q2 ´ µ2se´ik1x1

. (A.41)

If we now make the following change of variables (this is not another Lorentz boost),

k0
2 “ γpk01 ` βk1

1 q, (A.42)

k1
2 “ γpk11 ` βk0

1 q, (A.43)

we get for the right hand side of eq. (A.41),

r∆̃˘s1px1q“ ´i
p2πq3

ż
d4k2 k0

2

k0
2 ´ µ

hp˘k02qεpk02 qδrpk2q2 ´ µ2se´ik0
2

rγpx0
1
`βx1

1
qs

ˆeik1
2

rγpx1
1
`βx0

1
qs`ik2

2
x2

1
`ik3

2
x3

1

. (A.44)

Note that we still have x1 in eq. (A.44) since we are just changing variables in the integral

and not performing a Lorentz boost. Moreover, the change of variables (A.42)-(A.43)

are formally equivalent to a Lorentz boost from the point of view of k1 and this is whyş
d4k1hp˘k01 qεpk01 qδrpk1q2 ´ µ2s is invariant when we go to k2.

Finally, if we remember that the variables in S1 are connected to the ones in S by the

following relation,

x0 “ γpx01 ` βx1
1 q, (A.45)

x1 “ γpx11 ` βx0
1 q, (A.46)

x2 “ x2
1
, (A.47)

x3 “ x3
1
, (A.48)

eq. (A.44) becomes after we rename the integration variable k2 to k,

r∆̃˘s1px1q“ ´i
p2πq3

ż
d4k

k0

k0 ´ µ
hp˘k0qεpk0qδpk2´µ2qe´ikx.

(A.49)

Comparing eq. (A.49) with (A.34) we see that they are the same, which proves that under a

proper Lorentz transformation ∆̃̆ pxq is invariant. The invariance of ∆̃̆ pxq and ∆̆ pxq also
imply that ∆̃pxq and δ̃pxq are invariant under proper Lorentz transformations and that the

commutator (A.29) and the Feynman propagator (A.50) are Lorentz covariant quantities.
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A.3 The Feynman propagator for the non-canonically quantized fields

In the present case eq. (7.64) becomes

∆̃F
LS

pxq “ hpx0q∆̃`
LSpxq ´ hp´x0q∆̃´

LSpxq, (A.50)

with

∆̃˘
LSpxq “ eiµx

0

∆̃˘pxq. (A.51)

Using eq. (A.38) we get

∆̃˘
LSpxq “ ´ 1

p2πq4
ż

C̃˘

d4k
e´ikx

k2 ˘ p2µω˘
k {cq . (A.52)

It is not as simple as in the canonically quantized case to write the Feynman propagator

as a single complex integral. The reason for this difficulty can be seen looking at the

denominators of eq. (A.38). Instead of the two simple poles we met when dealing with

the canonically quantized theory, we now have four simple poles, namely, k0 “ ˘ω`
k {c and

k0 “ ˘ω´
k {c. This means that the path along the real axis of the complex contour integral

defining the propagator is different whether we have x0 ą 0 or x0 ă 0. For x0 ą 0, the

clockwise path C̃`
F must enclose only the pole k0 “ ω`

k
{c, skirting counterclockwise the

other three poles. For x0 ă 0, the counterclockwise path C̃´
F must enclose only the pole

k0 “ ´ω´
k {c, skirting clockwise the remaining three poles. With this understanding for the

path C̃F we have

∆̃F
LS

pxq“ 1

p2πq4
ż

C̃F

d4k

„
1

k2 ` p2µω`
k {cq ` 1

k2 ´ p2µω´
k {cq


e´ikx

“ 1

p2πq4
ż

C̃F

d4k

„
2k2 ´ 4µ2

k4 ´ 4µ2pk0q2

e´ikx. (A.53)

The same difficulty above manifests itself when writing the propagator considering

the four variables kν real, with all integrals running from ´8 to 8. In this case we can

circumvent the four poles problem using the Heaviside step function, which allows us to

write

∆̃F
LS

pxq“ 1

p2πq4
ż
d4k

„
hpx0q

k2 ` p2µω`
k {cq ` iǫ`

` hp´x0q
k2 ´ p2µω´

k {cq ` iǫ´


e´ikx. (A.54)

In eq. (A.54) the limit ǫ˘ Ñ 0 is understood. Also, in analogy to the canonically quantized

theory,

ǫ˘ “ 2ηω˘
k

c
, (A.55)

with 0 ă η ! 1, and

k2 ˘ p2µω˘
k {cq ` iǫ˘ “ pk0q2 ´ pω˘

k {c ´ iηq2, (A.56)

where second order terms in η2 were discarded.
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Using eqs. (A.36)-(A.37), (A.50)-(A.51), and (A.54), we have

∆̃F
LS

pxq “ ∆F
LS

pxq ` δ̃F
LS

pxq, (A.57)

where ∆F
LS

pxq is the propagator for the canonically quantized theory and

δ̃F
LS

pxq “ ´ieiµx0

p2πq3
ż
d4k

„
µ

k0 ´ µ

1 ` ǫpk0qǫpx0q
2

δpk2 ´ µ2q

e´ikx, (A.58)

where ǫpx0q is the sign function (do not confuse it with the small ǫ appearing in the

denominator of the propagator). A similar interpretation attributed to δ̃pxq applies here,

namely, δ̃F
LS

pxq is the correction to the Feynman propagator due to our departure from

the canonical quantization of section 7.

Building on eq. (A.40) we also have

∆̃F
LS

pxq “ eiµx
0

p2πq4
ż
d4k

„
k0

k0 ´ pµ ´ iαq
e´ikx

k2 ´ µ2 ` iǫ


´ iµhpx0q

2p2πq|x| , (A.59)

where α ą 0, ǫ ą 0, and the limit pα, ǫq Ñ p0, 0q is implied after integration in k0. If we

use that limx0Ñ0 hpx0q “ 1{2, we realize that in eq. (A.59) the last term is related to the

instantaneous gravitational-like potential that arises when we non-canonically quantize the

Lorentz covariant Schrödinger equation.

Furthermore, if we use the integral representation for the Heaviside step function,

hpx0q “ ´ 1

2πi

ż
dk0

e´ik0x0

k0 ` iα
, (A.60)

with α ą 0 and α Ñ 0 implied, and that

1

|x| “ 2

p2πq2
ż
d3k

eik¨x

|k|2 , (A.61)

we have after changing the variable of integration k0 Ñ k0 ´ µ,

´iµhpx0q
2p2πq|x| “ µeiµx

0

p2πq4
ż
d4k

e´ikx

rk0 ´ pµ ´ iαqs|k|2 . (A.62)

Thus, using eq. (A.62) we can rewrite eq. (A.59) as

∆̃F
LS

pxq “ eiµx
0

p2πq4
ż
d4k

"
k0

rk0 ´ pµ ´ iαqsrk2 ´ µ2 ` iǫs ` µ

rk0 ´ pµ´ iαqs|k|2
*
e´ikx

“ eiµx
0

p2πq4
ż
d4k e´ikx

"
1

k0 ´ pµ´ iαq

„
k0

k2 ´ µ2 ` iǫ
` µ

|k|2
*

. (A.63)

B Equivalence with the Klein-Gordon theory

B.1 The pλ{4qrΨpxqΨ:pxqs2 interaction

The interaction Lagrangian density

Lint “ ´pλ{4qrΨpxqΨ:pxqs2
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does not depend on time derivatives and thus [4, 5]

Hint “ ´Lint “ pλ{4qrΨpxqΨ:pxqs2. (B.1)

Note that Hint is clearly Lorentz covariant since the phase change induced in Ψpxq by a

proper Lorentz transformation is compensated by the one induced in Ψ:pxq [See eq. (3.14)].
Also, since the interaction picture is connected to the Heisenberg picture via a unitary

transformation we obtain

HI
int “ ´LI

int “ pλ{4qtΨIpxqrΨIpxqs:u2. (B.2)

Inserting eq. (B.2) into (7.75) we get

S “ T exp

"
´ iλ

4~c

ż
d4xtΨIpxqrΨIpxqs:u2

*
. (B.3)

If we now use eq. (7.76) we arrive at

S “ T exp

"
´ iλ

4~c

ż
d4xtΦIpxqrΦIpxqs:u2

*
. (B.4)

Looking at eq. (B.4), we realize that it is the S-matrix for the complex Klein-Gordon

fields if they interact according to

HI
int “ pλ{4qtΦI pxqrΦIpxqs:u2. (B.5)

This tells us that the S-matrix for the Klein-Gordon and Lorentz covariant Schrödinger

fields are identical if they are subjected to the same type of interaction [eqs. (B.2) and (B.5)].

Furthermore, the flux and linear momentum associated to a particle are formally the same

in both theories, as can be seen comparing eqs. (4.5) and (7.16) with the respective ones

coming from the Klein-Gordon theory. Therefore, any scattering cross section (decay rate)

computed for both theories have the same value if the colliding (decaying) particles are

assumed to have the same initial linear momentum.

The preceding analysis can be easily extended to any interaction of the type

Hint “ gnrΨpxqΨ:pxqsn, (B.6)

with n a real number and gn the associated coupling constant. Since Ψ and Ψ: have

the same exponent, we can use eq. (7.76) and the same arguments above to prove the

equivalence between the Klein-Gordon and the Lorentz covariant Schrödinger theories.

On the other hand, the requirement for Lorentz covariance forbids interactions given

by

Hint “ gnñrΨpxqsnrΨ:pxqsñ, with n ‰ ñ. (B.7)

Indeed, for different values of n and ñ we have after a proper Lorentz transformation

rΨpxqsnrΨ:pxqsñ ÝÑ eipn´ñqθpxq{~rΨpxqsnrΨ:pxqsñ, (B.8)

which clearly shows the lack of Lorentz covariance if n ‰ ñ.
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When we have two (or more) types of particles with different masses, similar arguments

forbid interaction terms proportional to Ψn1

1
pΨ:

1
qñ1Ψn2

2
pΨ:

2
qñ2 , for nj ‰ ñj, j “ 1, 2. Here

Ψj corresponds to the field associated to the particle of mass mj. For Klein-Gordon fields,

interactions given by terms similar to those of eq. (B.7) are possible since they remain

invariant under a proper Lorentz transformation.

B.2 Scalar electrodynamics

The proof of the equivalence between the Klein-Gordon and the Lorentz covariant Schrödin-

ger quantum scalar electrodynamics is more subtle. Before presenting this proof, we need

first to develop the classical scalar electrodynamics of the Lorentz covariant Schrödinger

fields. After obtaining the classical Hamiltonian density describing all fields and the inter-

actions among them, we are ready to proceed to its canonical quantization and give the

proof of the equivalence of both theories.

Applying the minimal coupling prescription, eq. (5.52), to the free Lorentz covariant

Schrödinger Lagrangian density, eq. (6.9), we get

L “ pDµΨqpDµΨq˚ ` iµ rΨ˚pD0Ψq ´ ΨpD0Ψq˚s
“ LLS ` Lint. (B.9)

Here the free field and interaction Lagrangian densities are

LLS “ BµΨBµΨ˚ ` iµΨ˚ÐÑB0Ψ, (B.10)

Lint “ ´ iq

~
pΨ˚ÐÑBµΨqAµ ` q2

~2
ΨΨ˚AµA

µ ´ 2qµ

~
ΨΨ˚A0. (B.11)

Equation (B.9) is invariant under a gauge transformation, namely, if

Ψpxq ÝÑ e
iq
~
χpxqΨpxq, (B.12)

Aµ ÝÑ Aµ ´ Bµχpxq, (B.13)

we have that

L ÝÑ L. (B.14)

In eq. (B.11), the third term at the right hand side is characteristic of the Lorentz

covariant Schrödinger Lagrangian, while the first and second ones are formally equivalent

to what one would get by applying the minimal coupling prescription to the Klein-Gordon

Lagrangian.

If we use eq. (4.30),

Ψpxq “ eiµx
0

Φpxq, (B.15)

which connects the Lorentz covariant Schrödinger and Klein-Gordon equations, we get after

inserting it in eq. (B.9),

LLS ÝÑ LKG, (B.16)

Lint ÝÑ ´ iq

~
pΦ˚ÐÑBµΦqAµ ` q2

~2
ΦΦ˚AµA

µ. (B.17)
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Here LKG is the Klein-Gordon free field Lagrangian density and the right hand side of

eq. (B.17) is exactly the interaction term one gets by applying the minimal coupling pre-

scription to LKG.

We should also mention that similarly to LLS, the interaction Lagrangian density

Lint, eq. (B.11), is invariant under a proper Lorentz transformation. This is proved via a

direct calculation using eq. (3.14), the transformation rule for Ψpxq under a proper Lorentz

transformation, and the respective covariant and contravariant transformation rules for the

vectors Bµ and Aµ.

The complete scalar electrodynamics Lagrangian density also has the electromagnetic

(EM) free-field term LEM , which is a function of the four-potential Aµ (the four components

of Aµ are considered independent variables) [4, 5]. Therefore, the total Lagrangian density

for the scalar electrodynamics (SED) becomes

LSED “ LLS ` LEM ` Lint. (B.18)

In order to carry out the canonical quantization of the scalar electrodynamics, we

need the Hamiltonian density associated to LSED. Since the interaction term Lint does not

contain time derivatives of the fields Aµ, the canonically conjugate fields related to them are

the same as those of the free-field case. As such, after the Legendre transformation leading

from the Lagrangian to the Hamiltonian density we have LEM Ñ HEM , where HEM is the

standard free-field Hamiltonian density for the electromagnetic field [4, 5]. However, Lint

contains terms involving time derivatives of the fields Ψ and Ψ˚. This means that their

canonically conjugate fields are different from the free-field case, which ultimately implies

that Hint is no longer simply ´Lint.

The new conjugate field to Ψ is

ΠΨ “ BLSED

BpBtΨq “ BLLS

cBpB0Ψq ` BLint

cBpB0Ψq “ 1

c

ˆ
B0Ψ˚ ` iµΨ˚ ´ iq

~
Ψ˚A0

˙
. (B.19)

In a similar way, the conjugate field to Ψ˚ is

ΠΨ˚ “ 1

c

ˆ
B0Ψ ´ iµΨ ` iq

~
ΨA0

˙
“ Π˚

Ψ. (B.20)

Using eqs. (B.19) and (B.20), the Hamiltonian density

H “ ΠΨBtΨ ` ΠΨ˚ BtΨ˚ ´ LLS ´ Lint ` HEM (B.21)

becomes

H “ HLS ` HEM ` Hint, (B.22)

where HLS and HEM are, respectively, the free-field Hamiltonian densities for the Lorentz

covariant Schrödinger and electromagnetic fields, while

Hint “ iqc

~
pΠΨ˚Ψ˚ ´ ΠΨΨqA0 ` iq

~
pΨ˚ÐÑBjΨqAj ´ q2

~2
ΨΨ˚AµA

µ ` q2

~2
ΨΨ˚A0A

0. (B.23)

Equation (B.23) is formally the same as the one we would get if we had worked with the

Klein-Gordon Lagrangian [5]. Here, however, the expressions for ΠΨ and ΠΨ˚ are given by
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eqs. (B.19) and (B.20) while in the Klein-Gordon case we do not have the terms iµΨ˚ and

´iµΨ in eqs. (B.19) and (B.20), respectively.

In order to quantize eq. (B.23), the independent field variables Ψ, Ψ˚, ΠΨ, ΠΨ˚ , and

Aµ are promoted to operators, satisfying the usual equal-time commutation relations. The

commutation relations for the scalar fields are given in eqs. (7.11) and (7.12) and the

commutation relations for the four-vector potential can be found in refs. [4, 5]. Also,

to avoid ordering ambiguities among the operators as well as to eliminate non-physical

vacuum contributions, we normal order all products of operators.

Going to the interaction picture we have

HI “ HI
LS ` HI

EM ` HI
int, (B.24)

where the operator O in the Heisenberg picture is connected to its representation in the

interaction picture by the following unitary transformation,

OI “ UptqOU :ptq. (B.25)

The unitary operator above is [4, 5]

Uptq “ eiH
S
0
t{~e´iHt{~, (B.26)

with

HS
0 “ HS

LS `HS
EM (B.27)

being the total free-field Hamiltonian in the Schrödinger picture. Note that HS
j “

ş
d3x

HS
j pt,xq, j “ LS or EM . The quantity H “

ş
d3xHpt,xq is the complete Hamiltonian,

having the same form in the Schrödinger and Heisenberg pictures.

In order to apply the Dyson series we have to write the interaction part of the Hamil-

tonian density in terms of operators in the interaction picture. Using eqs. (B.23), the

unitarity of Uptq, and that Uptq does not depend on the spatial variables, we obtain with

the help of eq. (B.25),

H
I
int “ iqc

~
rΠI

Ψ: pΨIq: ´ ΠI
ΨΨ

I spAIq0 ` iq

~
rpΨIq:ÐÑBjΨI spAIqj

´ q2

~2
ΨIpΨIq:AI

µpAIqµ ` q2

~2
ΨIpΨIq:AI

0pAIq0. (B.28)

We now eliminate the conjugate fields ΠI
Ψ

and ΠI
Ψ: in favor of the time derivatives of

the fields B0ΨI and B0pΨIq:. To that end, we note first that

B0ΨI“B0pUΨU :q “ pB0UqΨU : ` UpB0ΨqU : ` UΨpB0U :q. (B.29)

Using the definitions of Uptq and U :ptq, a direct calculation leads to

B0U “ ´ i

~c
UHint, (B.30)

B0U : “ i

~c
HintU

:. (B.31)
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Moreover, B0Ψ is obtained from the time evolution of Ψ in the Heisenberg picture,

B0Ψ “ 1

i~c
rΨ,Hs. (B.32)

Inserting eqs. (B.30), (B.31), and (B.32) into (B.29) we get

B0ΨI “ i

~c
U rH0,ΨsU :, (B.33)

where

H0 “ HLS `HEM . (B.34)

Since HEM has no dependence on the matter fields, it commutes with Ψ and eq. (B.33) is

reduced to

B0ΨI “ i

~c
U rHLS ,ΨsU :. (B.35)

The commutator above, with the aid of eqs. (6.19), (7.11), and (7.12), is given by

rHLS ,Ψpt,xqs “
ż
d3x1rHLSpt,x1q,Ψpt,xqs

“
ż
d3x1c2rΠΨpt,x1q,Ψpt,xqsΠΨ: pt,x1q

`
ż
d3x1iµcΨpt,x1qrΠΨpt,x1q,Ψpt,xqs

“ ´i~c2ΠΨ: pt,xq ` µc~Ψpt,xq. (B.36)

Inserting eq. (B.36) into (B.35) we finally get

B0ΨI “ cΠI
Ψ: ` iµΨI . (B.37)

An analogous calculation leads to

B0pΨIq: “ cΠI
Ψ ´ iµpΨIq:. (B.38)

Equations (B.37) and (B.38) are what we need to eliminate the conjugate fields in

eq. (B.28). Remembering that we are adopting the normal ordering prescription (we can

freely write, for example, pΨIq:ΨI instead of ΨIpΨIq:), we obtain

HI
int “ ´LI

int ` q2

~2
pΨIq:ΨIAI

0pAIq0, (B.39)

where

L
I
int “ ´ iq

~
rpΨIq:ÐÑBµΨI spAIqµ ` q2

~2
pΨIq:ΨIAI

µpAIqµ ´ 2µq

~
pΨIq:ΨIpAIq0. (B.40)

Note that LI
int is invariant under a proper Lorentz transformation while the so-called

“normal-dependent term” pq2{~2q pΨIq:ΨIAI
0
pAIq0 is not [5].

Equation (B.39) differs from the one we would obtain if we worked with the Klein-

Gordon fields by the last term in eq. (B.40),

2µq

~
pΨIq:ΨIpAIq0. (B.41)
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However, the extra term (B.41), together with the rest of HI
int, will not lead to different

physical processes that are not contained in the Klein-Gordon theory.

To see this we rewrite eq. (B.39) as

HI
int “ q

~

!
ripΨIq:ÐÑBµΨIspAIqµ ` 2µpΨIq:ΨIpAIq0

)

` q2

~2
rpΨIq:ΨIAI

0pAIq0 ´ pΨIq:ΨIAI
µpAIqµs. (B.42)

In eq. (B.42) we have grouped terms proportional to the charge q and those proportional

to q2.

If we now insert eq. (B.15) into (B.42) we obtain

HI
int“

q

~

!
ripΦIq:ÐÑBµΦIspAIqµ

)
` q2

~2
rpΦIq:ΦIAI

0pAIq0´pΦIq:ΦIAI
µpAIqµs. (B.43)

Note that terms proportional to q and q2 in eq. (B.42) are respectively mapped to the ones

proportional to q and q2 in eq. (B.43).

Furthermore, eq. (B.43) is exactly the interaction Hamiltonian density we obtain when

dealing with the Klein-Gordon theory and it is not difficult to see that the free-field Hamil-

tonians are all transformed to the ones of the Klein-Gordon theory after eq. (B.15). There-

fore, the S-matrix of the Klein-Gordon and Lorentz covariant Schrödinger theories are the

same. This implies, using the same arguments given in section B.1, that in the framework

of scalar electrodynamics both theories lead to equivalent predictions when it comes to

scattering and decay processes.

C Transformation law for Ψpxq under finite proper Lorentz transforma-

tions

After an infinitesimal counterclockwise spatial rotation of a reference frame about its x3-

axis, the original coordinates xµ describing a four-vector are related to those in the new

frame (xµ
1
) as follows,

x0 “ x0
1
, (C.1)

x1 “ x1
1 ´ ǫx2

1
, (C.2)

x2 “ x2
1 ` ǫx1

1
, (C.3)

x3 “ x3
1
, (C.4)

where ǫ is an infinitesimal angle of rotation.

To simplify the notation in the following calculations, it is convenient to use ct, x, y, z

to label the coordinates of the above contravariant four-vector. Also, the inertial frame

before any rotation is implemented is called S0 and the inertial frame after n infinitesimal

rotations is denoted by Sn. The coordinates of a four-vector in Sn is given by ctn, xn, yn, zn.

Therefore, according to eqs. (C.2) and (C.3), after n spatial rotations about the z-axis we

have

xn´1 “ xn ´ ǫyn, (C.5)

yn´1 “ ǫxn ` yn. (C.6)
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After N infinitesimal rotations, we end up at the frame SN . Solving the system of

recursive relations (C.5) and (C.6) with the “final conditions” xN and yN we get

xn “ 1

2
rp1 ´ iǫqN´n ` p1 ` iǫqN´nsxN ´ i

2
rp1 ´ iǫqN´n ´ p1 ` iǫqN´nsyN , (C.7)

yn “ i

2
rp1 ´ iǫqN´n ´ p1 ` iǫqN´nsxN ` 1

2
rp1 ´ iǫqN´n ` p1 ` iǫqN´nsyN . (C.8)

According to eqs. (8.4) and (8.9), after an infinitesimal rotation about the z-axis, the

wave functions in Sn´1 and Sn are connected to each other according to the following

transformation law,

Ψn´1 “ e´iǫpκyxn´κxynqΨn. (C.9)

To arrive at eq. (C.9) we used that ǫ21 “ ´ǫ12 “ ǫ, with all other ǫµν being zero, and

renamed κ1 and κ2 to κx and κy.

Using repeatedly eq. (C.9), we obtain after N infinitesimal rotations ǫ about the z-axis

that

ΨN “ eiǫpκy

řN
n“1

xn´κx

řN
n“1

ynqΨ0. (C.10)

If we now employ eqs. (C.7) and (C.8), the sums in eq. (C.10) become

Nÿ

n“1

xn “ ´ i

2ǫ
rp1 ` iǫqN ´ p1 ´ iǫqN sxN ´ 1

2ǫ
r2´p1 ´ iǫqN ´p1 ` iǫqN syN , (C.11)

Nÿ

n“1

yn “ 1

2ǫ
r2 ´ p1 ´ iǫqN ´ p1 ` iǫqN sxN ´ i

2ǫ
rp1 ` iǫqN ´ p1 ´ iǫqN syN . (C.12)

Inserting eqs. (C.11) and (C.12) into (C.10) we obtain

ΨN “ exp

"
´ iκxxN

2
fpǫq ` κyxN

2
gpǫq ´ κxyN

2
gpǫq ´ iκyyN

2
fpǫq

*
Ψ0, (C.13)

where

fpǫq “ 2 ´ p1 ´ iǫqN ´ p1 ` iǫqN , (C.14)

gpǫq “ p1 ` iǫqN ´ p1 ´ iǫqN . (C.15)

A finite rotation φ can be split into N infinitesimal ones such that

ǫ “ φ{N. (C.16)

Inserting eq. (C.16) into eqs. (C.14) and (C.15) and taking the limit for large N we get

lim
NÑ8

fpφ{Nq “ 2p1 ´ cosφq, (C.17)

lim
NÑ8

fpφ{Nq “ 2i sinφ. (C.18)

If we identify Ψ0 as the wave function in the rest frame S before the finite rotation φ

is implemented, limNÑ8 ΨN as the wave function at the rest frame S1 after the rotation,
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and if we go back to the four-vector notation, eqs. (C.17) and (C.18) when inserted into

(C.13) give

Ψpxq “ eirpκ
1x1

1
`κ2x2

1
qp1´cos φq`pκ1x2

1
´κ2x1

1
q sinφsΨ1px1q. (C.19)

Equation (C.19) is nothing but the transformation law given by eq. (8.13) for a finite

rotation φ about the x3-axis. By similar calculations we can get the transformation laws

for Ψpxq when we rotate about the x2 and x1 axes.

Let us now show how the transformation law for finite boosts can be derived for Ψpxq.
To that aim we write a finite boost along the x1-axis as a rotation in a hyperbolic space.

The coordinate transformation is thus

x0 “ x0
1
cosh ξ ` x1

1
sinh ξ, (C.20)

x1 “ x0
1
sinh ξ ` x1

1
cosh ξ, (C.21)

x2 “ x2
1
, (C.22)

x3 “ x3
1
, (C.23)

where the “hyperbolic angle” ξ is called the “rapidity” and is given by

tanh ξ “ β “ v{c. (C.24)

Here v is the speed of frame S1 with respect to S, directed along the x1-axis. Note that

cosh ξ “ γ and sinh ξ “ βγ.

Expressed as given by eqs. (C.20) and (C.21), two successive boosts along the x1-axis

with rapidity ξ and ξ1 gives x0 “ x0
2
coshpξ ` ξ1q ` x1

2
sinhpξ ` ξ1q and x1 “ x0

2
sinhpξ `

ξ1q ` x1
2
coshpξ ` ξ1q, where xµ2

are the coordinates of the four-vector xµ in the frame

S2. This is formally equivalent to spatial rotations if the hyperbolic sines and cosines are

changed to the usual trigonometric ones. Therefore, the calculations above leading to the

transformation law for Ψpxq after a spatial rotation can be readily adapted to a boost if

we note that for an infinitesimal boost (ξ ! 1) we have

x0 “ x0
1 ` ξx1

1
, (C.25)

x1 “ x1
1 ` ξx0

1
. (C.26)

The analog to eqs. (C.5) and (C.6) are

ctn´1 “ ctn ` ξxn, (C.27)

xn´1 “ ξctn ` xn, (C.28)

whose solution is

ctn “ 1

2
rp1 ` ξqN´n ` p1 ´ ξqN´nsctN ` 1

2
rp1 ` ξqN´n ´ p1 ´ ξqN´nsxN , (C.29)

xn “ 1

2
rp1 ` ξqN´n ´ p1 ´ ξqN´nsctN ` 1

2
rp1 ` ξqN´n ` p1 ´ ξqN´nsxN . (C.30)

Repeating all the steps of the previous calculation we get

ΨN “ eiξpκx

řN
n“1

ctn´κct

řN
n“1

xnqΨ0 (C.31)
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and

Nÿ

n“1

ctn “ 1

2ξ
rp1 ` ξqN ´ p1 ´ ξqN sctN ´ 1

2ξ
r2´p1 ` ξqN ´p1 ` ξqN sxN , (C.32)

Nÿ

n“1

xn “ ´ 1

2ξ
r2 ´ p1 ` ξqN ´ p1 ` ξqN sctN ` 1

2ξ
rp1 ` ξqN ´ p1 ´ ξqN sxN . (C.33)

Inserting eqs. (C.32) and (C.33) into (C.31) we arrive at

ΨN “ exp

"
iκctctN

2
fpξq ` iκxctN

2
gpξq ´ iκctxN

2
gpξq ´ iκxxN

2
fpξq

*
Ψ0, (C.34)

where

fpξq “ 2 ´ p1 ` ξqN ´ p1 ´ ξqN , (C.35)

gpξq “ p1 ` ξqN ´ p1 ´ ξqN . (C.36)

To go from successive infinitesimal boosts to a finite one we set

ξ “ Ξ{N (C.37)

and take the appropriate limits in eqs. (C.35) and (C.36),

lim
NÑ8

fpΞ{Nq “ 2p1 ´ coshΞq, (C.38)

lim
NÑ8

fpΞ{Nq “ 2 sinhΞ. (C.39)

Noting that coshΞ “ γ and sinhΞ “ βγ, eqs. (C.38) and (C.39) allow us to write

(C.34) as

Ψpxq “ eirpγ´1qκ0´γβκ1sx0
1
`irγβκ0´pγ´1qκ1sx1

1

Ψ1px1q. (C.40)

To arrive at eq. (C.40) we have reversed to the usual four-vector notation, namely,

ctN “ x0
1
, xN “ x1

1
, κct “ κ0, κx “ κ1, and identified Ψ0 with Ψpxq and ΨN with Ψ1px1q.

Equation (C.40) is the transformation law for Ψpxq when it is subjected to a finite boost

along the x1-axis, namely, eq. (8.15) given in the main text.
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